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PREFACE

The pres nrt volume deals witt'h the trctleal ':taysis
of suriace-to-ali, missile s,,.stems;. It is intended to provide
a general introduction to the basic problems arising In such
analyses, and to sugeest techniques uLeful in their solution.

t !egretfully, all problems concerned with the poasible defeat
of surface-to-air missile systems by neans or electronic coun-
termeasures have Intentionally been omit1%.d fron the discussion;
appropriate treatment of covia vi-mcasurez ic not possible it an
unclassified document.

The material here summarized has re.ulted from woric
carried out by the Aszesxm..nt Division oi' the Applied Physics
Laboratory and by maj . '.. organizations, over a period of
yeurs, with frequent interchug;e of ideas both in persoral dis-
cussions and by writter. report. Consequently it Is usually
difficult and frequently Imposcible to determine Individual
pt.lorities aid ascribe credits fur particular parts of the
materlal, For this reazon, r.v attempt is made here to do so.

'In preparing this vu&.ie, tne cuthor har drawn hawiiy
upon unclassified parts of an earlier -laslfied work, 1aetisal
Analysis of Surface-to-Air uied Miscue jystIs, compi 1by
the Asessment Division of the Laboratory. Indeed, the present
volume may be thought of as an unclassified revision of the ear-
l1er work. The author is Indebted to those who compled the
earlier work and to many in the DIvYsior who reviewed and com-
mented upon the present vulume.
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C!APTER I

Tactical Analysis

A. Introduction

Before proceeding with the primarl purpose of this book, the
dlscusslon of methods of tactical analysic of guided missile systems, it
wll be well to consider briefly the iteedo for such analy;:. and what is
to be anal, zd.

B. "ead for Tactical Analysis

A major need for tactical tnalyzI's Ic in the development of new
weapon 3ystemu. The role tactical als:Is plays in such a development
car. perhaps best Le berouht out by t:,acir,: : Lypical development process.
In general, this procecz is !teratlve and can lbe conveniently represented
by a multl-loop feed-back di,7amr as showt In .' lgure 1.

rNEED FO3P YST9IXALE ~0I~T
OPERATIONAL REQIRA .TSIBOUNDARY. COITION

STATES OF ART M FREATI.D THRAT

OPERATIONAL RETRICTIOIS .ODIiLMD RESTRICTION

I PRELI!T7 :ARi DESIGN HEMSIG

EVALU&TION

FASIBILITY
EFFECTIV'.rESS
COST

SERVICE USE
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The loops are uravcrsed t..v ral times in the process, as a con-
se-luence of the many Interactlon.; of all the factors Involved in the design.
The process may start In any of .ev.ral different p accs, for example, .:ith
an operational requiremcnt, cr in an advancL in the state of a tee'-nical
art, or ..ith a threat analy.:in, or ,hps w:it:. some exiting systemi design.

In o:d(.r to de.cr'be t h duvelopment pocesrs in greater detail,
suppose that It starts ... th zn (I-:itial: broad) .tatement W^ the need for
a systcm. ansoljrIng the qu,.ns*zon: What do ": wish to do? lik:. must come
a listing of the bounda.r , .dtivr. :!it~ng; that 1s: Where are we now?
The boundary conditions 1.i(ude :t. i -.:iv .hu varlou: zee.hnical arts
involvw.d, thet choraeturt' ti t. .hr,,eat t3 i ,et and th various oper-
ational restrict luan that n. o1t-.!n. With ans. ecr- to these two questions:
Where do ;.e ,o? anu 1Th .r: are we? tn. next :;t,-;; is to di.vis. one or more
preliminary system d,:ipn:: .. hib ua'e .nrutw..-d t. fill the need. Each of
these designs must the1, . vaLuat.d to d'~er.ine .:hethe:, it is feasible
from all points of vie u and i:he'. i't ind'.k-l fCille the stated need effec-
tively and at r.:asonuble ciuzt ir. runurceu . The result"s of the cvaluation
are thn f d back as Indle:tee in th. :'iu'e, lfg drng, on the ne:zt circuit,
to refined system d.signs and to th-Ir evaluation.

It Is in the evaluation p.a'e of she d-.\Velopment process that
tactical analysis enters. ii partlvular. a me 'ure of thv ecfectivenes.
of each proposzd syst:m Is a !;roduit of .aocal anilsis of the system as
a whole, operatine in the zpe:Ifled .. ironmerLt aga_'nt the specified threat.
The results of th. tactical anlyjes may be put to svveral uses. First,
they form the basis.; for a comparison of alt.ernative system designs. They
may suggest changes or improvements In thB system leading to redesign of
the system, and pirhakps to further r.s..,arch in order to improve the state
of an applicable art. They may anggest ehoges in the expected threat that
would result from an enay'u rcactio:. to the introduction cf the proposed
system in service use. Thcy may suggest changes in the operating restrictions
assumed. Finally th,.y may suggest charkes in the operational req, irement;
that is, the neA rur or o fC the system.

In the early stage. of the dr.veiopmenz process the system design
will usually be simpl, .'ith little d:tail speuified. The corresponding
tactical aralysis: mu:' of necb.Ity he re!lativly crude nd simple, owing
to the lack of suf'Ciotly co:nj.;5e system dt' .1t*Ion. As the system design
is reflned on stccv.:;ive clr'lut. oCr the leo.,, thv tactical anal.vsis must
b .- 'ined to deal ith nt. gr:at,-r dvtail o, the design. Gross appro ima
tions must be replacd by mor- pr',e..c,. enalyses.

-2-
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t systvm, in very n,;l terms, is a comulux of pooul., und
.uipnent orgarized to 9e.rform onu or ;reor; functions. It i3 made up of

,zany subuystems which ixt.,act ,;th eauh othtr and w:ith thu enviroe.ent.
A syzteni d. sign muut sp cfy -0, only what the system will consist of but
alno ho.: I. will optra.:-, .:hat ,.h.. irnt:,ac'.!o.., .. ' ,,b..--stems 8Xd their
r"atAULo.,, to ,;xt--r".1 lnv i:rm.ntal influ.nc.,s will be. Ea:21y in the de-
v,.Iot_,.nt proe~sz, t:actie.l ana!..i; dals primarily with predictions ofw41)LL thu -vm .4I , ,. . .

4) .. , .ionz foL' chon,., couming out of the analysis,
will nost oft.:n "rslnve.. i . aUi":-ant it.:vlf. A:: th.: d'v;lepment process
1)±'-jo :'- Zaf.X" ..' .. ' yh .p!.;t..m will have tak,:.n physical fo.m. Con-
soquunIily L:, the lat - . , ta *':_,,." " aialys". ":11 nore often aff,.;ct th_
procedure.s leld down :v,. o .t. .f th.. s;':', .

Tactical analys... -;un !,*. of Z.,:a.; h,1p tci nllitaLr, ;tla-ner as
~:.l as to .iea: o:s syst-m J . 'The strat'. ic p arner, In decidirg how
best to achieve a ml1Itar. cbjs,;tiv:: .an learnu.h from the results of
tactical analysis. *:Ihat .ieaponc will be most uffective. What forces will
be required? Tactical analyses can assist the procurement platmer in deter-
mining :.huat jurItties of weapons to purchase. The tactical commander, _n
dfploying h~s forc t- and s. lecti taczicc to ou used, ca, derive much useful
Information from a"nalyses.

In all placcs where tactical analysis can bu ajplied, decisions
still must ultimately be based upon sur4 judgment. L'ut iL rendering sound
judgment, it Is preferable to rrly or. rational analysis tharn on personal
intuition. The Cormer, if indetd rational, will by definition, demonstrate
that certain basic nasumptions must lead to certain conclusions. Thus, the
problem of passing Judgt-rnt can be reduced, by rational analysis, to that of
judging the validity of basic ussizmptions.

C. Typical Air Battle

The forcaiur.er to any tacti.cal analysis mus. quite naturally be a
clear understmndIng of what Is to b; analyzed. In th.- pr:sent case, this
Is the air baztle. Its pri cipul elvmuecns are: surface targets which ara
subject to air attack, activ.' dcfeno installations to counter the attack,
and the attack itself. Th,-sc ,.no.ts Interact, In an environment generated
In part by them, In a ofquenc. :vntas which make up the air battle.
Figure 2 depict thas. alr batt.L Alm ts seih.:atlcally.
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jYhe p.'enent section will describe the major characteristics of these elements.

:ne i'irs necezary ingiodlent for' an air battle is, of course, the
existence of one or more surfface targets ":h.1ch an enemy wishes to dlestrory.
These targets might be cities, industrial installations, air ba-s, opoups of
ships, or the like. Although very d1££erurYt,, they have certain common char-
acteristics such as th: are.% of each, their geographic distribution, the
value of each to the defender and to thu attacker, the hudess of each (i.e.,
ability to withstand damaging forc',s). These charece.ristics will influence
outh the de',nsa :v ,'Cfense Deployment of defonsive weapons will depend in
part on surface target geometry. Commitment of offensive weapons to individal
targets may be affected by the hadrness and also the worth of the targets.
Moot of the surface tar~at characteristics of major Importance in tactical
analyses are common to most surface targets. Thus general methods of analysis,
that are independent of the iduniiti of the surface Larget, can often be deviaed.

A second essential ingredient for an air battle is the active air
defense system provided for the defense of the ground targets. The principal
r-X,,Utons of the defense are detection of targets and their surv,.,illance,

-4-
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deci:;or:, rr~kirng, and employment of weapons. D: tection and surveillance
are :jet'Voitt.-d uy any if' a variety of' sen:inj; lnst.-umerits, such a~ radars.
Their pe:'Corma.ice in gernert.11 is charlicte!rlzed *Wy their Coverage Jr± range
and .ltituue, by the accuracy v._Ih which thcy meacure target position and
b:.! their ablity, to reulva individual targats. A supporting par'. of' the
decislor-mu!WIng function 1z ,,hc j;.*Ct.sSirlg and storing ol' duta. The comn-

j'l~A~le~, *pe'd, u nd accuracy wth -which these tuuks zre characterize
hepcr_'ornm',: ofi this sUU-port. 'the decision makirg itsel! I.- done either
rr~nuilywith t!ae- aid of' suittA' data displays, or cutomatically, usually
v eic16r'onic npt*i'. 'Ai-_J:ci:ln themselves are tactical In nature.

.he *,.(a;purs *Are chur.actL4._-Kz.-d il-, saci- thIngs. cveruL±-e, rarnge and altitude,
:.j tho riumbci, of wopo. t.hu. can~ .,(: lrought to bear nd by the effectiveress

ol t.. wapo In t~ry.:S it ~ ow.ii idto s ' cilities for the
tranum.'slori of pertin(:n1 -,rjret an~d uther data and of orderr are essential

al ~l f'unctlon:!. Thie imI.rtant. ,%;turva ot' Lhese facilities are their re-
lta&:Al1Zy arid lheiAr accuracy. The muny pit-ct ; of eq'zipmert nccesziery for
ru-vcl Iance, for oata proceszIng, and for the weaponz xystems themselves
n:u_-t be deployed InL Some mainner about the surface targets being defended.
, fuIrthot ri !ce;sa' pIovMI.So In the active d.-.Vense 11i tnut. of doctrines of

ln~rsuf -r as th~ese car be presc ribed in advance.

'-he third ingrediet In the air battle la:1, of cou:'se, the attack.
A A.11 ctuscription of' ant attack will include tn:uiuLw.r' arid kinds of air-
craft , of warheads to be delivered and of delivur4 tehrlqu^F. used, as well as

niy uther eqsi lpment the eiicmy may employ, sue!,~ juwiwuru. Teprooc
capauillLits if' thouc mus. ail be Included as woll as the tautica the enemy
will use. includud In thl's latt iro such thing~s us the coordInation of his
attack arid the uxtei.i to which he uous formations or evas.'ve maneuvers.

ohe rav.,vunment, within which the air battlo takee place can be-an-
all Important factor In d'etermin'ng the outco3me of the battle. The environ-
ment is in raurt compr~sed of' conditions which would obtain indep'endent of the
battle; notable among these *. the w.:2ter, including winds, temperature,
cloud cover, and nimeruuz other featureb of 1, weather. Other characterxs-

ticof the anvironment art- determined by the atttackinr force or the defense.
If. for example, the attacirer employs electron.1c count.arneasures of some sort.
the en~vironment wi1thIn which the radars of the deferise ope.'ate is, of cou.se.
3ignificantly "ii~ercd.

,Givcn thrcs thre, esoentlai ingredluntz and the environmunt within
which they murst l'urction, the air battle then .umo place. Initially the
attacking forcu wijlll procced towura th e aurl-acO tax'Sets, searching for targets.
Certain tactical d~ci:*.Iuo by Lho ofiX~nse arc necoosary during the courre of
bal,e; thuce Includi.: lduntilfcal. lon.s of uurface targets following detection,
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choice of tactics to be used 5nd In some cases, it, later stages, assessment
of damage inflicted, Or. the part of the defense, the events are as follows;
the attack is detected and tracks established on Individual aircraft or
groups of aircraft. As datd are gathered from different sources, they must
be processed, norrelated, and the necessar-j displays generated. Various
tactical decisions must then be made such as Identification, evaluation and
assignment of targets to weapon units. Fihally, targets are engaged, weapons
are launched and fly out to Intercept, warheads detonated, and if possible
damage is assec3ed. The ba'tte thus proceeds until all attackng aircraft
are either killeC or deliver their bombs and depart, or until %hz defense be-
comes inactive, through damage suffered or through exhaunting its supply of
weapons.

Many of the events whlch occur during the battle are random events,
e.g. detecting a target, or i.f.IctIn6 lethal dahmge or. a target. Consequently
the outcome of a particular cattle Is a chWnce event; and so ovie speats of the
probability of a particular outcome occurrIng, e.g. all attacking aircraft a0
kille., or a spec'fied nunoer survive. This element of uncertainty is a major
contribator to the dtfficulty encountered In currying out a tactical analysis.

D. Problems of Tactical kialysis

The puroose of a tactical analysis is co provide r suitable quanti-
tative measure of the effectiveness of a guided missile system in defending
surface targets. Two problems arise at the outset, 1) the choice of a proper
measure of effectiveness, and 2) the choice of a proper method of analysis,
i.e., means for getting from the characteristics of the air battle elements
to the measure. In nkIcg both choices, :are must be exercised to insure
that effects of all sigr.ificant characteristics are included, so that the
calculated mesure will be m.aninGful. The measure must =rflect the true
purpose of the defense, and the method must not require excessive computa-
tional labor.

The remaining chapters of this book are devoted to the twe' problems
mentioned aboie. The choice of a mcasure or effectiveness is considered in
sume detail in Chapter VII. Wnatever the choice of measure, it must depend
upon kill probability, f;repower, and coordination of fire. By kill proba-
bility Is meant the nrobability that, once undertaken, an engagement of a
target will result in danage to that target. By firepower is meant the number
of target engagementa the defense is capaile ol' aurIng the attack (the par-
ticular number is subject to statistical fluctuation and hence we refer to
the expected number or engagements). By coordination of fire is meant the
degret to which overkilling of targets, with consequent waste of missiles
and f'iring time, is avoided. Each of these three is treated at length, in
turn, in Chapters III, IV, 1J, Vi. As a prelude to the treatment, the char-
acteristl.eg of a surface-to-aIr guided missiile o:ster. are described In Chap-
ter H.
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Ch, 2TER II

,0.1 System Characteristics

A. Introduction

A surface-to-air missile syctem (hereafter referred to as SM system)
may range Is, complexity from a single Installation, entirely self-contained,
to a continvnt -wide net of radars, comunicatlon links, evaluation centers,
and firing n tas. Accomplishment or the air defense mission "equires proper
functioning and coordination of many divorce system capoents other than' the
missiles themselves. It Is, therefore, impoazible to speak of the tactical
effectiveness of a missile; one can only speak of the tactical effectiveness
of a Misle sYtey It Ts, of course, possible, and In most cases necessary,
to consider the runctioning of various parts of the system on the basis of
assumed Inputs from the rest of the system.

The characterl3tics of a SAN ystem which am important for tactical
analysis do not entirely coincide with those which are Important from the
points of view of development, engineering, production, logistics, or ombat
use, although there are obviously close interdependences cmong these vaius
sets of characteristics, 'The first task of tactical analysis is to find out
which characteristics determine tactical effectiveness and to explore the
connection between these and the characteristics obtainable from or to be fyi
nished to the design engineer. The present chapter attmpts to point out
certain system characteristics which are most ipcrtant from the tactical point
of view. It seems advisable to give a 0iscussion, necessarily very brief, on
the relation between these tactical characteristics and the physical nature of
the missile system.

B. System Functions

The Immediate mission of a SAM system Is to demage attacking enemy
aircraft. In order to carry out this mlsson, the system mAst 'n gneral be
able to carry out the following functions:

Detection: The system must be able to discover the presence of
potentially hostile aircraft at long enough range to allow time for the rest
.f the functions to be carried out.

Surveillance: The position of each aircraft must be repeatedly
observed with sufficient accuracy to permit proper performance of remaining
functions; I.e., each aircraft must be tracked.

Identification: It must be determined whether the aircraft is
frIe ndly or hostile.

Evaluation: If the target i hostile, the system must decide whether
and with how much force to engage it, in view of the missile supply availabie,
other threats which must be countered, etc.

-7-



Asz1gnment: If the target Is to be oergaed, It must be assigned
to the f3ring unit which Is to carry out the engagement.

Desliat~lon: The l'iring unil mast be Informed of the target assign-
ment arid bj riven the cu.-rro. Locatloi- of the target a.-A any instr-ctions
that may be pertinent to the for~tconlng engagement, e.g., size of s*lvo to
be fired.

Acqu*sitio : .'It.: rspo-ilbiu f1,l'iru unIt must acou',o the to "
vlth its own Je-data net te.g., track;ng radar).

Load '_. he mue t ie on the launcher ir: condition to fire
at the pr.opcr time.

. The mr.le.3 mat be luunchad .t the proper time and in
the ,'oper .ilru, )n (PA- ,he ysteat, of courue; the launcher ma be fixed).

PlIght: The l.1Cs;1le mu-t he brou~igt. ner' the target.

Mizing: The proper tI.ne for warhead detonation must be determined.

Detonation and hur t: The w:arhed must detonate at the proper time
and must be lethal enough to attain a atisfactory probability of kill.

Dumage Asse.sment: Di),aage irf*lS.c1ted on the tn rget must be assessed
as quickly and accurately as j:o bl,-e.

Re-evaluatloti: if the verd;ct of the assesment is that lethal
damage was not Infll *'0.d, the target must then ba considered for furher
assignment to n'. i I. ".'r~nit for reengagerent.

in order to carty out theace direct functions the system must cai ry
out certain supporting cperations, such as supply of missiles and spane parts,
maintenance and repair of equipment, and intercoamunication.

A WAI. system must b.- able to engage several aircraft during an attack.
Since in general different ptrta of the system perform the different functions,
several engaeements can be In progr'ess simultaneously. For exaple, while C.
missile is In flight to Intercept one tar;et, the launcher may be reloading
In pr( isration for a second target, which is being assgited. Meanwhile a third
targ, may be undergolsi.denti'icutun. Tlura. conIderable parallelism is to
be found In most, systems. Morcover, since some functions take considerably
longer to perform than others, the foster workIng parts of the system may often
be Idle, .a ting Cor their sic :er companions to complete their tasks. In
order to avoid, or aL least reduce such idleneiz. the slow;er parts of a system
are oftei, dopi cited. Yo. example, imcdlatcly follo-:ing launching of a mis-
sile. the launcher can be reloade.d in preparatlon 'or the next target. iecn-
while, 'h.-- j ;dance channel. e.,_. , tracd:in r :n:*, I tLied up with the gtidance
(.1, the firrt mh;ole, and will z'uain " l up throu-hutAI the missile 'light.
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Suppose the missile time-o-flight exceeds the loading cycle time; then the
launcher, loede4 nd ready for the ,wit target, mut remn Idle until the
guidance channel is free. If, however, a second guidance oheml were pro-
vided, the next missile could be fired as soon as th lanwr was loaded
and ready.

It Is convenent to divide the above listed functions Into two groups;
those that are predominantly dbeIslon-makig in nature and those that involve
launching mnd fire control. The former am be thougbt of as being perfomed
in a decis3. or control center, and the latter In or by a ,-Irlng unit, even
though in some SA system no physical separation exists betweAn the two.
This conceptual distinction will be followed In the seq el, whether the de-

cision functions of a particular SM system ae carried out local at eah
Individual SAM site or centrally at one control center serving several sites.
The purpose In adhering to this distinction Is to -ephasLse the fact that A
particular target is not paired to a particular 3A unit mntil the designation
function has been performed.

C. Significant Times

Certain instants of time and the time onsumed In the perfornee of
certain of the above listed functions oser so often in tactical discussions
that they are given nies. These Instant& ad times eonamed ar deplcted
schematically in Figure 3.

-CIN O4CMgI T"IME '

1E-UP TIME- o.

DE-ISI N -_,tJ.P ----4T
flbtc Tntd lImr oni

INITIATION DE51GNflON LAUN, INTERCIEPT VERDI(.T
Figure 3
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The signIfy cant Instants of time are:

Time o' Initlation--the time at which the sequence of events lead-
ing to the crgueement of a target starts. In case of a first engaRgment,
the seqLaence of events of course starts with detection, und in the case of
subsequent engagements the time of initiation Is when re-evaluation starts.

Time or designation--the time at which a target is designated to
, firing ollowing the various decision funculont which lqd to its
assigrient.

Time of launch--the tirw at which a missile or salvo of missiles
Iz launched at a target. Yhjs time Is sometimes referred to as pmeset tim.

Time of Intercep--the time a" which a missile Inzercepts the tar-
get. -h2hls-T' is on occasion referred to as future tie.

Time of verd1it--the time at which the verdict as to whether lethal
damage was Inflicted reaches the decision center.

A\sociated with each time abore It a corresponding mage from the
SAlt. site to the target; e.)., dealenation range, launch ra goe, intercept
range. Present and future times aud the co r.cpondinZ p,-esent snd Ature-
ranges are terms held over from an--aIrcraft artiller discusslonc.

The Impcrt'ant times consumcd Jr. the performance of various functions
are:

Deciion time--the time. fro. Initiatlon to desIgnt on, eonsumid in
the performance or dociion ,nactorn;

AMimn time--the time, from Ce1gr.ation to launch, consumd in final
preparations for ianc!h. IT may Include such functions as target acquisition,
launcher sleing, etc.

Flight time--the tlu consumed by the flight of the missile to
intercept.

Astessing s0me--the time following intercept before the verdict of
the asoe."sin proccac= Is rc ved at the decision center.

le-uD uime--the time from de.igiation to Intercept. A guidance
channel Is occupied with the deijgnated target during this time.

Wwgmnt tme--the t.me from designation of a target to a firing
unlt to receipt or the verdict at the dcCiion center. During this time the
decision center looks *ipon the tjiget as being under engagement by the firing
unit.0
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it should be pointed out that come of the above times can on
occasion be sero; for example, a verdict of no kill could lead to immediate
re-designation to the sne. firing unit, and, further, to lmediate launch-
Ing, since the alming functi n8 my not have to be performed again. A ver-
dict regarding damg my be possible almost imediately followirg Intercept
so thit th- no.essins time will be zero ftr all practical Wupo; :s. In
contrast, one or another of the above teaes could be effectively infinite.
it a target Is detected and entered In the 3urveillane system, but 13 -never
designated lu a firing wlt, the ducislon time will be infinite. Similarly
!f at ay othar point a function In neither completed nor aUnrdoned, the
serrespoding time will be Infinite. If the AM system Is unable to asiess
demage, no verdlet can be rendered. In this Instance, engsgment time could

6 terminate at Intercept; L.e., could conielde with the tie-up tme t hile the
assessin time could be thought of as ifiJitte. Clearly the flio'it time and
so the tie-up time ra the cnracement time will be dependent upo the range
ef litter ept. Certain or the ethel+ times may also be 'ange dependent acord-
Ing to how the W system perfoa:, the fuwntlons covered by the tlies.

,.ay of the variables upon which the above times dependust, properly
be regarded as rwaom. The spread of thelr distrbutions arise, fiimrro, in
estimationm-s/or the stutlstleal nature of the quantities themse v s. Tiis,
even for targets having specific characterlstics, the times wll va
trm egagE ent to engaement; i.e., an themselves random variles. C -
sepgently we define the above times as the moan values of these 'ando va
iables. In the sequel only the mar. values will enter the discussionUnless
specific ctatement Is made to the contrary.

D. Tim Intervals

Of considerable Interest to the tactical malyst are the time Inter-
vals between successive events of the sam kind. Important mong these am:

Initiation intgrval--exterAing from the Initiation of a sequda of
events ledng to one tarpt engagement to the sequence leading to the next
engagement.

Designation Interval--extendln from one target designation to a
firing =U to rhe.ext desx ation to the sme firing unit.

Launch interval--extending from launch of one missile or salvo of
missiles to the launch of the next missile or salvo by the same firing unit.

I!nteept lriteval--xtending from intercept of one target to the
Intercept orf the next t t by the s firing unit (perhaps employing dif-
ferent guidance channels).

Verdict Interval--extending from one verdict to the next by the as
f irin unAt.

- 11 -
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Figure 4 Illustrates these lntevals In their relations to the times ad
"notants of time discussed In Section C.

,Ii(mON 09*0AWYON LAUNCH ime! rr vDImC.T
-IIC ' I ... o g , , I t.. _

8 I
I I I I I

LAICI4 IWflbEW VERPOC?
a .t IL

INILA .i L'uu--r
ni PPog ~~ I. "r

The Importance of the above 1ntervalz stems; from the tact that one
or another of them wii detemne tenvber of target equigammnts-nMer-
Wkent i.e., firepower. If the firng rate Is limited by the mbw of

guidance channels avallable *,the succeusive Intercept Intervals ll ]detoe
mine the firepower. On the other M, If the fir11 irate Is limitedby
the launcher cycle time (the ainimr time needed to Load md plw, the
lancher), the lunch Interval will govern firepower.

Any of the above Intervals my-on occasion be sera. Indeed, If a
SAN unit having two launchers ad two guidance-channels aeees targets An
a wave attack, then two eOnegments could take place oo1miaetally stop by
step; detection, designation, l5nh, Intercept, and verdict esai al oecur
sllmltnMeoUsl for both targets. On the other haud, the coepopitiol d
haracteristica of a SAN system my impose a mxinim time for ome w, mother

of the Intervals. Por a systee with a single launcher, the lene Interval
mst be at least as great as the launcher eycle time, For a systm with a
single guidance channel, the Intercept Interval will be at least as great as
the time of flight to the latter of the two successive intercepts and In most
circumstances must be even greater to include that part "r(r mtly all)-ot
the laiing time durln which the guidance chamnel Is required.

The relations between certain of the above Intervals and certain of
the various times consuped in the performance of functions, as deecribed In
Section C. are or Interest to the tactical analyst, We let (see Figure 5)
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A D - designaion interval

L a launch Interval

T a Intereept level
V a verdict interv&X

Uld t (Pi), a(PI), E(P.) - light time, tie-up time, and engagement time fox.
Inte rT at rage pj,j'Il.2# respectively, wher are zuecessive
intercept i-tj~z

VCsV.JTION1 - L NCI4, I N7OE FET. c~w r - -. -

DE516IftTON I4TL~~a'rVgRDCT

L-40

Filgure5

We have

tr(p)+ T D+r(p 2 )

Ep)+ V w uD +E.

or

D - T- 0(p1 ) - O(p2 )

D lVv H(I SIEp2 )
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If the aiming time is constant,

Dst

and If the assessing time is constant

T x V.

and so the differenceu in tir.ie of £1i~ht, int.rcept times and engagement
LIme3 ure equal.

In gen!rr, l the:, D or T wll be determried by the characteristics
of the particular SAII ayzteia and th,. ozher -:Ili be derivcd from it by means
of the above relation. In m~ry cacs.s of intcrer,, data gathering en 'deision
makIn functions (detection to de,;ignation) can be perforMed at a rate iuffi-
cdent to keep the firg ; un!i' occupied. Also the Interval from designation
to launch Is often Independent of range ari- so the interval between successive
launches is the sojne aa the nter'l between designatlons. If the above hold,
the number of missiles fired Is determined by the rate atwhich missiles can
be laoaded and launched or by the number of guidance chwnnels avaiJable for
:imultaneous cortrol of missiles in flight. In the former case, the govern-
1mg delay is for launcher readiness; the launch interval is then the launcher
cycle time of the SAM system, and the Intercept Interval is derived from-it.
in the latter case, the governing delay Is for gudanlce channel availability;
this delay dictates the intoarcep; interval, and the launch interval is then
derived from it.

If the governing delay is for launcher readiness, and there are M.
launchers, each with a cycle time TL, then there will be ML launchinks in
time TL, so that on the averae the launch interval for the SAM system is
.'ti ." SWilarly' i the governing delay is for guidance channel aailability,
and there are Va guidance channels, each having an Interval TG between succehs-
lye Intercepts, then there w;11 be No intercepts In time T , and so on the
average, the InterceptI nterval is Ta /K G . It will frequen ly suffice to use
these averages for launch inter'ial oni intercept Interval (See Chapter IV).
However, some caution should be exercised, particularly since To is usually
range dependent.

Details o*' an engagement may be discus".d in either time or desin-
tion, time of launch, or time of intercept, and each ismost cotnerdent for
certain parts of the analysis. Certain precautions are necessary when switch-
Ing from one time to another; such a change may involve a Doppler correction,
as illustrated by the following examplu.

If missilce. wiL,h an average horizontal speed v am launched t seconds
apart against a stralght .incoming target with mi avorae horizontal speed u,
let r t be the launch range and p, the Jntercept range for the I-th missile
(i=1,2). While the missile 1,vels a distance p, at jpecd v, the target
travels a dista.aace (r 1 -Pa) at sp,:ed u. so
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V U

or
r. - (1 + v P

v!P
The interval between times of latnch is

t = (ri - r,)iu.

The interval vetween times of intercept Is, however,

A V

The conversion "aetor, /l*1 + u/V), I-, as usual, called the Doppler correction.

Both slant and tiorizon-l r-nges are in commiron use. 'L'he ho;rizontal
range is the d acef e to a point on the groud directly
beneath the target; the slant range is the distance from the fire unit to
the target Itselt. 1 ;eglecting the curvature of the earth,

t 2 2

where
r. = slant range,

3 rh - horizontal range,

. = target altitude.
! If H is small compared to rh. the dlrterice between slant and horizontal

range Is small.

For mxist of the stdles here described, horizontal range has been
found more convenient to use than slant range, and the word V means
horizontal range unless the contrary Is explicitly stated.

S. Zone of FIre

The zone of e.t,:ctlB. ff:.. for a ZAN firing unit is the region of

space within which targets cu. be successfully engaged. The zore of fire Is
specified in terms of the polhti In space Where intercept will occur. To each
intercept point there corresponds a launch point, the position of the target
at the time or launch. Thus corresponding to the zone of fire there Is a zone
of launch; to be successfully Intercepted, a target must be within this zone.
at the t1ime of launch. In like mqnner the zone of asslgrment is defined; a
target must be In this zone at the time or assignment. It is thtc last zone
that is of Interest to the tarjet anss;Lpcr.
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The boundaries of the zone of effective fire ure determined by a
number of considerations, the more comnon of uhich are mentioned below; not
all of these considerations are relevant to evu'y system, but every system
has limits set by some of the consIderations licted or by similar ones.

It Is emphasized that some of the boundaries (in the sta.e of the
defe' cr's Lgnorane) are ;tatstieal i: nature: they are regions within
which the .erformance of Lhe sYstem deteriorates more or lees rapidly, so the
zone of fire may be slightly extended in these regions at the cost of decreased
kill probability or reliability.

The boundaries of the zone of elffective fIre are indicated In Figure
o for a target passing oveNcad; the boundar;uu are discussed briefly bel-M.

H!lgh-Angle Limit: The high-. -limit, which results in an overhead
dead zone, is usually inslde- the bomb release surface (see below) in tactical
situations of Interest, and hence does not usually imit tacti.al performance.
Occsion:allv, however, the fire unit may be placed iar enough outside the de-
fended area for the high-angle limit to take effect; this limit must also be
taken Into account when the fire. unit Is part of the perimeter or area defense
and engages both upproaching and rccedln& tagets. One or the following limit-
ations on the system may cet the high-angle limit:

The launcher may have physical limitations on maximum elevation,
which for beamriders and certain homers sets an upper bound on the missile
trajectories.

A maximum elevation limit on a radar used for guidance would set a
high-angle liait on the zone of fire. It is not to be expected that such a
limit would exist for tracking or Illuminating radars (except perhaps on ship-
board), but such an elevation limit Is usual on many search radars, and in
some systems these furnish at least a portion of the guidance or assignment
Intelligence.

The missile itself may set a limit on the elevation of e, agement;
for anst-nv', i : or more of the missile gyros may tumble if the missile axis
gets too near the vertical.

In a beariding system It becomes difficult to capture tae missile
in the capture bc04 at the end of boost If the beamxate (angular rate of the
radar beam) iz too high. For incoming targets at fixed speed and altittde

. this is an increasing function or ultev.atluor angle, arAd may set a limit on
the usable elevation angle.

111gh-Altitude Limlt: The high-altitude limit on system pertormance
is usually set by the missile Itself, and constitutes an effective limit on
system defense effectiveness, since i an effective attack can be brought in
above the syster high-altitude limit, the system provides no defense at all
gainst this attack. There 13, tnerefore, a real advantage In trying to make

the system h'gh-altItude limit greater than the altitude at which attaek is.
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profVitable, as determined by the diffloulty of aircraft flight at high alti-
tudes, tha loss of bombing accuracy with In.crease In altitude: etc.
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The prlnclpal im-tation on miss.le effectiveness at high altitude
Is the drop in missile manauverability resulting from reduced effectiveness
of aerodynamic surfaces at low atmopheric pressures. The maneuverability
of the attacking aircraft is llke;ise reduced, but since the missile usually
needs more maneuverbility than Its target, this fact merely postpones the
limit. Control independent of aerodynwnic surfaces (e.g., by jc. vanes)
could be used to raise the limit, imposed by this consideration if necessary.

The variatlon o:' aevodynaric characteristics with altitude may impose
a hlgh-altitude limit somewhat less diectly, since increased effectiveness
at high altil'de (beyond a certain polir) implies decreased .ffeetiveness at
lower altitudes. For xample. the provision of large aerodynamic surfaces to
obtain hlg!i manetveability at h'gh altitude increases drag and reduces range
at Lower altl udes. A compomilse must ofcen be made between high-altitude
limit and low-to-medum 'iltltude perforian,-e. The compromise becomes easier
in sysieins with greater ereedoin of trajec tory, (..g , command systems, in
whichl ',he , ait uQ" ha:l .e U.hosen a will;.

Iaximwn 'ntercupt ~arge: 'che inxim.nun effective range of the system
play: an importanL part in 'he ariatysia of system effectiveness; since the
effects of range ara considered in dtall in whal follows, no particular com-
ment seems necessary here. The miaxinixu range lUnit may be set by limitations
on any of the folhewirt.g functions.

Dotection: The targc cannot. be engaged until a cercain minimum tLae
after target detection; the effective range of the system is therefore not
greater than the detection range mlnus the dLstanca travelled by the target
during- the tme interval required for identification, evaluation, assignment,
acquisition', launching, and flight. The detection rarnge depends not only on
the missile system, but also upon the "-arget characteriditlcs (i.e., radar
echoing area, altitude, and speed). The same argument applies to the system
functions of identification, evaluation, assigment, and acquisition when they
show a range dependence different from that or detectlon. At low altitude,
the radar horizon may critically limit the detection range.

Guidance: The guidance sys'em has a range ilmitatlon whose nature
varies from system to syster.,. For predictJon gu.dance (guns and unguided
rockets) the limit is set by the time of flight over whIch predict'on is suf-
ficlently accurate. For command and bewnrider gulidance the limit is set by
the fact that tle targer, position is known a* the firing unit with an error
which is angular and hence corresponds to a miss distance proportional to
range at long ratges if the angular is roughly independent of range. For ac-
tive or semi-active homing guidance systems the range is limited by the range
2roduct* obtainable.

*The range product is the product of thu range from transmitter to target and

the range from target to receiver. Por an ac'6ive homing system, in which the
transmitter ana recever are both in the miss'le. the range product is the
square oC the mizssle-to-target range. Fur a semi-active system, in which
the transmitter Is at the ,M, firing site. Lhe range product Is the SAM site-
to-La!'got range multlplled by the mlssile-to-:.xrg.t range.
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Flight: The range of the missile itself Is limited by its fuel
supply and by the trajectory the missile follows. Fuel consumption in the
dense lower atmosphere Is far greater than at high altitude.

Low-Altitude Limit: A lower limit on the oltitude of successful
engagement Is set by ;ffMcultles In successful fuzing near the surface )f
the earth and/or by di.'ificulttes in homing successfully near the surf'ac,. of
the earth.

Low-Angle imiLt: A limit or. the minimum arn.le at w:hich targets can
be engaged, distinct from the maxiinun range limitation sei, % y the radar hori-
zon and alsc. from the low-altitude limit iz ir.pored on uome systems by the
difficulty of radar tracKirnG and/or rmissile capture after boost at low radar
elevantion angles.

M1inimum Range: The minimum range limitation. like the hlh-an~le
limit. :. Usually not troublesome tactically because it lie- Inside the bomb
release line in many ca-es, thouch not in all.

For safety rnasonz it Is customarj not to arm the missile warhead
until some time after lainch; successful engagement Is unlikely until the
wariead has been arm.d.

N.any mislile systems have a sequence oZ operationa (launch, otabill-
zation, capture) i.;hIch must be completed at the beginning of flight before
the mnisile is under adequate control of the guidance. The distance travelled
by the nlssile during this part of flight is the usual limitation on minimum
slant range for effective Interception.

4 Certain systems have a fixed minimaum launch~ng angle whica results In
a dead zone at short ranges and low altitudes, since the missile trajector
cannot curve sharply enough to engage targets in this region.

Clearance Shadows: SAM's effective zone 6f fire is normally further
reduced, in particular installations, by the "shadows" cast by nearby obstruc-
tlons as seen from either radars or launcher., by safety restrictions on cer-

f tain angles of fire resulting from the danger from falling boosters or special
warheads, etc. These clearance shadows are for the most part ignored in the
present general discussion for the sake of simplicity, but obviously play n

9 Important role in the analysis of particular installations.

Crossing Distance: The crossing distance of a target is defined as
the distance from the firing site to the horizontal projection of the target
trajectory, I. ., the shortest dlstance from site to projected trajectory.
Thus, for instance, a target whose raJectory passes directly over the firing
unit has a zeru crossing distance. Evcn ignoring clearance shadows, the zone
of effective fire is not exactly a volume of revolution; the various ma.imum
and minlimum r'aiigeu at a given altitude depend to some extent upon crossing
distance and upon whether the to'gtls approaching or receding (I.e., whetAr
;t has or has not ptisred the polnt of clozcst approach to the firing unit).
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The determination of the exact extent of the deformation of the
solid of revolution 1ia omplicated and dependL, or, the details of the missile
system. But thls deformation Is often reletive ( slight and is frequently
ignored in rough estLmates of Lactical effectiveness.

Bomb Release Poln : The prim' interest cf the analyst often Is
defense (preventi on of dam ge to the defendid arca) rather than attrition
/preventIr4, the attackers from returninS hoe to attack aga.n Some other time)
and hence attention is directed tu ntercpts that ay prevent the attacker
from damaiine the defended uza. '1he last point at which sucb intercepts ane
possible is called the bomb release point, everi tholgh Lne atti,.kor t s aiment
antuall may be j totr)edo, So of tocaet, or sue other uespon than aIbomb.
If the attdcker's anuament -s a gulded al.-1,u-surrice micnile, then the bb,
release point may not Lie Lhe actual p)olW or launch of the air- to-sur.ace Us-
sile, but rather the last poln ut which d.aticet;on of the mother plane die-
rupts the guidance enuugh '.o ca.'se a miss. OrJ It may be the last point at
whch the missile itelf can ue in rcepted to provent dGwue from Its war-
head. .Inllar mod'f'Icationc u.f meatig In othar caues permit the same ten-
inoigy to be taed throughou'. .9ecauze the surface target often is rot a
point, and the lethal radius or t.he bomb Is sgnificantly greatcr than Seo,
the bomb release polat may not be a point at all There may be a series of
points such that ir the bomb is relca3ed a. any one of them, damage to the
surface target may result. It is frequently convenient to define one point
of the uerles as the bomb re-leaer, point; o.ften th. first point of the series
Is picked.

rom the point of viou of defense, as oppo.ie, to attrilAon, the
effective zone of fire Is only that part or the region defi.ned in preceding
paragraphs which Iles outsld the surface of bomb release points.
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CHAPTER III

Kill Probability

A. Introduction

The immediate intent of the defere, having undertaken t' e engage-
ment of a target, is to Inflict damage upon that target. The outcome of
such an engagement cannot with certainty be predicted in advance. Mny of
the vnriables upon which the outcome deper.ds are of necessity random. Con-
sequently th outcome itzelf Is a random event. Thus i'e cian aak of the
probability %b t the target :ill be damug.d; I.e., of the kill Probability.
In broad terms the Iill prjbbIlity of a missile depe,.ds, upon the reliability
of the misilt (does it iunction as intended), upon ithe .uidance accuracy o0f
the mlszlle eystem, °upon the uzrig (13 the warheitd detonated at the'propeOr
time), and upon the uarhead lethall: t. Before Investigating these, factors
in any detail, it Is first nce sary to consider the kinds o:' dimge that
can be inf-lctcd upon Lh& tar c. the ways in which damage may be inflicted,
and the means for ink'lcting it.

A targe. can be damaged in many ways. 1.ost defensive missiles are
designed to produce damage in one or more or the following ways:

Destroy vital structural members of the target aircraft.
lncapacitae a sufficient number or' componentu of the control
system of the target air' -ft to prevnt continued control of
flight.
Disable the propulsion system of the targata aircraft either
by dmmaging enough components of the system to prevent continued
operation or by cutting off-the fuel supply (severl fuel line.
or igniting flel supply).
Incapacitate a sufficient tumber of caupenonts of the offensive
weapon control system to prevent satisfactory delivery of the
Weapon.
Disable the firing mechanim of the offensive weapon or case
premature detonation of.' the weapon.
Incapacitate a sufficient number or air crew mmbers to prevent
satisfactory control of the target aircraft or dellysry of Its
weapon.

Clearly many of the damaging effects Listed above will lead ultiately,
If not imediately, o the destriction of the target alroraf;i If the aircraft
control or propulsion systoire are disabled-thk airraft may very likely cesh.
Nor is the aircraft apt to remain intact if its offeinuie weapons detonated.
On the other hand, other effects listed above may prevent successful delivery
of the offensive weapon but leave the target aircraft itself undamiged. The
time at which dmage takes effect may be Important. The damaging effect may
In time brin about the destruction of the target aliscraft, but not until after
the offensive weapon has been successfully delivered. Thus the Importance of
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anyr one damnaging ef'fect ma~y rest1 uprn wFethez, tao pr'imalrI objective of the
defense Is to exaict attrJYtiun (doatrOY target circraft) or to prevent dimage
to the 2urface target (prevent~succe3sfui delivery of the offensive weapoqn).
Because of~ "he importance of thie defenc~e objective and of the time intirval
fo.Lowing the defens ive missile warhead, bursr. before d.z~ tai~es effect, a
standard n~omenclaxture fo- categorics of aircraf't dwaae has been- ado)pted In
the U.S~., bazr~d or. the tie interval.

The tytpes ol' datiaqa, and thei: da-f'nitioz ares i'Ptzd belov.
KK dtiinugs - Itamediato .-Sarp~ic disintegration of -aircraft.

K~ damag~e - daa;L fr'om ulicht thw tari; t sirrar.t b-ins_ to fail
':ithir 10 .-'f the d.fetsivc mls~i' war'head-burst.

A damage - zwaa~e r.,.i h c ~ :'f beg.1iiis;o 'fall
4:tain 'Auli Of t*-: de~cnsive missle i:athead burst.

b darutge -daw-_re uh!*:.-t:. tavgiet a±l,'ratt iLegins wo fall
:ithin 2 hour z of -.1w dfe31Glve fliicile u:aiead Wurit.

C~ dann~e - dwsae suc!1 the .Irc'&%ft Is uble to miccessfully
deliver~ Its vifen": ve -,:eaponi.

E damiage -dwaae suen 14'at Vt! ukrcraft U: ;nubU to iuccessfulli
Ia" at Its hom~e b±sZi.

Thiese catepgoiles chvlouzi:: tc.e at MuLuJly eccusiV6. The cat egory
most appropriate for the sr..alycL to coasider WAil depi.-A Upon tentr o
the problem facing~ him. Yf thku attack is by. airc.ato one Ky mIins&
e.g. , surface .- lrfacu miuilva. -then C dvatze Is or particular Interest.
If the purpose olf the de1"snse I;; to- exact attrition. the -euilyst will devote
his attlntioa .o 2dcn'age. I*& I.Ve. P.-OLeIC ra-cin he anslyst kavolits iwlj
da4e assessment by t:he defeanse i order to Improve the coordintilon ot' ti4,
thor. ICK and K damge are the categarie of prnLr concern.

A variety of lethal ent3 OW:' be emplOYed06 h>isS o eesv
micaile waliwsda to proiduca diflerant datnuing effects. _T pisl are hi Me"d
netal fr~ponts, blat. * etwl ?'ods, Intonse bea~t, anid radiation. A veasi uq
inozor~.t& one or more iothatl jrents. Tho emmor tylse: of Oeeheads Wre:

yra~ment vanrhee, Ge: ignp~d to ucmit a inre nuumber' of smel pie
of metal moving, at Ws'a'iv1Uwly high speed to dmaag vulnerable
compomse-l: of the target.
Internul binvit iurhead, deaoAgwd to =Ui. one or more small poepgf
of 1.1Gh explonive, euch able to per~.bex the targed aist skin
ad ther. detonate, pr~odu&uliW 'hlast. ntenci to the aircraft,

Externwil biast warhead. designed to pi%*ce Impulsive inding on
portions or the eX'r~ tructuCres.

ho wrhad dci~nd o ni. eal rodc or burs of sufficient
longc): and muzz and 'uovitif, uat su cient speod Ito sever structural

5 elements an~d/or dnnare *ireruble componients of the target' aircraft.
Euciear isarhead, productne bat, therma-1 offuctL * arA radiation.
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A defensive missile muct be provided with sm* means for detonating
its warhead at the appropriate time. Two widely used means are proimity
fuzzing, wherein a fuuiig-device senae we hmiills is In the vicinity
of its target-and than actuates the firing mechanim of the warhead, and,
comand detonation, wherein the ANsite determines when the missile Is in-
the vicinity of th4 ta.rget and then trmnmita ailgnal to the miisile which
actuates the firing mecthanism. Anotheir9' ls widely used means tor wr~head'
detonation ini contact fusing;" on direct. contact of-the missli wlih ttar
get aircraft the contact ruse actuates the firng mechanism.

B. IY'rinition-of Kill Pr~bability

-Suppose that, as an experiment, a single Missile,,were, Iaaohd
a 0.t0gle target., A kill ei -ther would or .would 'not result-and the ratio-of
number of targets- killed to- niambor of misilles launchad-.would be 'lr.If,
the idenitical-eiperimen t wr.reated-, th cultveratiozc4ud ecoue
again. With each repition th raitio could ;be recoteda would so
chance; as. the raumber-of e)(periments Increased, 'the.-ratio woalA show les and-
lIss variation. We -4efinei the kill pro6bbilty p 'of*a misile as' theliit o
tM' ratio of-'the numbe k11_n r of tar-eAs I id" -- to the" number."f milsslie Ia~cs

n as the Inumber of launching&. incr,6 "tes, wthout, limit-.

Ira the aboove definition~ the category ut kill mast. of course, t* specifieds
well as what orrtsttitsa launchinih e -w ihn tho mile ve thp1~hr
or when the.anching button Is pressed.

The sequencorent that ma-t occur in-order-that anengmuntof
a aretbya efnive mIssile, -once undertaken, saell result in a kil M

be sa~ri"diu follows: the miss831i mt fly along a. trajectory that, posses
trghor near to -the target, the warhead mWst bedetonaedat.m pin

along t tJect,.i hsar. toe target, and the dami gaeto isao i
warhead not M11Att the Prescribed damage.

The missile may fail to fly 4 satisfactory trajectory because_ ecm
ponents of the missles Itself or of equipment-at the SAN alte do not-function
as Intended, -or because active countermeasures ta~h by the SAne go, alter
the envircewet that the SAN system as designed cannot perfom se desied'. In
either case, the failure may be Complete In- that the missile -'does" root fly at
all or the flight terinates long before intercept. AlternaitIvl th filure
may be one of de~ree-ths missile flies but the trajectory passes too wide of
the mark. Thus isatisfactory trokjeitoryo connotes neaawess to target. now
netar the tra~lectory inst be to be-satisfactory Is of necessity an arbitrary,
chice. Before aking this choice epilictly, we wast first state what Is
meant by nearness. We adopt a widely used notion of miss distance, defined
u~s the distance fre the target center of gravity to the point of closest
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approach ol' the trajector-y (or Its extension). it is then convrnient to,
define a satisfacto'y trajector'y as one for ,.hich the miss disitanc 6is loe
than soiae prescribed distaiee R. Clearly R should be chosen large enough,-to
Include all 'missiles that -perfo'M, as intended in a -normal environment W
shall later se-fhat A should also be sufficiently large so that no missile
with miss distance gr~eater than H can inlict dmage cm the target;-otherwiise
our later de46loieht will yield a false vau Y, .

Eveni if the,-missile trajectory ic, satib!'actoziy, the warheid in-the-
missile may fal !to, detonate near the target. ftilurf may beca"edb l
funct.on or f th fuiinS or firing incchmiXam, by actiVe poeOftrmeasuM3 ake
by, -the. enemy,; hy.naturnll envlronwental ~cmditionis such asi&Le, a b a

actrisicainent6~wiy crporated ntefuze. M~ eisiole of th last,
often, found in proxiitiy _fuzea, is a rathiersherp cut-woft range to prant
the*' fui e, froma trlikntiz or- a-4 thIng other than tLhe intehded trijtei g.
the earth'Ixs surface Iii -the case, of low alitd 1necpt.Waerte
cause, the- detor.ation may not occ ur sit allor, it may1 occur" soo eqArly-oitoo,
lite. "Satil'actory deton.-ntiLoil" aso co'nnotos nearneis to taget inio
4ar a detonation must -be to be. saticfac;ary Is a.luo a ne0eiawi2Y,4Arit-ra
choice. Again we must state what Is -mean'. %bj nearneus. oe I *as ure thii,4a.
tanve alone the, trijectory from -he plane-rormclt thetaetraatzo
the tar~get CG to the point of_-dvtonaton . Weo then define a satiofactorydet-
oiiation- as one occurring .vitihi a pre-scibed dist-ancet' ofthsna2.pmw
Clearly Z xhould be-chorpun In%,*' enough to, include all detodnations that 0c,
from normal operation of the fu.e, firing sechanin-, etc. in a o5ulIO
sent. It Is also Important that, Z- be large enough to Inasre that 6o, ditii"Ion
at a distanice greater thin Z uIli causi daag tW -the itargt. By- our diafWal
tions a -missile will -have -a satilsfactory, traseCtiry, and s-atsfactor detonation.
If Its warhead detonatsa-ithin a tru.ncated, tube (eFire)centered at tile
target id having length 2Z Wn' circular crass section of'radius Rt.
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A missile whobe warhead detonates-within this trncated tube or
whose -tr-ajctory paases -through the tube but detoation fails to occur by
design Intent Is said to bc operaiful. Whether a, misile, will, be operableI or not Is ditstated by _any chpince occurrence3; We can speak oi1y of the'
probability- that it will b~e operable. This probability is cammmonly refe'e
to as missile operability or m~suile ,elIability. Ws define missile reiiii-I bilit -pk as the limt or thc ratio of the numther or, operable imLiles0 n to
the n~uber of miouiles laiunched nL 4 ac twbcr of lancigsi czs
without ll't

U Jun3f r.

Trom equatior (-1) wio then- haive

(2) 1h 1M n _41

n-*~~ M

It -

missile p;odution, alzissile czt i to be operible wles$ its vaAWbei- falls
to etoateAnsdo !;*tr'iatid- -tube 1:ec~useo MS6xlfitas-W;

Into to fac ors e eiw * thle poability of no silma iconl ,
theoter htconditionni prqbiltIlity. that, iV no wMNlfwtiOnS onmw tr heA6
alsllewil beoperable In our~ no*.* restrictive sense iI.e. , tii ifro"4 of

ziothe'r Laeluon~vs-are "eparnted frmViose of-Msaftretu.
In~ke tafnertheefects o'r-diriire:t kinds of Multii itnsS be, seproM

e~g. thoe Lvolving m sague r'-pu Ision, s1dtnco, or tumi andwaie. Ase,..
afe ewl:adhere to our micre rof triatif definition If reiblty i

tUX~ to -the seloc group of operable veisailes onlq those missile$ that detiasate
within the truticatod tube or fail to to detonate by 4*sinm Intent.

An operable inisaile ay still fall toI le~it theo- preseribidam*g
athe target. te* ause of the diacretoneuc or thle projoctlM ejected by am

wa*.eads no vital portlin of the target may be hit, or lplielaigfo
aeaternal blust w&Ashea wnay be instfiont to cause th~e- paawle inege.
Wedefine the kill pvrob.1lity p-s. of in operable Mis3ile to be the li4it Of'
teratio Ok' intber or' mitellOs tsct produec )ilc :t. to t~oAae of operable

missiles n. as the lauttr Incrosses *citbout limit.
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(he paiit i a c oninlpoaiy.i..i h rb

ability that, It opezble, a missile will-kill. However, to avdid later
conl'uuion, we will call pK,sIup ly the kill piibabllity *amon ale~si

Combining equations (2) and (N-we have

C. Kill TrobaIki'.ty of %an, O)rible AAisio

,Confni:"gour atte~itIon.now ooealems la the likelhod at
kill will in aoea vzydjc:igote'pci oiiofo detonaion.
Tkiuirthe -Vill proba;bility 'ps of an-ope'rabU. iiile As the product of t
curAitioaial kill Orobmbllity that if dtnto oedirs at aputi a poit,
In the tuba a kill Wiil, riesull- and the ioltyttthdenaonocs
at tlst poiznt, rmime& oyvr ll poiints -4 'the irincat.4 tube. loym n I n-

inerlrepresentation f or-p.. c4.

where dS is an element. o; voluim -in the truncated tube

h(S)dS Is- '.Ie pro*abilty tha~t detoatlon ,*oix-.A ladS
I:S)'f the conditioal probsblity of kill It detoation,

. occurs at'a point S in 43
is the vollume of, the truncated tube.

Although we are hert conaidersac only operible misss a- 140ie
still may not occurs biecawse at t12 ctut-ott rge., for' ep"le "asth
Iunege of h(3) over the trincaerd tube may be lss -thmnii, ne.Ug. iie hei.

In most situations of nterest the sogem!t ot misnio trajector'y
lyluw within the truncated tube no, for thtuissetti'bSsr, ue

4 ~ ~ ~ dsiptely etpiroimated bi;,& strsilin sepuntjm 96 s the- tuurnestadtu
may be ;bouht or as, a rig~ht circular cylinder of rius H and, he1.t f
Uslr* a oylIndrital coodinate system centered -at the target sd~ihaI
petalel to the missleo trajoctory the eCle ment of voli 43 sqy ths bie
written as

43 rdrdeds.
Purthermore, the also distanc. Is Independent ot the position alog the
trajectory at which detonation occurs, asitlionm convense is not in general
true. Itence the probsbIlity de,,stt Atnctior h(S) can he written



am gwns' W -6

h(S g(rO)f(r,@.z)
where

g(r,O)rddO probabilIty that the trdjcctory or its extensaion
passes thogha~eeen ofiraia to. the
trajectory and containing the point,(r,O)-,

f(r,@,z)dz - onditional probubiiityt-that if, the, trajectory:
Is sit, (r,s), th onation. will occur ina

*linear element -di. containing'z.-

Mir'e we. are herelpeaking only o erbe lslcaMby
deflnition a misil ittrjctoary pausingouts 1eide th tbei dit opei-

j able, we mt iiie

I I I (r,O*rdgdO 1,

Hence,_ from- equation (5) wie have

R 2x aZ

Ih(S)ds T j (r,G), rdrdO

1 0 -
arA so the Integral of f uith respect to': may be less than -one, & consi-
quepce of Cu:. cut-otf, tor-ktiV100. So we' have

I z
(6) trE da1

Substituting -for- h(s), ad -3 dIn equation (4) we have

K D

Th*1 distribution of xissile trajectories In the tube canmost.
easily ho Oeseribed .bj 'trl dlitributioin of the intersections of the tra-
jecturies with the plane normal1 to then and passing through the target.
For mot guidene systems, includins beuuridung, comind, aid homing sys-
tonms, this distribution can be reasonably approximated by a two--dmensional-
norm"l or amh4 aXI diutributior. In which the two dimensions, one vertical

t and tbe othr horisontal. 2ro stutistically Wedpcr~cnt. in any cases,
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vertical and -horizontal 'stanidard deviations are e qual- and the distribution,
of trajectories, reduce to a ircular normal or radial normal distriution..,
However, att ties-.such -is, not the case;- for exal at low anglies gz'eater
dispersion, may occur in the vertical than inhehrota dirocti on.,
Often the dirtribution- of trajectories will be' 'cehtred' at. the' tare,
though not ctlways,, For -example, a boreilght error in the g,,uidainic 'adar
may-mean tht al? islsaebae nsm anr

E. Tutsig Accuracy

A-.ono type of proximity fuse is the fixed angle- fuze which
emits electro6nic- radiation iymetrcal ly in ia rrow kerni at-fixed angl

t thenissle, axis as, 'sowi in i_;V1ure-8.

It the targt aircraft intercepts the, radiation-, the fuse Is triered iby
the, return echo and firing- mechanism actuated.- A small delay ieltbly,

occur beteen use riggring i.e. , the Instat at which-the e* neh
-fr tao iidtetd, and 'detonation of the warhead. Prequottiy thii
delay is intentionally :lengther4e in o6rder to place the det'n tion at -Ot)ie
desired-point. As mont'loediealir, a proximity fuev Is often dei*4dT
to have a rather sharp cut-off-4rn to prevent the fuse- from -Wjgern
on anything other than the Intended target. -
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The oosition. of the warheud. ctonati'n along-the trajectory ,will
-depend upon the size -and' shape of' the target and the- aspect ofaprcho
thie missile to the target oi -aell an onf the fuse isiion ,angle and tm
delar., The cut-off range will prevent detonation, if the -miss distance- Is
s'ufficiently, Ige Bcausd of rro- rsh~ or targesadvgrc~i
reflection 'coefficients or targets to electromdgr~eti c rdain~te.r
ability densdity functio -f may ,assume any or several oi'ma.Fo ceu
poses It: iiWPeriissibe .-to assume. that the, distribution'd o eoalwol
'tis is Oiausiaii'ith .Ia~ns to. z. -For- bthelipurposos itb, nqcesatop o
tieitt Iidividua1 cases separately or toruake-alternative ritfplig s~p
tio

In -the event, d cUt-off'range is incorpor'Itcd, in the fuze the' do-,
pendence of f onldis diutance r<ny tk n of several iform. i'. f.tect

ir's, indced4 sha~rp a nd tho-t -4ra~t 'is small, f' can Le approxima-'jted by -a rc-'Fi-
uigul~~distri~~~iuti~n.r- r, exteding-from 0t h u~f ag'~

FUIBtNG P96bkbAILITY,

If r Is sufficiently large, the cut-off will have no significant effect ,on
.0 E* either PDor gS will bec-omelvery sinai--before the cut-off range 'Is'reached. Often the out-off is not so Precisely defined. A more suitable'

approxijiat ion to f' is then somfe form of exponentia, as,4depicted nFgue9
a conVenient approximation, borne~ out In xany~ cases by more detailed analysis

in 2
e 2n

'where u As a curutun;; characteristic of' the fu,.e and Uthe taniSet.
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A-second- typ6e of Proximity -fuie. uses the-rdoppi& ajift in the ro
txi adlation -frok'the targiet 'to detier mie the- p)9r'erde tonation position.
Unl.L..s the6 radia 'tion -Is conflhed t o a- sharip beam, considalei diiperiion in
detonatio-n positioni willoccur and ueeof a-Ga*ssi '-di tibutino detona
tion positionis aW be ersile. If the_ radi ation bian -i's sharp the di-
tzribution of detonation positions -may be- similar, t~u.that -f(?r the -fixed, angle
fuze.

In the 4adst, comm~on -command- detonation scheme the -taagei to-missileq
and. to -tar'get -are easured at- the M4st-ndhe hseasue.re -W
come- coinucident a d'' )nztion signta'' s rnmte-to he s ~..Te8-
tribution oSt' toainpoiiii i hssia othe srbuino r-
rors 4nrange, measiarement -and. ui~val~ an besd to,b' Gausian.,

The- cohditidnarpdol ~ it1 that if -the -ditonation-occurs at a
pai~tciilz'~;~qin dwage ot --he pr ,cocridtegdyik:cusciial

-epe%ni,, t..'f -a-
PragmntatiitWarei.d

A fagent w~e~4isdegighe Aoei a liwe number of Ira Pents-

at- high Velct, otn-c4nfir.1 to a -fairly narrow-b*eam, near the 6qylltoria
plane ... th isl d-Yumeti'iciul about4 .msil xs igr 0.
pli -a typical hr's' iarneidfb i'st.

PRAISMEIIT WARHEAD
1'iareo 10
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The detonation of a fragment warhead at anyr point S can be charac-
terized by the fragment density, tragment !XisS, fragment striking veloc.ity

and he agle of approach of fragments to aircrsft cosipohent's. A comm~n
measure-of-fragment distribution is. the expected number of fr'agmernts per
unit s-olid angle, having vertex at the wiarhead. cen't'r. . typical !fragur~t

C distribution is illu~strated in~igure 11.

ORA&MENT

DI5TAI86UTION

ANGLE~ tKOW' FORWARD K1S5I Lf AXI5

F magment density at ny zpaicltfiod..distanr.6 -from, the- wahIad iA-do-fined as the exp cte nuro rget asn hogauita:a o'u
t lo the-friient, path. The distance from'. warfiead centerii, expre3ied-i i erm
of- mis di~taace rv is n/U'ir.o and Z6f- getdest i in -bi

2-

where D(%) Is-the expected.-number of frugments per uniit solid angle andWoIs,
the age o h foiWird iislie, axs' inee -arc t-U6 s angular
dihsit D(O) c6an li exri~e 1A terms of radzvailes -of Iitj tion-
in elquatio -(7)-.

In many fragment warhead, designs provision is made to--contrkol, the
mais. of individual-. irg ns . 'Test f irin6g indicate thatji-high- digree o-f-control is'posible. rhe striking elcityo rget d~ed rcore
upon the initi1 fragment 4eocty the i" esttedsac rmwr
head center to the impact point, arAd the missile and- target velocitivs. 1W-
perliiiental firirgs' ir.dicate- that tile strikiM- vel on-Ity fails otft epor~etilly
with this distance. The vulnerability of aircraft compoints to the ipact-
df-high velocity, fr-aeimnts 15 usually determined experrimfitzliy. A lag
number of fragments of Si' tn-rnas andl vclocity are fired -at whole aircraft
or parts of alrcraft urder zulatcd flig~ht. cor .itions. Experitnzed warhead
analysts ther assess the damage to air i'aft components using thei-good-
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Judgment to ascertain how many of the fragments that ha a component would
inflict damage of the prescribed category. The rpItc -C killing fragments
to hits provides an estimate of the probability PC Li.at if hit, a component
will be killed. Having determined p, as a function of tregment character-
istics and aspect, we then define .nl vulnerable area lv 1 the component
as an equivalent area such that If hi" by t fragment a kill is cert"In to
result; I.e.,

AV =p cAp

where Ap is the presented area of the component. Because ,of ale drag on
fra_ents, pa ana so Av may depend upon miss distance r.

The dis'.ributlon of fr , t hits on an aircraft may be biased be-
cause of large ifuzIng errors or mad be highly localized because the detonation
occurs cloue to the aircraft. The latter circumstance iu of limited importance
since for such near misses, the blast frum the warhead detonation may itself
be lethal. The former will not be important if fuzing errors are small com-
pared to target size and the fragment beam covers the target. Neglecting fuz-
ing errors and near misses, the distribution of fragment hits is likely to be
random; i.e., all parts of the aircraft are likely to be hit. Assuming the
target to have Just one vulnerable cJmponent, the conditional kill probability
pD is the probability of at least one hit occurriug on the vulnerable area of
t le component, since such a hit Is by definition lethal. It is reasonable to
assume that the distribution of hits on the component follows a Poisson law.
The conditional kill probability is then

2
-D(O) sin 0 Av(8) .= 1- e

since the average number of hits on the vulnerable area of the component is

D(O) sin20 Av

If the target possesses severil vulnerable components, the killing
of any one of which will constitute a kill of the target; i.e.. the target is
singly vulnerable, then che average number of hits on vulnerable areas of
components is

D($ i) snP' AVi

,rt

where the Index I ranges ov.: .. ii.i l pJients. The conditional kill probabil-
ity is then
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PD e r, 2

If the target is small relative to the distance to detonation polt and to
the fragment beam width, or if all vulnerable components are clustered so
that V' and 0 do not vary sigr.ificantly with I then

r-e i I

Some target- are- Fo coni1.ftuted that j combJnation of vulnerable
compone:tE. must !e kil'l.d L. ordi." to Kill the target (e.g.. out of 4 en-
gines or both pilot and copilot). Juet. t--rgets are called multiply vulner-
able. The calculation of p,.' fot multiply vuln.ttble targets is far more
complex. Most miusile w'irhead today are being designed to Inflict struc-
tural kills 4rnd most t. rgets ore -.Ingly vulnerable to structural damage.
Consequently we omit au- detAiled vonsldsratlor of multiply vulnerable
targets.

Carlton Approximation

An alternative approximdte expression for the conditional ill
probability PD' known as the Carlton approximation, is of interest in that
It permits ready evaluation of tre Integral of equation (7) for several
situations of Interest. The approximation assumes that p is independent
of e. I..le write

. 2

(9; PD P 2 0c

4here c is a con,tart, characteristlc or the warhead and target. Unfor-
tunately no complete relationship Is known between the constant c and the
many parameters describing the warnead and target. In consequence the
Carlton approximation is useful primarily in investigating the effects of
variations In fuzing anrd guidance, after a value for c has been chosen to
'it more careful calculation! for one set of aesumptions regarding fuzing
and guidance.

Internal Blast Warhbead

The detonation of at taterrnal blast warhead is in many ways similar
to that of a fragment wr.rre.d, in that, on detonation, the internal blast war-
head emits one or more subproectils, each containing a high explosive charge
which i designed to deto,,te after penetrating th.e target aircraft skin. wo
critical problems facing t',e Interral tlast warhead designer are provision of
a sufficient numt.er of subprojectiles, e-c . containing a lethal high explosive
charge-, and provision o! .a sp'ojJ.ctlie fuzing mechanism that will be insensi-
tive to the forves it exp~r1-:.--Pt. *it ejcctlon but sensitive to impact with the
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target, in order to cause detonation of the high explosive charge at or just
inside the target skin. However, such a detonation, if it does occur, will
usually be lethal.

Characteristics of an Internal blast warhead that differ signifi-
cantly from those of a fragment warhead are:

The density of subprojectiles is much lower.
A considerably greater portion or the target is vulnerable
to ,ubprojectiles.
The sut)rojectile beam angle 0, measured from the forwVard
missile axis, is usully smaller.
In aome c:ses more trian one b ,am of subprojectiles is ejected.

The conditional kill probanility expression for fragment warheads
(equation (8)) is often suitable for internal blast warheads, although den-
sity, angle, and vulnerable ares will differ.

External Blast Warhead

The detonation of an exte'nal blast warhead produces a shock wave
which may be characterized at any nearby point by its peak overpressure and
its positive impulse (the integral of pressure over the interval of time dur-
ing which the pressure exceeds the ambient atmospheric pressure). Damage to
an aircraft from such a detonation appears to be a consequence of a combina-
tion of the effects of peak overpre"sure and positive impulse.

The vulneraility of an aircraft to blast is customarily determinid
experimentally, in a manner similar to that used for fragment warheads. Static
iiarhead firings are made against whole aircraft or parts of airaraf', &nd the
resulting deformations are assessed by experienced warhead analysts to ascer-
tain whether the deformations constitute damage of the prescribed category.
Pressure measurements are made during the firIngs, from which peak overpressure
and positive impulse are obtained. Some combinitions of pressure and Imulse
produce lethal damage, and others do not. On a pressure-impulse plot, thebe
combinations fall In two regions, a damage region and a no-damage region,
having a fairly well defined boundary, called a damage curve, as depicted in
Figure 12.
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The location of the damage curve on such a pressure-impulse plot will depend
4 upon the toughness of the type of target conside-ed, i.e., how well it can

withstand the effects of blast.

Since both pressure and impulse fall off ;ith Increasing distance
from the detonation point of the warhead a-crossover fa'OR the damage region
to the no-damage re gon of the presiure-impulme plot will occur at some di.-
tance out from the detonat~on. Thus a damage contour about the alrcrift can
be deflned such that detonations ,within'the contour produce daige, and de-
tonations outside the contour do not. In fact, daae contours ae cuitom-
crily derived directly from the results of test firings. The dlstanes i-A
aspects between the aircraft or aircraft parts and thi de#onatlon point are

Irecorded, points for which static firings do and also do not produce lethal
dimage are plotted about an outline of the target, and the boundary dividing
the, damage and no-damage re gmns is drawn. Typically this boundary Is athetr
shaiply defined, The damage contour thus drawn will depend on the s1i, vh~e,
and toughness of Lhe target and on thehigh explosive chag In the Waiwad,.
Because of the irregular shape and varying toughness of most aircraft, the
contour will usually itself be irregular; Figure 13 shows a cross-setlon of
a typical contour.

t
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we Satar^am"

To each point on the damp osuitear there con'espons a oeInatim of ,P60
overpressure, a:-d positive Impulse. Uach ceInation cowweapmnds In tali-to
a point or the dampame cuen the presaur-0"lse plot.

The discussion thats far has dealt with static firings at a' maw
age level. loWever. n o sir wbattle ursSrepswllem t S l
titwie. were variatins In ObSant atmeegh U1 p4rei n tqrt
will 5 Wificontly alteir the-behavior of a sheek walve. 'fls e m hia scal-
Sag the sea level results to altitude Is re,0ire. A lovnent and satis-
factory means Is to seale both peak overpresan d positive Imulse- to al-
tiltude, anhd then derine a new damage conto~ur to- correspond to the di mage curve
ler'ived earlier for the targt In question. It should be noted that 'a simple
Incrcazc In~ distance between tuuget an detonation at higher altitude will not

f silone reproduce any particular coination of pressure am IMplse. However,
an appropriate Increase In distance-at Howlr altitude wi1l pro*6c another
point on the demage curve, and so the damage contour can be scaled.

Both peak overpressure and positive Impulse of a shook wave Imping-
in$ on a surface may he reinforced by reflection from the surface; thieietent
to which reliOrcement occurs -will depend critically on the angle of Ipne
ment.* The extreme cases are face-on (the surface Is normal to the direction
of motion of the shock wave) and slae-on (the surface Is parallel to the direc-
tion of motion). But face-on and side-on pressure and bimlse scale differently,
and so in scaling results to altitude tons consideration mutt be given to the
angle of Ingement. The Irregular shape of moat targets greatly complicates
this problem; however, some evidence exists to support the us* of face-on seal-
Ang.
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Secause of the sharp definition of the damage contour it is per-
missible I. most instances to assume that the conditional kill probability PD
is 1 It . ..if occurs Inside the contour, and is 0 Itf the detonation is
out3ide.

A simplification of considerable practical value has been usod ex-
tensively. For purpoe.Z of estimating blast damage, the target is asiumed to
be spherical and of uniform toughess. The damage contour for the spherical
target wilL then also be spherical. The difference In ,ad.L of the two spheres
Is, of cour...L, the greatest distance from warhead burst at ,,hich the target
will suffer lethal damage. A conve ient estimate of the radius of the spher-
ical damage contour, which yieldu catisfactory accuracy, is the radius of a
circle having the se ara as that enclosed by a cross section of the-da e
contour foe" the r'el targct, taken through ths target center. Sincetheilat-
ter area uIll depend on the orientation of the dross section, an avezage of
these areas o.r oeveral orientations can be used. To simplify scal 7i --al-
titude. It is uccial ".o upec1'y Ihe radius ol' the spherical targetas-well.
A satisfactory estimate of this radius can be obtained in the samc mannei;
above, but here using the projected area of the real target rather:thifithe

i cross sectional area of the real damage contouir. For the spherical model we
assign the value 1 to the conditional kilip obability PD it detonatin' ccurs
inside the sphere, and the value 0 if deton&t nn occurs outside.

Rod Wiarhuads

S Hod warheads of t:o typ s will be considered. (he of these, the dis-
crete rod war ead, on detontian, aamlts a number of -discrete "Aetal rdds, Much
as a fragpent wArhead emits fragents. The pattern of emitted rods is similar
to the frament beam, although the rod bean Is u-.,ually narrower and the zwber

I of rods In the beam Is lesz. D=aSe to aircraft from a discrete rodi a ad
Is primarily a consequence of rod-. striking vulnerable components of the ai -
crafL, as In the case of a fragment ,arhend. To a lesser extent damage- mabe
caused by rods severing structural members of th.k aircraft. Vulnerable -an"
of targets to rods are considerably greater than to fragments, since tidividual
rods are larger and heavier than frapents.

IThe conditional 1:111 probability eApression for fragment warheads
(equation (8)) will somct.mes provide sufficient numerica. accuracy when ap-
plied to discrete rod warheads to warrant its use,

The other type of rod warhead Is the continuous rod warhead. A
single long continuous metal rod is folded onto the warhead over a high ex-
plosive charge. On detonation the rod expands In a circle approximately normal
to and centered at the missile axis, as shown In Figure lit.

I
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The circle of metal exp and s as a virtually continuous rod until the circu-
ference or the circle Is appro1mately- equal tu the lenth of the unfolded4
rod; the rod then-breaks randomly -into discrete lengths( The speed, thickT-
ness, arid ~ass-of-the rod are such-that It the rod strikes the Itarget air-,
craft, it will usually sever the--aircraft structure. Such structural diiwe
will usually cause flight failure, unless -the hit, Is on one of certain ex-
tremlies, such as a wing-tip. Thus If the miss distance is.ithin the maxi-
mum radius of continuity of the rod, a catastrophic.: kill (K-kill) itriusaly
be produced unless the rod falls to-strike the targe because of- fuslog, erx'ors.
The codiilonal kill probibility falls off rather rapidly with mlis.disticoo
beyond the aauimim radius of continuity, primarily because of rod bresi-up

With roperfusing, the conditional kill probability PD typically vsris ith
miss distance as shown in Figure 15.

CoNDrnONAL
KILL POBAbi.-AIfl

CONTiNUOUS ROD CONDITIONAL KILL PROB8bf Le I

Figure 15)
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A convenient and (as Is evident from Figure 15) reasonable assumption 1s
to assign to PDthe v'alue 1 for miss distances inside the maximum radiua o:C
continuity rC, and the value 0 for miss distances outside,

If fuzing errors cause the rod to fail to strike vulne. able struc-
ture of the target, a kill may still be produced by blast from the warhead
detonation. Thus within blast lethal radius of the target the conditional
kill probability Will also have the value 1.

NValear Warhead

The detortdtlon of a n'iclear w-i&.ei4 in the atmosphere produces-a
devastating shock wave, interse heat, ahd a hie, level of radiation. Pa
the poirnt of view of J-axudee Lo ujituraft, the ehock wave lb of 'prim'yCol
cc.---, since In most c .ses it till] IiLt lethal damage to the air^craft It-
self at considerabliy greater distance 'han-the others.

One form of damage Inflicted by the shock %IUve is deformatioG-of the
target, caused by the overpressure incident, on the target, and characiierised
by peacoverpres sure and- positive i1rAlse as in the case of high expla6iVe eix-
ternal blast warheads discussed earlier.

A second form of damage Inflicted- by the shock wave is structural
failure of aerodynamic surfaces of the taiget (wdrigs or other suirfaces whiche
provide aerodynamic lift) caused bygvst loading. Aotiaracturistio of a ,shock
wave Is a rapid forward-motion of the atmosphere .Iedrtately behind the soc
front. This gust of wind exerts an added force on te se'odirnaic surfaces
well In excess of the loading experienced In n~ormal fli~It. If th*e cbined
loading exceeds the ultimate strength of the aincraft stitcture * the structitre
will fail. Targets havirg r~o aarodyrimic surfacisv wIl, of cour3e, not be
vulnerable to effects of gust loading.

The gust produced by detonition of % hig& explosive external blast
warhead- Is of too short duration to '.Ave lethal effects; to be lethal, the
gust rust he of significanit duration, iaring a math highe~r level of enekgV
release.

The dibtance from burai. point of the -riclear warhead at which gust
loading will Le letrAl depend*' on the orientation of the target relative to
the burst. The distanice will be greatest if the aerodynAmic surfates 2re ap-
proximately uiormal to the direction of motion of tbe shock wavag. A typiAlF.
lethal envclope for gust loading Is shown In Figure 16'.
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Pigure 16

The size or the lethal envelope will be deterined not only by the levelof-
energy released by the burst, but also 'by the speeduibt .bp of the ,target
aircraft. Both high speed and large wing area tend'-to- Incrage the lethal
eivelope.

Adoption of a- sherical damge contoudr, with. conditiona kill PrOh
ability set equal to I1idi'the 3phere and 0 outide, has pwid to h less
satisfactory for nuclear- wiiefiss than: for higha eVjSplsveg utr ib t w, I
heads.* However, ut der soe- cirotumatances, especiallyjd fhe tagtsfiidm

? ~caused directly by b last 13 the principle form of damaje, thej AIesltios
be sufficiently accurate to warrant its use.

An alternative assmption in any instances gives reasonably @UoSe
agreement with -vho results of detailed WCac4Atins. Ilie conditina Mil
prcbability D asaetodcaeepnnilly as,-the Square or the a".
tunce from the Point of-detonation, such as In the caintan @ppro.Smttem for
frarent warheads (equatin (9))'. The distinction Us that in thes pr*set
instant* the distance Is 'measured betweer. target and point of detmnation
ratner than point of closest aupproach of the trajectory (miss iataee).

0. Calculation of the Kill robabiItr- of an-%grable missile

We consider the evaluation of the integral of equation (7) for var-
ilaB combinatir-n3 of guidae 0, fusing, A warhead. Unless suitable simpi-
ficatlons are made the precise forms of one or more of the functions pa f
and g are usually such as to preclude expression of tte integral In closed
form; the Integral must then be evaluated by some method of nminencal Inte-
gration. Such methods are usually lengthy and tedious, though Ahey can often
be carried out expeditiously with the aid of r. high speed computer.
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H. Lotto Methol

Where siaplifying asaumptions are not appropriate, the value of
the integral can be estimated by the so-called Lottoe ethed, a sampling
process. In this process k sample of detonation points lsdramn randomly
from the astmed distributions f and g. For exmple, If g Is assumed to be
radial normal, a value of r can be selected by drawing a random number be-
tween 0 and 1 and determinine the value of r that will make

r Igdr wrandon ntugber.
f

Similarly, under the same atsumption for g, all values of 9 are
equally likely, so a value of 0 cmn be selece.*d by drawing, a "cond ra dom
number and determining 0 to make

i~ d i -. don number.

0

In like manner, a value of z can be selected, by drawing,a third
random number and-, using in f the values of r' and,0 Just selected, ditmi- -
Itg s to make

f fdz trandom nmber.

-Z

Since (see equation (6)) the integral of f w be less thanl-, we
my not obtain a value of A for every randomnumber drawm. If nos isoba
tained, implying that no detonation occurs, It Is coni edent to-iouat 'tfi
trial as a detonation in our saMle anyway, but as one for which po a 0.

By repeating the above steps many times, we obtain tae coordinates(r,*, ) of the detonation points in our nample. The sze of the sample will,

dictate the accuracy of the estimated value of th integral, the lafger the
ample the greater the accuracy.

For each point selected, we calculate the conditional kill prob-
ability p,(r,O,s), and draw another raondm number between 0 and 1 to deter-
mine If a kil occurs. If PD 'a less than or equal to the rmnd"m n 'er, a
kill is scored, and It PD Is greatex than the random number, no kill Is
scored. Clearly, If p a 0, no kill will occur; We then cowit the rmber
of kills scored. The Ratlo of ramber of kills to number of detoration points
selected provides an estimate of PK"
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Once the sample of detonation Points has been seetd, an alter-
native approximation to PKIs given by

p P lO !iftri.I ,si)g(r, 9 1)

where the summations are over all detonation 'points selected. This approxi'-
mation arises from -the -definition -of. ex'pectidC _value Ni the~ exipeteod value
Of PD, and the ApMVling porocess providexain approximat on to tits expeted
value.

L. Anialytic Egvaluations of- the -integralI

it is possible tt. obtain ,relaitively- imiiple exapresis fo~Nfa
the Integra of eu~o.()b nrdcn u~a~ ipiyn ii~ii
for the functions-p fD k9 id g- Slpiyn~si~in a fte ~
that 1will p rovide affcient accuracy in the reutn xrsin or 'v-t0
meet -the needs -of somce, togbynmanal;ineiation o' f -,iidii&
accuracy, fuiIng 1accuracy-',' fue -cut-.off,jandi aitility. Hwv

~ret cre l~l' b exrcied n' mployingths iplaon, toitu'
tfiat they are applicable. :Different iets, of.,assump-ius ar p'pro-itex
(liffereitared;frti so-pesin 'for p 16l-e riesl
rately fo-ec wahatp iiw'n C

A -fe*w aos*tions wiill, be coinon to the t0eatlment- of . allea
types. A-ciru or" rai ol ditributio f~ traecois,. WOOitgstn
(lard deviation a in any, on, dixinsi ,wl ta~d~~o beatr
ntiviawumptifon will-b ~d ocrig ue.it.f:1 nofu ctf,2) a srpfsectofranere, or 3) an xoetalfuctof;VZih
wiith is dlitan accordin to-

-r2

e2a

wh'are a is a constant, characteristic of the-fuza and target.

Prament Warhead - Ideal Puse, "Id

The Integral of equation (71) can be greatlysiiiedifwasm
that all vulnerable components are clustered close togtrtath vunr-
able areas of 'cmponents are Indepexident of-miss distance r and- inMe9 -
that fuze operation Is Ideal In the seinse that the detionatidn occurs so as _to

3 ~place the most dense part-of the frapent beam-at the centitr of the vulnerable
components, i.e., %am so r/z vim constant, and hence

-I
2
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where ka  D(O) sin2 A vi

is Independent of r and 0. With no fuze cuu-off we have

- 2  -r 2

-- 1 e r2 e 202 rdr

0

Since the. radius Ri of the tube or operabilit.should be chosen large enough
to preludei kills, from detonations outside theI tube, no significant error is
Introduced by taking the abcve integral from 0 to *4 The above, In-tegral
can be written

2~ 72 r
PK 20 -rdr -- f'e r ; dr-

00
0 0

The first of these integrals has the value one, since it is silply the into-
gral -over the entire range of the ridal nomal -distribution. The second tIn-
tegral can be exprissed in terms of '1C(x), the modified Bessel function fof
the second kInd- id first order, We then have

Values of the function K(x) can be obtained ftrm. tables available in the
literature (Nationail Bureau of Standards' a&. Govertuent Printin offie,
-Applied Hathe~mtics Series 25 wTables of the IL_-eee1 finetions Yo(X)', Y1(x),
Ko(x), Kl(x), 0 = x S Sept. 1952).

If we assume an exponential fuze cut-off but otherwise retairn the
above assumptiors, we can vrite

KPK=f() e2a a2a rd4 -
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which reduces to

PK= 22 1 4-kwK kw)

where w +7

Calculations Using Carlton Approxam~tion

The Carlton approximation to the conditional kil prolbabllty PD
(equation (9))- perits simple evaluatihOi-of the Integr L.of equation (7)Y
for several variatiions In guiaince an. _ing.

If -fuzing dispersIon is small, o that the frament beam covers
the target, wte-have,, with no fuse cUt-oft

0 2

which reduces to

-- PK ---

The effect of- a sharp fuze -cut-off range-, r , can readily be Intro-
duced by t*1 :-f as the tipper limit of Intogiation. We then, have

r2 r 2

P 1 e c2 e 2a rdr

0

which reduces to

C e C

Thus the effect of the sharp cut-off is to Intr'oduce the bracketed expression
as a correction factor.
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Assuming an exponential fuze cut-off, wie have

_ r2  _r2  -

1( 2 fe 2c 2e 2a. e 2a~ rdr

0

Comparing this expression with the corresponding expression for no fuze cut-off,
It Is evident that the effect ot' an exponenial cut-off ic to replace

a 2 2
C .. c

It Is convenient to write the exponentiil cut-off result it. the formI '
1 a 2(c 2,)+

The effect of exponential fuze cut-off Is to again introduce a correction fac-
tor. the quantity In brackets.

the- Carlton approximtion is -useful in examinfin the effects at biased
guidance. It Iscneirtin this intac to express the distributiowi In
Cartesian coor~dinates, with origin at, the t.3rget, as :in Figure 1-7.

MISSILE TAETR

CENTEk %1 t)I.',TRIBLJTION
TrO~cr

Pl'Ure 17
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We let (F,) denote the center of the distribution, and h the distance from
the target to the cent: r, so

2 _2 -

h = x + y

The miss distance r of course satisfies tb relation

2 2 2
r =x +y

The assumption of a radial normal distributin of trajectories of course
implies that the distributions with respect to both x and y "are Gaussian
having a common standard deviation a. We may then write

i 2 2

g(x,y) = - e 2a2
2no2

Employing the Carlton approximation for pD and assumIMg no-fuze cut-off,
we have

0 002 + 2 x2 +y2

PK 1 f e 202 e 2c2 dxdy

The exponentials of the integrand can be combined to give

222 2 2

2122'

- (e( co.) x)

- ONO +0 2 2

00 0 - 22 dxdy

e2c +C

.__1 e2(c+°2) f ce

h~ c coo)

2no2

The double 'integral has the value

22
C 40
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and so h

( 1 )

2  2(c2+a2 j

C +G

Thus the effect of biased guidance is also to introduce a correction factor,
the bracketed quantity.

The effect of biased guidance toge'cher with an exponential fuze
cut-off can readily be obtained if, in the preceding, derivation, we replace

1 1 1

-C 2 a 2'c2

Fuzing Dispersion

The assumption of Ideal fuze operation set forth above is sometimes
not appropriate, and so it is necessary to consider the effects of dispersion
In fuzing. For the sake of simplicity we suppose that all fragments are con-
fined to a beam bounded by the angles 01 and 02' measured from the forward
missile axis, and that fragment density is constant within this beam. If we
again confine our attention to targets having closely clustered vulnerable
components, clearly a kill can occu- only if the warhead detonates between
z 1 -r cot 01 and z2 = -r cot 02 (see Figure 18).

FRACMENT FRAGMENT

SEWM BEAM

TRAJECTORY +1+.

Figure 18
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We Lssume that the distribution of detonation points along the trajectory
is Gaussian with mean i midway between z and z2 , and standard deviation a
Using the Carlton approximation for PD and no fdze cut-off, we have

z 2 2

1 ) e 22 e 02 r e z dzdr

2na za
0 z1

Since i is midway between z I and z2 , we have, on change of variable of inte-
gration

ar 22 "(z-1) 2  cr z

e 2oz2 dz = 2 e 2Cz2 dz

z1

where cot c cot

2

Substituting in equation (11) and integrating by parts, we have

(12) PK =p-2

We see that the effect of fuzing disperaion is again to introduce a correction

factor, the expression In brackets.

For an exponential fuze cut-off we have
9 2

f - - e 20z2 e 2a2

and'so we can readily obtain an expceasion for pg if we replace

1 1 +- by - +-2
a c

In equation (12).
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For a sharp ruze cut-oif range r., the integration by parts that
led to equation (12) now gives

,2 2P +o• 9..2 2 9a. '

where I(x) is the probabilitj integral,
'"

x . t2

I(x) - 2 dt

tables of valueb of which may be found in thp literature.

Internal Blast Warhead

In some situations and for some purposes the methods for computing
pK which were derived for fragment warheads may be used to oblaln estimates
o? PK for internal blast warheads. In particular, the beam of subproject-
Iles must cover the entire target, and the density of ubprojectlles must
be fairly uniform within the beam. 1he methods derived for fragent war-
heads are most useful when the analyst is concerned with the gross effects
of guidance accuracy and fuze perforrin:ce.

External Blast Warhead

Adoption of a spherical damuge contour of radius r, ;.or an external
blast warhead leads to extremely simple evaluation of tile Integral of equa-
tion (7).

Since distance from target Is the critical parameter In determining
kill, Ideally the warhead should detonato at the point of closest approach
of the missile to the target. Assuming ideal fuzing in the above sense, and
no fuze cut-off, we have

1w r2

pK= f e rdr

0
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202= -e

A sharp fuze cut-off range rf will have no effect if R- rf.
If rf is the smaller, its effect Is to replace R by rf in the above ex-
pression.

Assuming an exponential fuze cut-off

r2 2

PK 2 e 202 e 2a2  rdr

0
which reduces to

aK~2 2 .2 rw)PK 2 2'

If a fixed angle fuse is used, the warhead detonation may occur
somei.hat before or somewhat after the missile reaches the point of closest
approach. Neglecting fusing dispersion and assuming either no time delay
or a delay proportional to miss distance, expressions for pr can readily
be obtained from those for ideal fuzing if we replace rw by rw sin 0, who
% is the fuzing angle, including delay.

Some indication of the conse' ,ence of fusing dispersion can be ob-
tained if we assume a Gaussian distr. .,ion of burst points along the tra-
jectory, with mean at the point of closest approach (z=) and standard de-
viation a. 111th no fuze cut-off, we have

z(r) r 2

021 2
2o2J 1 ae~ e a s rdrdz

0 zzr

Changing the order of integration, this expression becomes

=~~~ 2-/e ~ i- 2 -

P 1.~ e 2a~ 1 2a

0
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ji which reduces to 2

2 ~ ~~~ 2 ~ ~11 l~
2- - - 1 2 1

PK e 2o dz 1 e 2a f z

0 0

The first term on the right hand side of this equation is the probability
integral I(r-/o). Evaluation of the second term depende upon the relative
values of. 'z and o. If C = a, the integrand in the second term is 1, and
we have Z

-r
Ir r e 22

If a - a, we have 2 r .2-rw a

PK (QI1 e ;02z
A t2z~ 4-_ dt

Z e 2
0

Tables of values of the integral in brackets are not as readily available
as In the case of the probability Integral. HJoever, numerical Integration
is not unduly tedious.

Rod Warhead

Accurate evaluation of the probbility Integral of equation (7)
for discrete rod warheads in most cases requires detailed computer calcu-
lations, or use of the Lotto technique. In the treatment of fragment war-
heads a variety of simplifying assumptions were Introduced which led to
closed form evaluations of the Integral, These assumptions are less pal-
atable in the conslderation of discrete rod warheads, because of the nar-
rower rod beam and smaller number of rods. However for some purposes they
may be Justified, and the corresponding expressions for PK may be used.

The almcst certain lethality of the continuous rod warhead out to
the maximum radius of rod continuity permits simple evalus'-on of the prob-
ability integral of equation (7). If we assume ideal fusing in the sense
that fuzing errors do not prevent the rod from striking the vulnerable por-
tion or th~e target, we have, with no fuze cut-off
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=L c. 202 rdr

0

-r 22

=1 - e 2a

where r is the maximum radius of continuity.

A shLrp fuze cut-off range , has no effect if r0 rf. If, on
the other hand, r is smaller, its efrect is to replace by r In the
above expression.

If the fuze cut-off is exponential, we have

P 1 e e rdr

K

0

S 2 (r )

The above definition of ideal fusing Implies that the warhead
detonation will occur within an Interval along the trajectory of length L
equal to the length of the vulnerable portion of the target, measured In
a direction parallel to the trajectory. The continuous rod does not ex-
pand precisely in the plan normal to the trajectory and through the point
of detonation. Rather, the rod sweeps out a cone which makes an anigle
with the forward missile axis. Consequently the effective burst interval
is displaced along the trajectory as Indicated in Figure 19.
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If we assume that the distribution of detonatlon points along the trajec-
tory is normal with mean at the midpoint of the effective burst interval
and standard deviation , then, with no fuze cut-off, we have

rc V2 L /2 2

L/2
P~~ e ( rr ... z f

where I(x) is the probability Integral

The last expression for py above neglects the contribution made by blst
damage when the burst occurs outside the interval of length L but within
the blast lethal radius.
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Nuclear Warhead

If a spherical damage contour for a nuclear warhead can appro-
priately be assumed, the expressions for pv for an external blast warhead

'-can be used. The alternative assumption th'at the conditional kill prob-
ability behaves In a manner similar to the Carlton approximation leads to
two simple expressions for pr. If the detonation occurs at or neo,4 the
point of closest approach to the target, we may write

2
= e 2 C2

where as usual r denotes miss distance, and c is a constant characteristic
of the lethal envelope. Assuming no fuze cut-off, we have

1Pe 32 e 2P rdr

0

C2

c *o
Because the lethal envelope for a nuclear warhead Is so large,

a fuze cut-off Is rarely employed. Indeed, crude comand fuzing Is often

adequate. If we assume a normal dittribution of burst points along the
trajectory with mean at the point of closest approach to the target and
standard deviation equal to that of the guidance accuracy, we can then
employ a spherical normal distribution to represent the distribution of
burst points in space about the target. We then have

f2af
0

where p here denotes distance from turget center to burst point. This
expression readily reduces to

c
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J. Salvo Kill Probabilty

*If the kill probability of a single missile against a target 13
not sufficiently high, it may, in some circumstancos, be desirable to fire
several missiles at the target simultaneously. To meet this need, many
SA4 systems are designed '4 be capable of salvo firs; a single guidance
channel can guide ' o or more missiles to the same target at -he same time.
The tactical analyst Is then faced with the question of what the probabil-
ity of killing a target with a salvo my be.

If the vulnerability of th target to the type of i:arhead in ques-
tion Is ,uih that cumulative damage inflicted by succeiiva warheads en be
Ignored, the salvo kill probability can readily bc derived. If a salvo of
V missiles Is fired at a target, some number 3 of these will prove to-be
operable, and the probability p (J) that exactly w ill be operable is-
given by

where p is the single missile reliability. The probability l (j) that if
3 missies are operable the turget will suffer lethal damage Is Just the
probability that not all j missiles will fall to kill, i.e.,

p - 1 - ClpK)3

Phere p is the probability that a single operable missile will kill. The
salvo kl probability p(Z.') is given by

pPCV) PR(J)PK(j)

Jul

- 1 - ( l-pRP.)Z'

1 - (l-p)V

where p is the single missile kill probability.
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Few investigations of the mechanics of ,umulazive damage to
singly vulnerable targets have been carried out. The limited investi-
gations that have been made zugaest that cumulative damage to singly
vulnerable targets Is of only minor importance.

K. Kill Probability Against Formations

The discussion up to thic point has been concerned with the kill
probabilities of missile, against s3ngle isolated target aircraft. How-
ever, aircraft muy attack in any of a wide variety of furmations. If the
formation is fairly loonc, the spaelng between aircraft being large, each
target can be rngaged individually us an i.solated target and the exlstence o

of the formation will have no effec,; on kill probability. If, on the-other
hand, the aircraft .l, suff clently close together, the guidaric' eqe'ipment
o' the SAM uystem ma y become col-.uscd, causing a substantial increase In
miss distance and so a dcgradation In 0.ll probability. of course, a very
tight formation may prmil; a mizno:le to Inflict lethal damage or sevra.l
aircraft simultaneously, to the detriment of the attacker.

The source of cun!%uion in rhe guidance equipment of a SAM system.
is the Inability of a radar or mccile zacker t0 single out an individual
target In the formatlon In zufCZic'nt time and theii remc1i look-, on -'t i
targit during the remaining flight or -the. missile. A radar or seeker Iun-
able to discrimi.nate betoben targets, tendc to w:nnder raxoady o'vert"
formation, skipping C iv tioally froi target to target, ind even moving out-
side the formation.

Different guldance eyjstems are 1:nfluenced quite differently by the
warder of the radar or ueeker over the formation. A beairider vill follow
the radar bean approximately if the beam -dbes not move with toL great an.
angular rate. Th:; the distribution of beamrider trajectories through a
formation can be expccted, to approximate the dlstributin of radar beia
positions. In a command system thesteering orders transamittid to *tJIs-
sile will be affected not only by the instantaneous position of t e -
beam, but also by the rate of change of position, In t6it the latter w1il
in part determine the predicted course and speed of the tar*t. In. conso-
quen:ce a dispersion InomissIle trajectories larger than inridr bol poi-
tlon can be expected. A homing miusile will usually be able to discrin1nate
between targets when It reaches a point close enough to tta formation. How-
ever, If discrimination ocours too late, the speed and imaneuverubility of
the mis.ile may re stch as to prevent It from correcting the error in tra-
Jectory obtaininZ at the time of discrimination.

One- further fo.mation effect uarrants consideration, that of fuse
screening, pertinent to priznimity fuses. A missile rnay be flyIng touard one
aircr.ft In a forr.LWon a ies a tr-eJector having P satisfactor=ly small
msls distancs. H~owever, before rouching this target., the ;roximity faze
may detect another taLe' In the lo-naza:lon, causin early detonation of the
warherd at a rnlatively Jneffectlve position for bIth targets.

k
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Radars and missile seekers usually employ one or more of four

means for discriminating between targets:

Angular discrimination, determined by the beam width of the radar.

Range discrimination, by means of a range gate.

Range rate discrimination, using a velocity gate.

Angular rate discrimination.

The various methods for discriminatlon are illustrated schematically in
Fi&ure PO.

Formation

Poruiation

Range Uate

Ra dor

Gate -

Discrimination,

22~
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The success any combination of these will have in discriminating between
targets In Ime to avoid a degradation in missile 6-iidance will depend
upon the geometry or the formation relative to the radar or the missile
seeker. Angular discrimination may be effective against a line abreast
formation flying toward the radar, but not against a single file forma-
tion. The converse applies to range discrimination. Range rate and
angular rate discrlmination will be most effective when the formition Is
flying on a crossing courve.

A convenient mea:av're of the effect of a formation on the killing
capability of a missile is the ratio of the expected number of kills in-
flicted by ;hq missile on the formation to the- expected numbo-r of kilil
inflicted on an isalated target, i.e., the probability of killing an Iso-
lated target. We call this ratio the formation index.

The expected number of kills in a formation can most easily, be
calculated by attempting to separate guidance errors arising from radar
wander over the formatiou from those normally associated with an Isolated
target. To this end we assume these two types of er'ror to be independent.
Consider ncw a formation and a particular radar beam position within the

fo.,matlon, as depicted in Figure 21.

FORMArIroN

-~ -4-
PhArmoET

SEAIW P05I 11ON BIAS h;

Figure 21

If we assume that the usual errors associated with an isolated target
lead to a distribution or trajectories about this beam position, the prob-
ability oF killing the i-th target can be computed for the particular bias
hi , (see Figure 21) using one of the techniques discussed earlier for iso-
lated targets. if we then assume a iuitable distribution of radar beam
positions over the formation, we can average the above kill probabil.ty
with respect to this dLstribution of bias h, to ubtain the kill probability
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for the i-th target PXI' Summing pK' over all targets, we obtain the ex-
pected number of kill*-ror the missie agairbt the formation. We have

K fPKi(h) B(hi) dh i

where
K expected number of kills

pKi(hi) probabilit' of killing the i-th target if bias is hi

B(hi) = distibution of bias h

The above foinulation of expected number ofA kilis agaL.nst a forma-
tion is Lnadeqpatc for a homing missile without ome modification. The
dificulty lies in the fact that a homing mlisile can usually discriminate
between targets when .t reaches a point close enough to the foination but
may or may not be able to home on a single target zatisfactorily. We must
distinguish between the two cases of satisfactory and unsatisfactory homing.

With satisfactory homing multiple kills may occur if the formation
spacing is small enough, even though the missile passes close to one target.
However, the chance of multiple kills will fall off more rapldly with in-
creased spacing in this case. The probability ot'killing the i-th target,
if the missile is homing on another target, can be computed as above, the
guidance bias being simply the latera.l distance between the targets. This
probability must then be averaged over all targets on wnich the missile could
home satisfactorily to give pi. The sum of all the p is the expected number
of kills KH iV the missile homes satisfactorily on soke target.

If the missile fails to home satisfactorily, it can be thought of
as entering the formation randomly, and the expected nu'ber of kills U can
be computed as before.

There is a probability p H that a missile will home satisfactorily
If the Initially random entry into tht formation is such as to permit dis-
crimination In time, homing will be sai:isfactory. Whether or not a parti-
cular entry position will permit discrimination is dependent on the geometry
of the formation and the method of diserimination employed by the seeker.

The expected number of kills K is given by

K :
KAlPKI + (lPH)KUl

It is of interest to consider qualitatively the variation of forma-
tion index as a function of spacing between adjacent aircraft. If the spac-
Ing ij very small, a single missile may be expected to kill several targets;
the foeation index will in this Instance be high, considerably in excess of
1. As the spacing increases, fcier targets will be within lethal diatance
of the warhead burst, wherever the burst may occur; consequently fewer kills
will be nfiicte4. and the Index will decrease. At some sufficiently great
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spacing, all targets will appear resolved and can bu Inte,.cepted individ-
ually as isolated targets, and no multiple kills can occur. At this and
all greater spacings, the index will have the value 1. At spacings less
than this critical spacing the value of the index will depend upon the
lethlity of the warhead. If the lethal diameter of the warhead is as
great or greater than the critical spacing, multiple kills can be expect-
ed at all spacings less than critical, and so the index will nev..r be less
than 1. Dn the other hand, if the lethal diameter is significantly less
than the critical spaclni, the random wander of the radar or seeker over
the formation will so degrade the guidance accuracy that at spacings less
than criticil the index may fall well below the value 1. Y.1gure 22 de-
picts typici) plots of formation index versus spacing for c th large and
small lethal dianeturs.

LARGE L.ETHAL DIAMETEKFORMATIGN

INDEX

-- SMA LL
LETHAL- -

DIAMETER

FORMATION 5PACIN&

Figure 22

Calculation of Formation Index

Calculation of the formation Index usually requires fairly de-
tailed graphical or computer techniques. Intricacies in the means for
discrimination coupled with variations in formation geometry, as well as
the many difficulties in calculating kill probabllity for an isolated tar-
get, all preclude the use of simple analytic expressions in most cases.
However, by way of illustration two simple caves are treated here, one
analytically and the other graphically.
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Consider b targets flying directly toward an SAM site in line
abreast formation ic. spacing S between adjacent targets, as shown in
Figure 23.

DI RECTIONbTARGET5 OF

FLI GHT

+ --. - + +-

hi I t h TA R,7ET

I
Figure 23

Suppose that the conditional kill probability pD can be expressed In the
form of the Carlton approxJmation (equation (9)j. ?rom equation (10) ':e
then have 2

2 2c (c
2+o )

p h---- e
c +0

Assume a unifo-'m distribution of radar beam position extending from one

end of the formation to the other. We then have

(o-l):;

1 f Ki(h±)dhI

0 h 12

2 2(c0 )
c 2 102(:7

0

The expected number of kiil: is then given i:
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2 Kb 
(b-1)3 

hi 2

K L e 2(c 2+ ) dhi

0

b-1

c +0 2 C + ZJ

where again I(x) is the probability Inzegral

x U 2

1(x) e2d

ice the quantity on the right )uide the brackets is simply the kill
probability Py for an isolaued target, the quantity within the brackets
is the formation index.

The second illustration introduces a tool convenient for many pur-
poses, known as probability cell paper for a two dimensional distribution.
The plane is divided into n (e.g., n = 1000) cells, each cell containing
area corresponding to a cumulative probability of 1/n. In the case of a
radial normal distribution the cells are usually arranged In concentric
rings, as shown in Figuv., 24. Cells near the center of' tne distribution
are small, and those farther out are larger. One point in each cell (e.g.,
the centroid) is cleirly marked; it i purpose will be explained below.

Consider again the same formation attack as above, but suppose now
that the conditional kill probability PD follows the lethal radius defini-
tion, i.e., is 1 Inside a spherical damage contour of radius r , and is 0
outside. Assuming ideal fuzing, only a trajectory passing witin a distance
R of a target can kill the target. To calculate the expected number of kills,
plot on a transparent sheet the target positions, using as unit length the
length corresponding to a on the probability cell paper. Around each target
draw a circle of radius rw . Jelect a suitable representative set of radar
beam positions. (The larger the set, the more Pccurate the resulting com-
putation.) Place tho transparent sheet over the probability cell paper such
that the first of the seleated beam positions c:oincides with the center of
the probability cell paper (see Figure 25).
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Figure 25

F~or each target, count the number of cells lying within the lethal radius
circle of that target; a cell is counted only if its centroid falls within
the circle. The number of such cells multiplied by 1/n is the probability
that, If the radar bean position is the one selected, the target in ques-
tion Is killed. By repeating the above process ror each selected beam
position, and averpkging over all the positions, the probability of killing
each target is determined.
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V CHAVTER IV

iFirepower

A. Introduction

The number of targets engaged by a SAM firing unit wiA.l vary
from battle to battle, not only because of distinctive characteristics
of the attack but also because of random variations in many of the var-

jiables involved for any given set of attack characteristics. Thus the
number o: engagements itself is a random variable. !?ireporwer is defined
as the meai number of target engagements occurring during an attack hay-I ing given characteristics.

Firepower depends on the time availdble for fire and on the time
consumed for each intercept. The first ir.tercept can occur as soon as the
first target arrives in the firing zone and the last as the last target
leaves the zone. Thus the time available for fire is at least as long as
the time for one target to traverse the zone, which is determined by the
1[it-Le'ectlon of Like fllghL path with the boundaries of the firirg zone,
Includiig BRL, and by the target speed. The time will further be augment-
ed by any time-spread in the attack. For example. consider a stream attack
at const.ant speed and altitude flying directly toward the defensive site.
The time avilable is then the traverse time of the lead aircraft plus the
time interval between arrivals of tt.e first and list %Ircraft at BRL.

The time consumed for eac'h Intercept is appropriatel. expressed
as the intercept Interval, being the time from the intercept of one target
by a firing unit to the Intercept of the next target by the sume firing
unit, as defined in Chapter II, Section D. A brief review of Sections C ad
D of Chapter II will provide a useful background for the ensuing discussion.
As there Indicated, the intercept interval can be and often is range depen-
dent. Hence, the firepower may be smaller or larger as intercepts occur
predominantly at long or at short range. The dominant range in turn is de-
termined by tne distribution of targets In space and time and by the order
in which they are engaged; i.e., the firing doctrine used.

* B. Single Firing Unit - Radial Attack

To introduce certain basic notions "without confusing complications,
consider first a very simple tsctical situation.

A single SAM firing unit Is employed in its own defense. All parts
of the system are assumed to operate (equipment reliability Is ignored). Noconsideration is given to clearance shadows or to degradations irlsing from

poor data. The specified firing doctrine is 3ssumed to be folloved without
error.
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The attack Is assumed to be homogeneous, employing a single Air-
craft type. All aircraft fly at the same speed and altitude along a single
radial path dlrectiZ toward the SAM firing unit. Consequently the same
firing zone and BRL apply to all aireraft. Individual aircraft can be dis-
tinguished by the radars. The number of aircraft in the attack is not spec-
ified but is assumed to exceed the number of missile salvos fired if no
aircraft is engaged more than once.

C. Wave Attack

Assume initially that the aircraft approach in a wave; i.e., with
no significant time spread. The aircraft are engaged in arbltrarj order,
no aircraft being engaged more than once. Let pasx atd p be the maximum
and minimum intercept ranges as determined by the zone of9 1 71re and BRL; let
u denote target speed. Let t; l p "" Pn a pa denote the
ranges at which successive targets are Intercepted, The tLe between the
(i-1)st and i-th intercepts is on the one hand the intercept interval T(pi)
and on the other hand the time (P. -" )/u required for the attacking
wave to travel from range pl-_ to nge 1. -Using a linear approximation

T(p) - a + Op

for the intercept Interval, this equality may be written

Pi1 - Po+ 0 i-. -u

or
pi-i - u

l+up

But p1 
= Pntx, so successive Intercept ranges can be computed, and n deter-

mined as te-greatest Integer for which p1 a pln"

Alternatively, It Is easily seen by Induction that

1. ut ( l 1,
.. +€) 11 ' - I + _+ u + + (I + .I)' 2

if 0, 0

P (1 + up)31 1Pi + ,i n ' l

so

(+ up) - + P 1

a + Po
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and a +13

t 1 log 97Pp
.og (1 4, UP)

But since p, pms and Pn Pmln n41' one may write

l iog .I U3

where [i] denotes tne gre.itee.t i,.teger not exceedi.g x.

If1 0, tten equatlo:; (13)

reduces to

Pi -

and

Pi Pn
n I -

Again, replacing p, by pm , p, by pmi' and tak.rtg the integral part of
the resulting expression

(14) n; [I 4.. ~n

It should here be emphasized that T(p) is the time between Inter-
cepts and the preceding equation applies to ar intercept interval that Is
independent of range, Sue., Independence will arise when the rate of ftre
it launcher. governed, provided the attack path passes directly over the SA
firing site. In this 7vent. the time between the (i-l)st arA i-th Inter-
cepts is the lauJncber cycle tUe T plus the time of flight to p, less the
time of flight to p,-I" The time ietween intercepts, for approaching tar-
gets, is

Pi-I ° Pi
u Hence, letting v denote mean mizsile speed,

ti P-I P1.1-." Pi
L v u
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By induction

uTL
Pn Pl (n 1

nn1
V

andPl Pnandn 1+ (1+ B)
V uTL

or. as before

Comparing this equation with equation (14), clearly

1a .-... TL

V

(See Chapter II, Section C).

If the targets are receding (outbound), the time between inter-

cepts is P P-1 , and

UTL

v

In this case

T=-- TL

V

D. Continuous Approximation

The expressions fo' n given above provide estimates of friower
durlng a wave attack. Each is a step function over the range interval
to Pnl- whose values Jump from one Integrail ,value to the next, a* in-
dicated in Figure 26.
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lEigure 26

Situations In which It is desuirable to approximate a step func-
tion by a continuous function arise so of~en in this and similar calcula-
tions that a few remarkcs on this point are In order. These remarks, while
xpecific to thie situation at hand, are typical of arguments used in a vax-
icty of e%.rIlar situations~.

It should first be pointed out that three continuious ripproxima-
tions are of particular Interest:

The major approximation, which touches the tops of the steps

tob minor approximation, which touches the bottoms of the steps
.he mean approximation, which cuts each riser at ta Mpoiet.

Since the step function lies between its major and minor spproximations,
the relative error in using any of theae ipproximatio s is less p!ta -

(major ep ro pr-uminor apnrtrx) I

and hence is sixull whtu n Is large. The relative error in using the mean
-approximation Is 2 1/2 n, wbich is still smaller. Hence, when n Is large,
any or the three approximations is acceptable without further rrme st.

The Independent variables on c u, a. P) from which the
values of the function in question arc compuEd are, in an actual tactcal
analysis, not known exnctly but estimeed from available d ta a hence
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properly regarded as randca variables, the spread or whose distribution
arises from errors of estimate and/or the statistical nature of the quan-
tity being estimated. The number of targets engaged as a function of these
random v,,riables Is Itself a rardom vcriable with a distribution function
which in principle can be computed, but 'i practice is difficult to deter-
mine. Thim view of the expected n%;mber vf targets engaged as arizing (in
the usual way) from a random variable Permits a strAightforward treatmestt
of the discontinuities In n.

At those values of the independent variable carrespanding to a
discontinuity in ni, what actually happens statistically is that In about
baif the actual cases one gets the higher value, and- in about half the ac-
tual cases the lower value. When thiese favorable and unfavorable ceses
are averaged together, the expected value so obtained is Simply the avercge
of the higher arA lower values. This a&'gument leads one to prefer the mean
approxImaticn, ntvL only to uthetr coutinuous approximations but even to the
step function Itself, as an estimate of the expected number of targets en-
gaged.

E. Continuous Uiproximation Foimulas

On the basis of the last two sections, the following estimates are
suggested for the firepower during a wave attack:

a+p
log

1 +mpin i
Slog (1+ U)

1 lmax Pain
-' 2

In the first formula above, the base to which the logarithms are taken Is
imaterial, since only ratios of loearittas are Involved. If ci Is doter-~
mined by the launcher cycle time TL , the second formula above become&

+ (1 + 1) WT infor approaching targets
v TL

1+ 1 ) max -Min for receding targets

F. Extensions of Formulas

In some Instances a single linear ap'~roximsation to the intercept
interval T(p) Is not satisfactory, but a piece-tilse linear approximation
Is. To illustrate, suppo~.e
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Ligre 2~

Using the methodis derived earlier, one can calculate the firepower achieved
In each range interval, and adid these to obtain the total firepower. How-
ever, the 1/2 snould be added only on~ce-. since It Is included to Allow oy
f~or the first itevcept, at Pm* One may thui wr4.te

T(p

N log ma i_7}
N log (l + W) Ug ( + up,') ua'

Consider now a SAMl system having one launcher with cycle time TL,
and two guidance channels, each wiLth intercept Interval '?(p) = *t + p.
Let the first Intercept occur at maximum range pn. Since anothev guidsiice
channel Is available, the next engagement will bealeluyed only otil the
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launcher is again loaded and ready. Hence the second intercept range Is

uTTL
P 2 -P i - -

V

The next engagement will be delayed until either the launher is lodded
and ready, or until the first guidance channel becomes free and available,
whichever delay is longer. The third intercept range is thut; given by

mm -UTL

3 In
P3 M 1-n 2 "

Ia similar manner succezsive intercept ranges can be computed, and the
firepower determined. An analogous calculation cr, of course, be made
for any number of launctiers and gidance channels.

If an estimate of tne r'repower ie ali t.at is wanted, the irdi-
vidual intercept ranges being of no interest, a simpler procedure can be
followed. Instead of tne step-by-step procedure used above, in which each
*iece of equipment must be kept track of, one can use the average launcher
interval and the average intercept interval described in C apter II, Sec-
tion D, to define an intercept interval for the entire SAM unit, a.d then
compute firepower by any of the methoda derived earlier. The Intercept in-
t'-val to be used IT

T(p) = m x1+ u/V

where 1L and V1. are the numbers of lnurncers and guidance !hannels respec-
tively.

If the step-by-step p:-oced,,re Is followed, the intercept points
will usually be r3ther irregularly spaced alorg the attack path. U.3e of
the average intercept intervyl Just defined will lead to about the same
number of intercept points, but spced at more re;rly regular IrtervalA.
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G. Means and Dispersions

The computations abcvc arc typical of many in thl field in that
they use mean values or the independent variables throughout, rather than
performing calculations with random varlables and then averaging in the
final step. The reason for doing this Is that, gencrally zpeaxing, tne
earlier the averaging is perfoimed, the simpler the calculations become,
and, furthermore, the dist.-ibutions of the random variables are rarely
known. Such an inversion of the correct order of cperations does not gen-

4 erally yield 'orrect answers, as a very simple example 6h.)ws. The inver-
sion does often provide an adequate approximation, however.

Let x be a randou variable which has the tnree equally probable
values 1, 2, 3. Let y 1/x. Tnen = 2 and l/r 1/2; but

Hence, inverting the averaging operation ar the (non-llnear) operation of
taking reciprocals yields a wrong answer by some 1/9 = 11 percent.

However, the following argument partially Justifies the inversion

in some cases of present interest:

Let f(x, x2 , ..., x ) be a function of the random variables.-
x ... , x. Let xj be the man ofxj and let h = xI - 7j. If :(XI )
has continuous second pqrtial derivate hn Its Taylor expansion canbe written about the mean point:

S(xi = f(7i} -1 f ihi ' R,

( where r 7' and R, the remainder, is a sum of higher order terms.whr i ax, -

The mean, Ef), and variance, o (f). c..: then be written

E(f) - f) E(R)

o 2 c Z-1 G I" h

since Mh) O, o2 f(K)) = 0, and the operation, of taking mean and var-
lance are lines-r.

When the remainde. term, R, ir ao small (1- rcjrbIty) that its

mean and varianca can be neglected in the -.pproxlmate computation at hand,
the approximations
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a' M ' 2  (hi1)
can be used. The first of these justifies averaging at the beginning
rather than at the end of the calculation and the second permits a com-
paratively simple estimation of the variance when the calculation is
completed.

The remainder term is cf the form

R 1= Z Z fijhihj

wher.,

2
-i f(7l 4 h')

with Ih'I Ihk j

This remainder Is small, therefore, when the second order deriva-
tives are small (i.e., the function f is almost li.near) or when the devia-
tions h about the means are small in probability ('..e., when a(hi) is small
compar. to 7j), One or the other of these two conditions holds In many
cases of interest. In partinular, the intercept Interval, 'zp), typically
has a dispersion which is small c:-,npared o its mean value.

It should be noted that the argument above makes no assumptions
about thL independenc, of the random variables, xi , or about the fors of
their distribution functions, except exlitence of first and second moenta.

1I. Integral Formulas

t Inmany instances of interest, the quantity up is snvill relative
to unity (e.g., as the rat. of target speed to missile speed). If this is
so and natural logarithms are used, the expansion

x2  X3

ln(lx) = -x - 3-- "

gives the approxinatlon

1 I. (uT(p <
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I. Alternate Computatio.n

It is interesting to notice the last equation can be derived in
a scmewhat different fashion:

N = 1 + .+ ,

where 1/2 is allowed, as in Section E, for the target engaged at p, = p
and 1 foi each of the cargets engaged at p,,', n,-=Pm ' As In Se on& C,

the i-th o, these lts may be written n

i Pi-l " Pi i APiI=-
u a + Op, ua + Pi

whence

1 1 P

Approximating the sum by the corresponding integral,

Pmax

21

1 + I ln a+Pmax
2 UP + Pmin

J. Graphical Integration

The expression for N in terms of an integral, given above, suggests
a graphical means for computing N that is particularly useful when T(p) does
not admit a simple linear approximation. The reciprocal of uT(p), is plotted
against p on suitably ruled graph paper (Figure 28).
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The desired integral, which is the area under the curve, con then readily

be evaluated by counting squares nd multiplying the count by the value

per square:

K. Stream Attack

The descu:ion thus far has been concerned wlth a wave attack;

consider now the effect of a time spread in the attack. To be specific,
suppose that the attacking aircraft approach in a stream, with a time spac-
ig of s seconds between arrivals of successive aircraft. Aircraft are
engaged in the order of their arrival, no target being engaged more than
once. As in Section C, equate the intercept interval T(pi) to the time it
takes for the i-th target to fly from range pi-_ + us, its range when the
preceding intercept occurred, to range p1.

Pi-i + us - Pi
T(oi) = u

or

Pi-l Pi

Comparison with the correspon'ing ecquation of Section C shows
that 1; e effect of a time spacing s between successive targets is to sub-
stitute T(p) - for 1(p). Otherwise stated, a time spacing s oetween
targets has the same effect as a decrease of o Pi, the intercept interval.
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The discussion of firepower ag;iinst a wave attack, the deriva-
tions of formulas, and the description of the graphical integration com-
putation are applicable to the stream attack with spacing s as well, the
only change being o replace T(p) by T(p) - s. Indeed the wave attack
as treated i s Just a special case of the strean ittack, with s set equal
to zero. The more general continuous approximation formulas, for arbi-
trary spacing s, are

1 T (Pm ~) - s

2' l og ].- . )i"

i PmTX " Pmin
-+

In particular, for launcher governed fire agai:,sL approaching targets

1 max Pmin
2 ( v u(TL . s)

L. Two Graphical Computing Methods

A graphical means for computing successive intercept ranges Pis
applicable to arbitrary spacing, is the familiar strip-matching technique;
it is particularly useful when 9 linear approximation to T(p) is not sat-
isfactory. The method has wider applications which will be discussed later;
it is explained here to avoid unnecessary complications.

Suppose, first, that fire is guidance channel limited. After se-
lecting 8 convenient distance unit (e.g., 10 kiloyards per inch), prepare
an intercept interval strip, on which conveniently chosen values of T(p),
covering the interval from Tp ) to Tp ) ere entered at the corres-
ponding ranges p, measurd.d i, ,n selecteV istance unit. A convenient
means for doing this is to plot T(p) versus p, the latter in the selected
unit, and mark off the chosen values TO, TI , T2 , ... of T(p) on the T-axis.
From this graph, read off and mark the corresponding ranges po, PI' P , "...
Lay a strip of paper along the p-qxis, mark off tre rtnges on the strip,
and enter the correspor.dlng times !see Fig-ire 29).
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Next prepsre a target strip showing the distance of target travel,
in the selected unit, versus time (Figure 50).

On a separate sheet draw a straight line attack path and mark oft
the firing unit position and the maximum and minimum intercept r'anges.
Place the two strips along the line as shown in Figure 31. The index of
the intercept nterval strip should be at the f iring unit po~ii~ioD, The
appropriate posltion for the target strip will depend upon the tai;get spac-
ing; for spacing s the point t = s on the strip should coincide with the
maximum intercept range Pmx Wi!th the strips properly plai'.ed, determine
the point at which the ties on the two scales coincide (i.e., T = t). Mark
this point on the attack path line; it is the second intercep~t range p^ (re-
call that p1 = p a)' (The two strips are no more than a simple analog com-
puter for tfie solution of the equat..n Tup2) a (P1 " p ,)/u). Next s~ide the
target strip along until the point t = s coincides wit i the second intercept
point, and mark the point at which the two scales coincide (i.e., T - t) to
obtain p5.
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Figure 31

Proceed to mark the successive intercept points in this manner until some
range pn1 falls inside the minimum range p. If a continuous approxi-
mationoano the firepower is desired, one can fnterpolate between Pand
pn+ i. Further, if the mean approximation is desired, n should be reduced
by 1/2 as before. Thus

1 P " Pain
Pn " n+l

If the intercept interval T Is Independent of range over a part
of the interval from p.. to p in' the intercept nterval strip should show
the constant time T corr'espond _g to all of that part of the interval.
(See Figure 32)

-t- CONSFAN5

Figure 32

Thus in matchii.6 strips to find intercept points, one need only look for
the point cn the target strip at which t T constint. If the intercept
interval is constant over the entire range interval, no intercept interval
strip Is needed.
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An alternate graphical method for computing successive intercept
ranges follows. It, too, has wider applications, which will be discussed
later.

First plot intercept interval T(p) versus range p on a translucent
sheet (Chart A). On a separate sheet plot target range versus t.a (Chart B)
for a single target, using the same time and range scales as in Chart A.
(See Figure 33)

Rini n /0'"

CHART A LHART B

The first intercept range p = p T To find the next Intercept
range p2 , place Chart A on Chart B with p ! p of B at p = pm (=pl) of A
and t = 0 of B at T s of A, wheie s denotes spacing betweenalargets.
Read off the range p2 = P2 , on A, et which the target line of B Intersects
the intercept Interval curve. I findp 5, move Chart A so that p = p0 of
Bis at p of A and t = 0 of B is at T = s of A. Read of the range p = p
on A at wgicr the target lire of B intersects the Intercept interval.
Proceed in tbhs manner intil some Ph+, falls to the left of p_,n. As before
a continuous approximation to firepower con be obtained by Interpolation
between p and pn. (Ste Figure 34)
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_A. sle Firing Unit - Crossing-Attack

Thus far we have considered a special tactical situation of a
single SAM firirg unit engaged in ita own defense. The attack followed
a radial path directly toWard the SAM unit. The present section extends
the results to the situation in which the SP! unit Is engaged In the de-
fense of a surface target other than itself and the attack follows a single
straight path toward the surface taizget. In general, the path %ill not
past directly over the SAM unit; i.e., will be a crossing attack path. The
effect of a. crosting path Is to introduce certain geometrical complications
Ito the calculations. All simplifeing assumptions previously made are here
retained except for the posItion of the SMJ unit relative to the attack path.

I. Wave Attack

Initially we will assume a wave attack. The aircraft are engaged
in arbitrary order, but no aircraft is engaged more than once. To aecount
for the geometry, it ia convenient to introduce a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem with oriZin at the surface tariget center, x-axis alorn the attack path
so that thq attack approaches from the positive direction and y-exis normal
to it. Let (x0, yo) be the coorainatea of the SAM firing unit position (the
distance y is often called the cross.ng distance or crossing range); again
let p deno e intercept range to the target (see Figure 35).
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The relation between intercept range j; and the corresponding tar-

get position x muy be written as

X = 0 + YO

Z or 0"P = - 0) 0o

Let pma: pm3  be the L.aximum and minimam intercept renges as do-"rmined by the zone f ~tre and weapon release point, i.e., the first pos-
sible and last posilble intercept ranges; let xa x and be the corres-
pondIng target positions along the attack path;1et U denote tartet speed.
Let xmax - x 30 x nxmin denote positions at which successive tar-
gets are intercepted, and p1 .p ... pn the correspondi intercept rang.
The time between the (i-l)s ena i-th Intercepts is on the one hand .tho
intercept interval T(pi) and on the other hand the time (xi.1 - x r)/u re-
quired for the attacking wave to travel from xl.1 to Ai.  Using ihe linear
approximation

''(p) _c1 + p

for the intercept Interval, this equality may be written

a + P 1 - U I

But

(15) PI I " +
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Substituting this cxp.-ssion f'or pi in the preceding equation and solving
for -I, a recursion formula g1¢inj %j Ln terms of x is obtained. Set-
ting xl = Xmax , successive intercept-positions can We-computed and n de-
termined as 1e greatest intege.- for ihich x = m "

A recursion formula, more convenient for computing purposes, can
be obtained by assuming the last intercept at and then calculating the
next-to-last Intercept position, the second-from-ast, etc. To this end,
let Xn4n = Y' -ic X denote the intercept positions, numbered
in the revrse oreo ucurrenc, and lt p,.... P Ibe the cor'res-

ponding intercept raqe s. Then, as above,

Iu

or

= + uTip) j

But, again,

Thus, setting x one may compute pand
etc. x =M X2  P2 1 t

Because of the quadratic relation between xi and pi, an inductive
argwar," ':oes not lead directly to a convenient formula for n, as was the
ca&v'.:th a radial attack. sioever, if one writes the inteocent interval
as a funation of x,

T =T 47 70)7 + yo

and then chooses a suitable approximation which is linear in , i.e.,

T a ci' + P.'x

the earlier inductive argument may then be followed and one obtains

cc, + "

log (, pi,

X-8 -
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The mean continuous approximation can, as before, be written as

at + IiX max1og cx' + ....

2 = +cg (1 +u') if ' 0

x xmax " min if Ot 0

When the rate or fire is launcher governed, the int2rcept interval
will not be independent of intercept position, as in Se-'nn C. For, re-
call that the intercept interval is equal to the launch -cle time TL plus
the difference in times of flight of the i-th and (i-i)s-u vos. But this
difference In Limes of flight is not independent of range when the attack
path is a crossing path. For example, if the intercept range p is long
compared to the crossing distance yo then tIhe difference in infereept ranges
is approximately equal to the difference in intercept positions, and so the
difference in times of flight is approximately (xj. 1 - xi)/v (see Figure 36).
If, on the other hand p. i about equal to yo, thin so may P1- be about
equal to "y , then so mWy - be ebout equalto yo, and the airference in

times of flight is small.

%11

Figure 36

If f:.re is launcher governed, a recursion formula giving successive inter-
cept positions is obtained by substituting equation (15) into

PT Pl-I xI-1 "Xi
TL+v v u

and solving for xi.
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0. _ntegral Representation

For a crossing attack path the integral representation of fire-
poler 11 is

xx
N: 2 + u rl p )

where p is expressed i; terms of target position x. Because or the quad-
radic relation bet.e., x and o, evaluatlon of this integi-al does not lead
to a simple closed form even If It e)preczlble cs T = cz + . If, how-
ever, a suitable approxinmation to T, which is linear in x, or at .i.eaSt is
piece-wise linear in x, can be found, the integral can then be evaluated
-;s before. Even without such approximation, graphical or numerical eval-
uation of the integral ca," be madne.

P. Stream Attack

Extenslon of the earlier results fz.r a crosslng attack path to an
arbitrary, spacing z Is %,cry simple and z-traightfon.ard. In: Section K, it
uas shown that a time spaclng - ha: the sare effect as a decrease in tie-up
time. The same argument applies in the case of a crossing attack path, and
so, %'ith T replaced by T-s, the results of the preceding section apply to
arbitrary spacing s.

Q. Graphical Computiug ;(.thoes

'The method of strip-matching described Li Section L is directly
applicable to the crossing attack path situation., If fie is guidance chan-
nel limited, an Intercept interval strip and a ;arget strip are prepared
exactly as before. On a separate sheet the attack path is drawn, the SA14
firing unit position is indicat(d, and the first (xm) and last (x ) in-
tercept positions are marked off. The target strip placed along e
attack path, with the point t z on the strip coincidlng uith x.a, for
target spacing s (see Figure 5'[).
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POINT KT WHICH "T ' PPT
AMAXIMUM INTERCEPT PITION

The intercept intec'val FtrZip iZ plaeed "..ith index nL, the JAM4 ring unit;
it is cogvenient to insert a pin ut this point, to p~ez~nit the intercept
interval strip to rotate about the SAM, jFuui~un. Tlhe la.vter strip is than
rotated until the tw:o strips intersect at a point such that T =t. This
point is marked on -the 9track pat;h ine; it is the second intercept posi-
tion xo (recall that ;I ,,,) The target strip is next moved along the
path unil the point t1 = s ]'the strip coincides .ith the position x2."
The intercept interval strip is fotated tuntil the two strips intersec at
a point such that T m t; the point is ma kte off£ as position x. Success-
Ive intercept positions are marked off in this manner.

LVf "ire is launcher gover ned, the intercept interval is given by

= TL + tr( i) - tt~p1)

and the difference in times o±f flight is not constar.t (see Section II), The

problem to be solved b ' the use of strips is the solution of the equation

or

TL. + tf(Pl) = -i--- fPii

The target strip should be prepred as beore. he intercept intervl

strip, however, .qulres two seales, one giving TL + t ,(p) versus p, and
the other t (p) versus p. In pr.eparing the strip, f irst choose severalc onvenient talues Ta, T. of at = 'CL 4 ths (o), covering the interval
£rom t + ti(Pmln) to st r p), are d et r these ties at the corres-
pondin ranges p'. The rnenhod pt linln bI thn be used here. At each of
the tve r.antes, also enter the ti unte-o-.'l ht t(p) (see tripure a. t
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The procedure for £indng succczzive Intercept points is as follows. Place
the Intercept Interval strip w:ith index at the SAM firing unit, again in-
serting a pin to permit rotation of the strip about the SA site. Rotate
the strip so that its ruled edge passes through the first Intercept p05k-
tioz, xa, and read of" the tine-of-Plight to this-porition. Uiext plzce
the target strip along the attack path so that the first. Intercept position
is opposite the time on the target strip scale which~ is equal to the time
of flight just read off. Holding the target strip fixed, rotate the Inter-
cept interval strip until the two strips intersect at a point such that
T= t. This point is marked on, the attack path line; it Is the second In-

tercept position x2 (see Figure 39).

FIRiNG&

5TEP I _5TZ P z
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Proceed in this manner to find the successive intercept poi~vs

If fire i3 guidance channel limited at long range and launcher
limited at short range, proceed as described above for guidance limited
fire, so long as this limit Is governing. Then switch to the launcher
governed procedure. replacing xmax by the last intercept position ibtiin-
ed under guidance limilted fire.

The alternative graphical method described in Sectioi L is -also
applicable, %with one modification, when fire Is guidance chaninel limited.
The Intercept 'interval musr be expreesed In t~erms of target p..'cition k,
by means of the quadratic relation betw,.eck. p and x, ata be pla~tted against
x to give the counterpart of Chart A (Figure 33).

A similar method can be enployed when Lire Is launcher governed.
On a translucent sheet plot Clight time t. and also flight time plus
launcher cycle time T vernutn intercept pocition x, using the quadratic
relation bcitueen p an& Y to expross flight time in tti'is of x. (See-Fig-
ure 110) Thic sheot takes the place of Chart A.

T- ME

INTERCEPT 0-AxIiON X

FJgura 40O

Miark off the first intercept position x, corresponding to o~*Place
thir, new Chart A on Chart B so that the target line of B iNeafsects the
t. curve of A at x1, keeping the corresponding axes of the two charts
parallel. Trhe second Intercept position x Is the x at which the target
line of B intersects the TL + t4- curve of 1. :i like manaer successive
intercept positions can be obta.lned.
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RA Aire Analyzers

A f ire andly.zer iS- a djViCeuseful in cal,:ulatinigfirepower* of.t ~~a single UNT firing uiigains't -ava*iety -of crossna ttcs lg.,
amap exercise -one. may wlah 'to- 6onsid'er veveral attac'k paths and several

SAM s-ites. The fIre nlyr consisti of a famnily of parallel attack
paths wich~sudcesve inierc'p pinti marked-,off on eaih. The lociof
intercept points formd f faily of sucsie inercept curves.

ltURV E6 A
A~~tTIow K

IJNA4

K, 0

Thi, SAll firing unit loc'ation, parallel -ittiok-paths, i'h -kAfica@-
cesiVe :intercept cures-ae' an n raspret ateril

SAM'uta are drawno on ithie-map or se-fpe.Te analyserr =1t0-I
Placed withJiaene at- tt0 Sqste anditfmlyo.atcptb er

al~il o te atac pah n .he i~a. Te nmbr, of ntercepts tatOecur,-befoe.bm ees can thn becounte to tainfrpwr t4srd
r l~ineiar Iterpoatiion between itercpt cres cnb epoe ogv rc

aina enaeets The :fire analyzis U hriual sflwe sg
number of 'attack paths , nd/or SA9Msites are -to be considered, as nte-cs

of'a apexecie.VariaIons- in maximum- itercept rnnge anb cond-
fo yconstructing the analyzer fo he greateut rne obecn

thncouniting the nwnber,-of Antercepts, including, fraictionis,ocrigbe0or -the. ieiire maximm itercept rang israhda- sbrcig;i
number from the -firepower obva'uied for greatest -range. Similarly, -the num-
ber of intorcepta occurifng inisie -a -xiim~u intercep t rmange c2 n be szub-
trateed, to account for the effect of A alniuum range.



To construct a fire analyzer, first lay out a family of parallel,
evenly spaced attack pathn on a sheet of paper, draw, a circle with radius
equal to the maximum intercept range ad center at the SAM firing unit.
This is the first intercept curve. The recursion formula of section N,
or the strip matchina method of the preceding section can then be used to
determine successive intercept points along each attack path in tarn. To
obtain the successive intercept curves, join the sets of 2nd, of 5M, %'tc.
intercept points with a smooth curve. The fire analyzer to be used n a
map exercise must be drawn to the scale of the map in ure. The scale of
the analyzer can be changed by photographic enlarging or contracting.

The lbor involved in construction of a fire analyzer often is
not justified uhen variations in attack speed, target spacing, or SAM sys-
tem Intercept interval are to be considered, sLnce a new anal:zer mst be
made for each set of thase parameter Hlues. however, in some investiga-
tions, such as the deploment or units of a given SAN system, fire analys-
era cur be very helpful. ten though it may be de irable to vary target
speed and spacing, the inv-atigation often can be carried out, using ana-
lyzers, for one set of attack parameters, and adequat'e oc'trapolation of
the results to other attacks cm, tte. be made.

Circular Deployment

A tactical situation of particular int ..cst is that in which
several SA. firing units ar:. deploycd a out a surface tq',,get a-A cgp4d
in its defe re. The attack i her assumed to follow a Zingle radiai path
toward the zurface target. All simpliffing asriptions stated in Section
B other thain the positions of the SAM fArIng milts, are here retaind. The
assumption that the attack approache: along a single radial path; i.e,
within a narrow azimuth sector my be justified or everal grmids. y so
attacking, the enemy minimizes the firepower of the SA14 units deploye an
the far side of the surface target. He iprove- his om coordination in
that he can minimize spacing between krrivals with greater ease. Also, e
may enhance his EC, effectiveness by pemuItting mutual screenizg of-targets.

To simplify the discustion, the surface taiget will be appqrqqm*ted
b7 a circle called the ileapon Release Circle, with center at 0 and .
HB . (See Figure 112) The SA firng units are equally spaced on an uifaoe-
ment circle with center at 0 and radius The SAM waximum itere$t rM1ge
is- assumed to be a conatant p. independent of the. azimW6h of attsek.
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Figure 42

T~he tctai firepowar of -thedefense is the sum of the fiz'epowe~p
aichieved byi each of the SAM units. Hance, we consider first the f4 powe
of~ one Stal. unit and how this firepower varies with the azimuth of attack.
For a particular 'aimt S, irtebm eea crl ~rahd or*
the maximum Iiekept rae circle, the firepower 1 fcus 0*Ohr

wie he&neoffieexensfrom tho point -of en*.rj In he axm6
torcept range circle to either the point of onto' Arto the bomib-rslease

circeorthepopint Of exit frobi t'~emaximum Intercept circle,, h~ihveqr
is reached first. Once the sone o-' fim 13 etermine, the firepoe o
one and so for-every.3M urnitr..n.theft.-be calclated -by anyo the, iiit
described earlier. Thus the varl~ation ct -firepower ihtacaimh7
r~an be obtained.

If the -enemy krowi those smivAths for erhich, the, total firepwer
II(~)is aminimu mnd if he-can indeed-attack at onei ach-am ilut, tee

p*eted firpower Is~thls minimum. If be haisumch,"~~~gad fh
can--attack from any ailmuth and has-:no-preference, thwnalaiuh fa
tack are equally -likelyai-teepce i~oe ~tema fNV
with respect to Y"; I9e.-P

0
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Certain computational short cuts ane available for detemining N.
Indeed, because of the ssused syomtry of deployca., H Is silMly the
product of the Am. iber of aites arid the average with rspect to -f of the
ri'repower achieved by any one ite. To obtain this average NO, It Is con-
venient to assome thar, the SAM dite 1s at Y - 0 And to calculate the fire-
power for caci of several evenly spaced (In aszimth) attack path-- by any of
the methoda, described earlier. The rAmaber of paths chos4n will be dlctated
by the accuracy desired. The average N can readily be obtained by plotting
successive Intercept pointz along aach path ud drawing smooth curves thrug
the sets of successive points, teminating a the edges of the sone of fi e.
lext, measuie the angles sui, ---. s:abtendsd by thv suecessive in-
tercept curveg.

WAPOM o.EMMEr

Tihe asmathal average N' Is tban

where s
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The labor Involved In the above calculations often will not be
Justified, particularly since they muut be repeated for each variationI of certain parmeters. However, extrapolation from the results of a few
sets or calculations can often be advantageous. A quantity useful In
extrapolation is the filtJn factbr, defined as the ratio of the average
firepower per 'te Nto zhe maximum firepower per site N at 0 - O. The
siting factor %an be computed for a single SM system and a sn4le attack
speed, but for variations In the geometric parameters RB, R,, uaid p,,.

j Since the effects of SA4 system intercept interval and attack speed-1ll
I to a large extent cancel out In the ratio, firepower for other Intercept

interva) and speeds can be estimated by iomputire 1. at - 0 (using the
methods 3crlbed In Section K and earlier - all relatively simple), and
then maltIplying by zhe siting factor computed ror the single selected
case.

I
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.;o.':dination of F~ire

A. Introduction

Of major irp r. o Tha oleffcL ',_-:t-, of a ,;AM defen '~is tile
coordirnatin achieved in l..~ , id1v1Ct.i lai to Individual tar-
gets during a batt.2. 1.v ~~~~ of coord hInt.on a.,e t o avoid overkill-
Ing by avoiding assignnc,:.. of' rnI.zsiie, *o targets alreay 'Jes;ned to die
from px'evlovs engagemoniVz ,axi tLo giv.- hl. hest prlror:,ty to Uth. :ctthreat-
ening tarets. If '%,he a*-CI., foll',;_.7 .L-fe.v10ntIY . 'e~ o completely
saturate the uefense,' the aeg:,ee oi' coord in.-.Ion uf "Ire 13 of little cor.-
scquc.Nce; evei. i''.h id, ..L L!*'., i~df:~ s ovezznhelined. On the
other hand, if the a. ...:'Ii,)t~o Gy.U, tl.e deI'enne will =anihi-
late it even wiU' povi' t e.ho.ne limitsa the coordination
achieved ma:; mare(, the -I .2:., i, e.. d(-ft-.t .. ' ler It thus be-
comes Iimpjrt.4.t L~ .) .. L. wh. L;.-zy i. tr : to~ degralaion, i co-
ordinatior. at~d how miuct., i., o'x .o do~t. :zmine the 0- s.. m!ara for achieving
a high level of coordr:;,.. n

The u.timtv.e to L. ~:h e . coor iL.tlon *:ould cc to engage
each target once, oejiove tw'g~ts, and so on
until all are 'I'lled. "',is -,.te of aY.: can seldom be realized.
The number of mils.-iles tLhat. cu-. .-_ 1'lzd ma,' ,ot cuifice. '-;he line required
for dama'ge =.se. foll*. :1.i~c: n~rt mao, *e eyeesvivc. Poor tar-
get dt, poorx ectima.ncationiX, =d J~o :- damc agensusant may lead to
confusion in turge*t it nz. '!ie rutcz-r of ti'as m::; one targer. can be
engaged and re-eng.-a:cd foi,.n as ;ea.ment oL' dw.ae,;c from the preceding en-
gagement many - L !c zuVf i.cunt. Deviat Uon-a from the near ultimate ay be
mude intentlunv 11j; c ~, Ji'ire. . z t: sonfcal.puad on a piarticularly threat-
en~ing target to the ne,;le-t of cerlxln othe:, targots.

Sice no sngic micslle ca;, ;:.th _-..tainty be relied on to kill
Its target (i.e., the kill1 proba'1iltty, however hiigh, is lietit than unity),
the ultimatc in coordinativ.~ us dcfirnud abo~ru co-uld In theory lead to a
battle of infinite duration. Blut miezie soi'sge and du'ration of a battle
are altvajz finite. howcver gr-aat, ure no 1:i.ncory wd~ ortin in practice a
limtinG factor will Lo tht'e nutruer ...L wissilea l.hat car. be frvd, The cus-~
tomi-I def'inition. ol' pe-fc codn.-1aIncludes this limitation. The
definition Is as follow3:.

Suppose ',haL, :i' neud 3e, '! missiles e.- be launched agairst an
attack of b targets. T'!pfect cooi'di:oatio.. of L'ire Is said to obtain If
targets continue t- lie en-'rtaed t.i! & thei' Ul1 t. ;a.rjats are killed or all
N~ missilea are fireu. Liher"* 'ilni; .o. ovor.,:illiug.
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Strict adherence to the principle of no overkilling may result
in a reduction in firepower. The reduction, if any, will depend on'the
system intercept interval, on the engagement time, i.e., the interval from
assignment to completion of assesment, for each engagement, and on the
number of targets entering the 7 ne of fire during the battle. To illus-
trate, suppose that initially the availeble targets are each engaged once,
tIn turn. If these engagements are completed before the damage resulting
from any of them has been assesced, then the system must awaiu assessment
and so waste firing time and hence lose some firepower. Ary shortening qf
the assessment procesu uould, of course, reduce the tme 'asted and so re-
gain some at least of the lost firepower. Even if no waste of firing time
were to result, strict avoidance of overkilling could leu4 to decreased
firepower; for the assesament process itself my tie up Ltr guidance chan-
nel for a time follo:ing Intercept and so increase the engagement time by
the Interval required for apseznment, with consequent decrease in fire-
pc:er. Thus, some compromise between no ovorkilling and mxiu firepower
must often be made.

In the extreme case, i£ the time qulred for assessment exceeds
the duration of the battle, no assessment Is possible during the battle.
Thus, no overkilling mutt itpl rt most one engagement of each target.
Often added firing time .tIll rezwin, permitting added potential fie*e,
This added firepower will e.hance effectiveness even though overkilling m
result, provided that every target is engaged at least once. The addition-
al misatles may kill same targets that would survive first engagemts. If
firing continues without regard to overkllling, then, Ideally, the best that
can be achieved in the way of coordination of fire It to we4g all tart
the aw number of times. 3ince the maxism fIrGVer will in enea l nt
be an Integral mltiple of the number of targts, the closest #Wreh to
this ideal Is for some targets to be engaged n tines an tb* raining, A"
times. The number n Is the largest Integer not exceeding t!.e r+.I.
where 1 is the firepower and b Is the numbr of targets; i.e.n w I
When this distriLution of misailes among targets obtains, t 06Una
Is said to be discrete unIfom.

It Is at times convenient for purposs of eamutatlas to Ig o the
fact that only Integral mbers of lsoiles am be flied at targets ma me
to define n by n a N/b and to ssume that all targts are ougege a tis.
Thi fictitious case, wherein n Is not restrieted to Integal velms, is ro-

ferred to as contnous uf M eo natlon.

Mben overkIlling cannot be prevented without a reaetio in f1ie
a power and yet swoe effective ~ assessment can be sf. tO beet esm

promise s not always obvious. packg of arrival times betwe targets
may be such as to permit excessive overkillng of early targets theareb e-
pleting the store of 7vady missiles too rapidly, to the detriment ot doton
effectiveness against later targets. However, except for this storage Ila
itation, overkillIng Is preferable to a loss of flrepcaer.
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One means for coordnati.ng fire that in some siturtions will
achieve maximum firepo.:er and s"ill held overilling to a minimum is cyclic
coordination. Each target Is eneaged once, in turn. Upon completion of
this first cycle, targets are immediately re-engaged in the sam order, any
target that is known to be dead (i.e., has been so asaessed) being omitted
in the second cycle. Targets are thus re-engaged cyclically, those targets
assessed as dead ber.S omitted from subsequent cycles. In prlnci-le, cy-
clic coordliatlon is applicable even when there iz spacing between success-
ive target urrivals so that not all trrets are In the flrLg zone through-
out the dur tion of the battle. In this case, ta6gets a.1e engaged in the
order of the.r arrival, each cycle ruru:l-n through only those ttaets in
the zone of ,ire at the time.

Another meann for "ood " atl.i, re l
coordination. Xn matty w;a: s It rezobl'3s OyClle coriain A&U
battle evolves as o o'.riea of wab-batt'ez, eack. c, duration too brief to
permit any useful dJaml;e "r:e..nt x.*foe itz comp.letlon. 1r. the first
sub-b=ttle I1l m sulles aie f'ired. lc cootdi-W.Wtior beinS viiifox (discrete
or contLnuous). The curv'vor or thle sub-battle che:n enter the second
sub-battle In which N mIsIlez aie fired, the coordinatio, aaaln being
uniform. The battle 'Lus proeeedS th.uh the fril series of aub-b:ttl,:s.
It is assumed that the outcome of each sub-battlO is A11$ assessed befo-'
the next sub-battle takes plcca and that all targets entering a sub-battle
remain withIn the zone of fire thrughout that sub-battle. These supposl-
Liona are In contmat to cyclic cooMi..ation whemLn cyelus fall one upor.
another witat delay for acaessent, and spacing between target arrivals
Is permissible. Anothe.r distinction between a sub-battle and a "*cle Is
that in the former the mumber or missiles fired Is rot limited to one per
available target, an is the case In a cycle.

A serious obstacle In achlevi- a high level of coordination Is
the alsassigrment or targets to A~i units. Because of contusion In the
assignment proess nose targets w unntentlonlly be simltaneouly as-
signwd to two or more UKI ults with consequent owvo LlIrg, vkil other
targets remain unengsafd. MisassIgnzuits may occ. uhether the kill assess-
mant function is rapid or s8U. One can Ia pr nciple speify a Lest au0p-
nent pattern a.d then, thro gh aisasalniment, fall to real"e this Va.
Causes of aiseasimmient afe x,. Lack of ta gct re sluton mwa Jpvet
positive assigumeat of a particular terget to a SM unit for' eagmt.
Surveillance of the attack may IndILot only that a group of targets ane
In a region of the sky, lnIilv!ial tanats Ir. the p g ,, romav,.In unresolved.
Thus, only the gSevp c€ut ja assigned to a UKM unit. Selection of a siugle
tagt Is by a :AV darce chnawl, e.j., the trkcking radar, in t* acqi-
sitIon phase. The selection may be a chansu event, and Ahch target is sc-
lected maV not 'e k,&:o ct the WaI. site. Th3us a subouent ossigusmat of
the group to the same or another UK onit way result it the sam tagt
being selected ag i n,

9 -



ane ac curacies Intre oiindata obtained from the suryeil-
folowngass lament. The tracking radar looks at tedesignated point

insaebut finds no target there because the position data an In error.
The tracking rudsz' then scans a voume ot space around this point vAd my
wind up acquiring a target other than the intended one. Repetition of this
sequence of events following several assignment.; could lead to cons iderable
confusion and seassignment of targets.

Confusion between ZAMI altos as to which target Is assigned to which
*its myt arise rram data Inaccuracies or comunication errors. For examle,
suppose a directlon center Is making assigments to tjo ;;II aitos, A and 3.
TIhe di.,#ction center orders the targets according to r,, 45 or in som other
manner. A isasiged taretzand 3a B i~s s ed targets 2WAui4.
But A tails to see target 1,* perhaps due to radar fading, anrd so according
to A targets 1 and 3 are precisely the targets B sees as 2 and 4~. (Se Fig-
ure 4~4)

Targets +, +. +
Target nuinbvrs according to A 02
Target numbers according to B 1 03

As a result two of the targets remain unungagg and the ~te tiam e h
engjaged twice.

OMMInaiatio links btwenM SM $Ito$ M br.a #qW So ft$el
site mast select It$amw targts Without hawleft of Whet teege t beiag
engagd by other sites. ?rvajUa ope i e stffieui apeest insee
dunve en often reduee, the omer of uiesi bte ta oesu is thme ekv.
esMaenees; e.g. ,site A ill engmg taw"t $a the left,.M ste tu
right. But lack of Information omeemming whst etevsie alm w den at
almost Inevitably lead to same aisassupowts.

A target may be umeesesaril-4 "y resIpMd to a SK wilt Meow Ms
earlier ugmgsmmnt of it Was errameuuly "son"ae mas- kMll M SK Meet
the targt was killed, or a live target could e*W e Weugmdm St emaa
ecusly assessed as dead after en eealer engagement.

CmiUsieon In Larget assIgimnts ew smstimes be redveed by me
me or moather. The defense ean held file unil targets agneeh elee.
oasa* to be resolved or to Vemit mere "courate peeltien dat to be ob.
tamed. TMOeIaig radars usually presid mote aeute peeile data. Naes,
fol* *ing target assignmt and ae"misition by a tracking radar. but pee.
eading assIile lemunut, the more iseewiate, data frm the treekin raar em
be fed bow* to the assaement eenter and eomand with correeponding data
on ether targets curren tly under ernggment. If the assiment Is seen to
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is killed before bomb release Is .9'(j The number of misiles fired per
target is on the average 1+.5+.5 System B, to achieve
the same effectiveness per target, i.e., .97 probability of kill before
4,omb release, must fire 5 missiles at each target, thus expending about
two and one-half times -as many missiles as ' stem A.

Since all SAil systems are, In principle at least, lim'ted Jn their
depth, it Is of interest to consider a means of coordination known as con-
strained Ptrfect coordination. Constrained perfect coordination Is deled
precisely as perfect coordination with the one added restriction that no
target ea; be engaged more than a specified number of times a (m being the
depth of 'he OA.1 syste;n, q ,ainlsn the attook In' question).

C. Derivations of Fonaulas

The various levels of cordlnalon dcfined above derive their It-
pomtance In part from the fact tha; they admit the derivtion of relatively
simple l'frmulas for certain uv:f'ul neasurei of ,o' eetIveziesa. in the fol-
lowing sections these for-ula3 -Ill be derived. The neasures of effective-
ness considered are 1) the pr.oabiltty that c-actly k targets are killed,
2) the probability that all targets are killed, I.e., annihilation proba-
bility, and 31 the expecLed number of targets killed. The merits and uses
of these measures of effectiveness -:111 be discussed in Chapter VII; their
consideration here will 'e lImited to the derivation of formulas.

Before proceeding with ti. derivations, it will be helpful to list
6here certain symbols to be used.

b number of attacking targets

SU! maximm firepower - for entire battle

p single engagement kill pmobability

q single enagoement survival probability (q a l-p)

Pk probability that exactly k targets are kllled (Otlsb)

Qj probability that exactly J, targets survive (O*6JUb)

E expected number of kills

In a single engagement of a target by a S3AI unit, w single issile 1or a
salvo of two or more missiles aay be fired. In the following derivatlens
p denotes the protability that the ta.-Cet will be killed as a conseqfee
of the engagement, whuicqr the salvo sise ma t ie.

Perfect coot-dination

inder the assumption of perfect coordination, if I tarets ae
k:ilied, where kv, then all 1: missiles must have been fired. bince rw
oa'', ,Illir Is permitted, k of the missiles must have prAuced kills, and
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the remaining N-k must have falled. For any one selection of k missiles,
the probability that they all produce kills is pk, anp imilarly the prob-
ability that the remaining N-k missiles all fall is q - . Hence thI p ob-
ability that the two independent events occur simultaneously Is pkq - .
Since there ared.F-I ways or selecting the k missiles, the probability of
exactly k kills is

SN, kq N-k

kq , Oksb-l

If on the other hand, ill b target3 are killed, tb. number of
missiles fir. may be any number between b and N, inclusive. I.e., the
battle my end before all N mls3les are fired. Thus setting 1C equal to
b in the above formula will not suffice. But since the only possible out-
coms of the battle are ic kills, where kuO, 1, ... , b, it follows that

b

k-O

and so the probability of killing all b targets is

b-1
Pb =I P k

b-l

kmO

N

The expected mwber of kills Is defined as

b

9 NL kPk

k=O

ftbstitutzig for fk from above

b-l N

kwO kab
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k () pk = Np H- i-

and so, letting Ic -. I + 1, we have

b-2 If

1=0 k-b

The two :nu-mations are partial binomial sums, tabulated -';Llues of which
are available in the literature. To facilitate uue of tables, it is. con-
venient to write )N

-lip - ip + b(Nk,)k

imb-1 k-b

Note that by definition the expected number Of survivors is b-E,

whatever the coordination may be.

Discrete Uniform Coordination

By definition of discrete uniform coordination a number b t of the
targets will be engaged by nn (N/b missiles, and the remaining b" - b - bl
targets will be engaged by n+l missiles. Assuming the outcomes of Individual
engagements are independent, the probability that a particular one of the b i

targets Will survive Is q, and the probability that it will be killed is
1 - q".' The survival and kill probabilities for any otw of the b" targets
are qn+l and 1 - qn"+ respectively.

The battle may end with exactly k targets being killed, the kills
being divided between the two groups of targets ih any of several ways; i.e.,
k' kills out of the first group, and k' a k-k' kills out of the second.

The probability thit a particular selection of k' out of the b' tar-

gets arkped is (1 - qfn) , and that the remaining b' - k' targts survive

is (en) . There being jk ways of selecting the k' targets, the prob-
ability of exactly k' kills frow among the bf targets Is then

(b 1q)k' (q)bl-ki

In like manner, the probability of exactly ko kills from among the remaining
b" targets Is
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(b:' ,_nl k" nlb"l-k"

k I -n (q

The probability of these two independent events (exactly kt kills out of
b' targets and k" kills out of b" targets) occurring simultaneously is
the product of tnt two expressions given above. To obtain the probability
of exactly k kills in all, the above product must be summed over -l1 ad-
missible corubinations of k' and k"; giving

L. (bn k bl-k-b k"(f( ) qb"-k"

k' +k"=k
Oak' S~b'
O-ck"sab"

The restrictions k-Sb,, k"sb" can be ignored, since the corresponding bi-
nomial coefficients vanish when the restrictions are violated, and so con-
tribute nothing to the sum.

The prubablllty of killing all b targets is readily obtained from
the preceding formula by setting k equal to b, and so k' = bl, k" = b"
giving,

b' b

P= (l-qe) (l-q
n+1)

To obtain an expression for expected number of kills E, consider-
b random variablis.

xV' x2 "' . ,XbI x,+I3  ' "",+ "" '+b'"

corresponding to the b targets. Each of the first b' variables has the
value 1 (corresponding to the target kill) with probability 1-qnA and has
the value 0 (corresponding to no target kill) with probability q . Sim-
Ilarly each of the next b" variables has the value 1 with probability
1- n + , and value 0 with probability qn+-. The expected value (i.e., the
expected number of kills per target) of each of the first bt random var-
iables is

I . (l-q n ) + 0 . qn = 1 - qn

and of each of the next b" random variables is

1 • Uq n +1 ) + 0 • q n+l a l-q n+l

Since the expented value of the sum of the random variables Is the sur. of
their individual expected values, we have
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bl b I+bt

E. Z (1 -ef) + Z lqn]

g0 b'+1

=bl 11-e) + b" (,_q n+l)

Continuous Uniform Coordination

By definition, every target is engaged bjg/b missiles, so the
probability that any one t1arq~will survive is q/, and the probability
that It will be killed is l-q1 "~ Hence the probability that exactly k
targets ar'e killed Is readily obtained by setting blab, b"=O in the cor-

I responding derivation for discrete uniform coordination. We then have

pl .(b) (,_q N/b) qN/b

1 Similarly the probability or killing all b targets is

F (1-q Nlb b

and the expected number of kills is

B -b(l-q N/)

I Random Coordination

Under the assumption of random coordination, the probability that
a specified target in among the survivors of a single missije is the prob-
ability that the target is not selected plus the probability that it is
selected but is aot killed, i.e., is

I The probability that the target Is amone the survivors oxt M missiles is
then

Since all target-misailo pair igs are assir -d equally likely, the aboveI probability applies to any specified tat r_

Similarly the probability that j specified targets are among the

I survivors of a single missile is the probability that none of the 3 targets
is selected plus the pkobability that the first Is selected but not killed,
plus the probability that the second Is selected but not killed,-plus the9 corresponding probability ror each of the others, I.e., Is
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b b b b. b

.he probability that the j targets are among the s'irvivors of N missiles
is then N

Again, this probability applies to any srocified set of J targets.

For each set of targets that includes J specified targets, there
is a probability that precisely the targets of that entire set, and no
others, survive. Th6 sum of these pbabilitles ie the probability that
the j specified targets are among the survivors. Furthermore, for all sets
of the same size J+1, there being %hi J) such sets, the probabilities are
all equal to the probaoility n|+ that an J+I specified targets will sur-
vive, since all target-m.sile pairings are equally likely. Hence the above
sum can be written as

b-J

=0

Equating the two expressions for the probability that the 3 targets
are among the survivors, we have, for successive values of J:

N -

"li ""l + (b. + 1b," + + 3+4k-l',3+ + "'" + "bb 1 2 +.2

(1+ +  + + ""* + (j b-2 )+ + "" +b 2 j2 j42 4

+.jJ JJ+k b

To solve fo., A multiply the (j+l)th equation by (-!)i(b3Jj for
each i=O, 1, ..., b-J. The multiplier of the jth equation is then (Pa )*l,
the multiplier of theb(4+l)st cquation is -(b!J), the multiplier of the
(J+2)nd equation is (bjJ), and so on. Add together these modified equations,
starting with the Jth equation. T/te left hand side of this sum 1

1=0
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I
The right hand side of this sum consists of Xj, pIuS the sum of

terms involving X l , plus the sum of terms involving xEj+2 and so on.
The sum of terms involving x k for each kaml is siply Xj+k mul1tlplied
by a coefficient, the coeffiftent being

(-I)
IT .(, . .- (b-J- )

k
I(b-I)E, i T( 1 -

1=0

k

=k! (b-j-k)
inO

(b-J)I 11.11k

=0

Hence the rIght hand side reduces to x We then have

b-J N

F (_,)~bij - (J+i)D)

as the probability that a specified set of 3 targets survive.

There being (b) distinct ways of selecting 3 targets from a total
of b, the probability ' of exactly j survivors is

b-

1105
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'Te probability that exae;ly k targets are killed is or course
the probability that exactly b-k targets survive. Thus, substituting b-k
for j in the preceding equations, wse have

P k " Qb -k

k

1=0

The probability that ull b t rLeta are killed Is readily obtained
from the above expression fir Pk' SettirC k equal to b, we have

p, '-!Lb)(1l-

An e.'. .cjlon for the expected number of Iills is easily derived
by the prozeau.,i ised in the case or dtzerete uniform coordination. Can-
sider b random vuriables x'NIX2  ..., xb, each having value 1 (target kill)
with prjbablity 1 - El-p/n) nd value 0 (no target kill) with probability
(1-p/b) . The expected value of each random varluble is then

1 . [1 - (1-p/b)"] + 0 • (1-p/b)" u - e-p/b)

and their sxm, the expected number of kills, In

E- b [1- (l-p/b)i]

The expressions for P and Pb derived above are Indeed ur~aniny
for hand computation. it Is tIerefore helpful to replace them with. ap -
imations that are more manageable. Since

(1 - b.) - (1 -
)c

b b

If p/b Is small, we can write

k

k
Ic= 1k' (k (I

(bk [( 1-. NJ k
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and similarly
Pbft [1 . (I1 . b)" b

Another approximation that is often useful follows Oron

Making Chis substitution, we can write

-ab-k k

and Nb

P 7o

and alaoub~~b
P b l e -e

$Multiple Battle Coordination

Under the definition of multiple battle coordination, whether
uniform or random, each sub-battle is concluded and Its outome known (at
least to the *referee", if not to the defendi,- comander) before the next
battle commence3. In particular the amiber of taets that survive one
sub-battlo and so enter the next Is known to the mreferee". Therefore pen-
eral formulas can be derived, :%dependent of tse oordInatlon obtaining In
each sub-battle. Indeed mixtures son.isslsle,* m-4n oe sub-battle
and uniform in another.

To simplify the discussion, consider tint the ease of two sub-
battles. If J targets are to survive the second ot those, at-lerst j tar-
gets must survive the first &aA the difference mist be killed ot in the
second, Therefore the probability that exactly S targets srvive the en-
tire battle Is the probability that exactly ulkj t1arets survive the first
sub-battle, mltiplied by the probability that if a tarets enter the see-
ond sub-battle exactly J will survive, and ianed over all a fras J to b.

Let %(KL) deno;e the probability that if a targets enter the
i-th sub-battle, exactly n will survive. The appropriate formla for Q0(Mi)
is determined by the coordination obtaining in t.* i-th battle. The prlb-
ability that exactly j targets sarvive the entire battle can be written as

b

U %(b~~l) Q.(n,2)
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If the multiplicity of sub-battlee is three, the probability Q
Is given by

b m

* %(o,l) Q %(m,2) Qj(r.,3)
m-J n-J

The extension to higher mul'plicitles is clear.

Th probabillt, Lhat (:xaetly k tar c.ts are !; ...,i . the entire
battle is giv.n by

P k = % -k

and Is obtained by satt- ,j rt n b-!: Irn rhi. a!r,ropriate formula above.

'le probabllitj thvat al 1j b.o,:bers u'r killud Is derived directly
by placing k-b in the expration 1;o:, PI

The expected numba, of ;lllIG is, Ly definition

b
EME kSk

k-

Even for two battle continuous uniform coordination the above for-
mulas are not particularly attractive for hand coiMtation; when the maltl-plicity is higher o. wheandow or discre'e ar coornaton occur in

a sub-battle, the calculations become even more laborious. An opproximate
calculation which Is sometimes satlisfectory Is to compute the esected num-
ber of survivors of the first sub-battle, L-E1 , usine the foLrm.a approprl-
ate to the coordination obtaining. Then, astumiL thet preoisely b a b
targets enter the second sub-battle, seain compute the expected mer of
survivors b2 a b1 - -. P' oceed In thi3 manner up to the last sub-battle.
Hare compute the desied merzure of effectiveness (e.g., PkPh, or 2). Great
caution should be exercised when uslrg this procodufe, especially when Pk or
Pb are the desired mca:res, alne the approzimation may introduce serus
errors.

ConstraIned Porlect Coordliiution

In thic section a formula for "nnmhllation probability will be de-
rived. If, under the reaLtictlona or cor.st;'alned perfect coordination, all
b targets are killed, the numer of misliles fired may be any nmAber between
b and 1.1, Inclt 3ive. Vurthua ioere, since the number or ,trta ements per target
cannot exceed the dep';h m, L.:- ans:imm flrepo:er :! cn n-, exceed mb. For my
particular distribut lon of : .i i, omng b .ttrgcts. If b kills result,
exactly b mlsclles must prl,ue:, kIla, rd4 tha r.m.njn k-b missi1les must
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fall. The probability of such occurreflces Is p bqk-.b . Let denote
the nmmber of possible distributions (s pemltted by the dejf onstraint)
of k missiles mong b targets. The probability that all b targets ae
killed is then

b Ck,b. pbq

kab

There remains the task of derivi.g an expessi n for the coefficient
Ckb.. I i this end, for a particular distribution. Le n denote the ass-
bU 61 missiles fired at the i-th target. 1lhen Ck,b.O Is anmber of In-
tegral solutions to the equatiun

n +n2+ ... +nbak

subject to the constraints

l~nMma , 1.1, 2, .... b

Consider the polynmmal
2 b

F(Z) a (x + 2 + x3 + ... +2 
)

a (x +X2 + ... +x)(x +x .. + + )...(x z + 2 '-... + x )

b fUtors In an
The pjlon of this protet is-a sum of teris of the fom xz .4

where 7 is an of the termse in the tint polynomia factor above x is
one of the tams In the seead polynom al, *to. Thus 1 a In-2,...ba

And the sam is over all tere satlsfytg thee conditions."% my write

,(3) nl .x2...

n a

These terms can be divided into groups, those terms for vhgh

n, + n2 + +... + %-k

being grouped together. The sun of terms In any one group Is then Ck,b,K a .
Su=nng over all groups,
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(16) F(X) F. C r~n
k-b

Re~turning to the derinlt~on of Fis), we have

lix) [ x( + x + x + +.

mb

Yb *oX). (1-?')

Nt

F(1) x *X

*~~~~ Xb(+j)()40JS

0561

Groupin tems for which b+14a3 k I, we have

M ik N 1 - E F I+1().lJ l

kab I b+144ak
EquatUin e coeffi.cients I equations8 (16) MA (17), we hv

E(b+1-1)(o)(_I)j
b+143umk

0 Si,
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Clearly the coefficient2 C and so the ormula for Ph, are
not well sulted for rapid calculate.W 'In the special cases for Nepths

t ml and 2, auch sipler eapressions car be der.rvea fo*p Pb" Since the of-
fect of tht depth constraint Is most stringent or mall m, these apecial Cases ae
cases are of pawtiular interest. Indeed, If the kill probability isSreasonably high, the depth constraint Is negligible for depth of 3 or more.

Clearly if Lhe depth al, then constrained perfect eoordination is
Identical to discrete uniform coordination, with 11 targets each r"eivIng
one shot ad t.2 remaininG b-11 receiving none. Vlu-

{pb If No.bPb 0 if N-a b

If the depth m-2, nnd ;: Is not less then b, so annihlatlin of
all tarptS is possible, the fIrlnM can be thou&t or as ooesrring ln two
rounds. In the first r wid eh taCet Is enCod onee, snd In the seem
round each firet round urlv., is eneaged once again. Of course, If the
first roM st': '3 rAt nbcr tiUi ream ing available firepeer., not all
targets can bft • el.

Let j denote the number of first d srvivoras. Vw wW e
set of 4 targets, te pr babUlty that tbe smuvive Is q,, Ted tht
the remainlg b-J targets all ar killed Is p 1wo being (j) 4Ltlmt
sets of j tets, the poability tat WMetl arot$ ynly the tint
.round fire Is

(b) pi q3

In order that all tarsets be kUed, .sh of the first rwm
smnvors must be killed In the second round: l;w pabilty of this feAt
Is p#, mid the total mmber of engorgments in the two romis of fr is bUW,
whkeumnot ezsc M. Given b+ tugagme ,ts ml so j fist re mtvi.
vows, the probability that all b ta-ets ae killed iU

1pb q, .

Thu the annihilation probability Is

Pn-b (b) pb q1

which, to facilitate use of binomial sum tables, can be uritten

P (p~pq)b [b) J.. ~ I~ j Ii
Clearly. Pb = 0 If imdb.
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CIIAP'iER VI

Simulation

A. Firing Doctrine

In the course of an ni.r battle, targeto ame aszl.ed to 3. uAits
according to come definuL'le procedure, foral or othorwls.i, cal ed a LUA -

doctrine. A firing docti. may consist o s well thouht cA.* so; ,rAeUs

intended to a3ure a hl gh level of coordlion. * r un fi c... &aocti ." w
be a poorly cc icelved so" o rjui.. giving, rise to wwwec..a.u:, watt* Aie
saces In overkillng. )r it. i. d'.ctte that, In4 the and, as.zlj'rent .cc ea
a chance event not undrt ii evamuroC aot, tJ r'!n unrl, eeo teccaw. be
may la& sufficient ior 'n ia;1on to enlt ri to Mae a prect.oe ussaient.
Whether good or bad, Dally dct-cinined or r'ant4et* . rirIng doctrine is a def-
lnite process that admits detal.ld dscr itlon.

The choice of flVI. , d .ti: '-, a 1'.!rlicuIa. : oj, raling
in a particular envIrnrnt Lalnzt a particular attac', Is limited by the
capabilities of equipment =ad ,;r opepating personael. Can the sensing eVIp-
ment provide accurate up-to-d; i target data? Can the comni~cations l1ls
carry the required load without error? Ara operating personnel trained to
perform as required? Within the limits iposed br the answers to these ques-
tions, the choice of firing doctrine is an exercise of the command wintien;
the doctrine may be laid d4wn Ir all detail in advance or It may be devieed
as the battle progresses.

The essential features of the assigranent process can be brgt out
by considering two Illustrative firing doctrines. The first of these conelsts
of assigning to a free SAX unit the nearost currently lest er..ied ta.get not
known to be deed. I: at the moent there are unenaged live targets, the near-
est of these Is assigned. If all live targets are currently beln& engaged,
those undergoing but one engagment are singled out and the nearest of these
is assigned, and so on. The other doctrine consists of making a ra s lee-
tion of a target from mong those currently in the firing sone and still atr-
b.ne. Both of these firing doctrir.es, and most other doctrines, are chirse-
tersed by the fact that only certain targets are eligible for assigument
(those not known dead, within range, and least urnaggd In the first &octrne,
those airborne and with.- range In the second); one ta.get A's then selected
from among the eligibles (the nerezt In thv first doctrine, a ran" choice
In the second). 'Thu: a fLring doctrine may be defiod by specifying the cri-
teria for eligibility and for Lelction. The criteria must. of course, be
specified In unamblguous detail; for example, In the first of the two doctrines
stated above, "rarest" must be defl'ined precisely.

B. Firing Doctrine In Relation to Coordinaticn

.;tany of the --ell dt£fined coordinazlon schoies of Cha.ter V can arise
from any of a variet; of firn4 doctrinus. Perfect coordLiation can be ef-
fected by engaging, *nd re-;:i nging the f1rut tar,,et until It Is killed, then
engaging and re-engagn:n' a t.l,:cord target until It Is killed, and 60 on. Al-
ternativoly, perect coordIralon will reult If ueh tar!;et i engaged once,
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then each~necesaarily observed, survivor is engaged a second time, wA so
on. The coordination of fire will be uniform ir the first target Is en-
gaged ni zimes, then the second ta.rget is engaged n times1, and so on, or
*qually well, -ivory tar'get in engaged once,* then every target is engaged
a second time , and so on. Many other possible doctrines can be laid down

which will also result In perfect or uniform coordination.
Often none of the firing doctrines leading to any of' the coordina-

tion schemes of Chapter V will be applicable to the SAX 4ystem being con-
sidered. Limitations imposed by the capabilities of equipment and/or of
personnel %ill preclude the use of such doctrines, or even if such a doctrine
could be employed, another doctrine not leading to a neatly definable coor-g dination scheme might appear preferable.

Even if a firing doctrine which would give rise to a coordination
scheme of Chapter V were applicable and appeared desirable, the use or wWf of the cormeponding formulas for measures of effectiveness, derived in Chap-
ter V, presents serious difficulties. The fOrMULas require eatimates of both
firepower and kill probability. Firepower my depend, amg other things, an
the distribution of Intercept rangs, whieb In turni may be gmovend by the
order In which targets are engaged, I.e. , by the firing doctrine used. Thua
the aversge kill probability for all engagaments my depend on the distribution
of Intercept reaps or on the extent to wlh formatimts ane broken up early
In the battle, or both. For reasons such as these the proper valves of fire-
power .1 and the kill probability p to be used In a forimla my not be resilly
calculable. Indeed the firepower calculations of Chapter IV won bleed an
specific firing doetrines In Ahih no target vs enagd more then onee; soft
doctrines am quite diffrent from way that are applicable in Qm~ter V.

Onme or another of the forn .-. of Chspter V has been used in eaeh of
a good m=W studies In the pest. Li ain an of the fo"mas the sqmiled
asumtion Is not that the firing doetrIne prema to be In foree would gIve
rise to that perticular coordination scheme. Rather It would lead to a valUeI ~of the measure of effectiveness about equa to that Which the tomala provib.
Man of the dliiulties in estimating suitable values of firepower and kil
probability to be used In the forAmela are ueually ipoad; e.g. . Mirepwr may
be calculated by a method of Chaptr IV, based on a Miing doetriaeianomais-
tent with the coordinationt schme assumed. Inmany ases, Ahere or another
of the formlas Is used.* the choice of coordination scheme does not rest an
any very Solid foundation, rather It In primarily an iniAItive @eos or a
choice of convenience.
C. Konte Carlo ilethod

It Is evident from the discussion thus far that the tactical analyst
needs an alternative means for computing SAN system effectivenes, a means
that Is applicable to any firing dostrine. An alternative method for oaput-
iUS effeetvenesa does euist, aaployirng simulation of the air battle. A sim-
plified model of the air bottle Is designed, to Include all essential features
of the air battle. The air battle model Is then used to calculate a msere
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of the effectiveness of the defense. Such ute of a simplified model of a
part of the real world to inveltigate phenomena of the real world is a coLon
practice In ay fields o" science.

But how can an air battle odel, incorporating firing doctrine, be
used to .;alculate a measure of effectiveness? In the course of art air battle
a wide variety of random events occur, each with its associated probability
of occurrence. A vurl,.Ly of different outcomes of the battle are possible,
each having its asuocltcd probability of occurrence. The probability of a
particular outcome 1: de'lned as the limit of the ratio of rm:..oer of battles
naving this ouucome Lu the totc.l number or battles, as the total number, of
battles becomes Infinite, An estimate of this limit is given by the ratio
of number of particular outcomes Wo total number of battles in a finite ample.
As the size of the sample Is incroaed, so the estimate is improved. Using
the model, the outcome of a single battle that includes r sequence of radom
events can be determined by ascertaining the outcome of each rAom event from
a throw of a die. For example, suppose that the probabilit7 of kill for a
particular missile fired at a particular target io two-thirds. Let a die be'
thrown; if a 1, 2, 3, or 4 turns up, let the target be killed, and It a 5 or
6 turns up, let the target survive. By successive application of this pro-
ceas to each randm event in turn the outcome or the model battle can be de-
teruined, and by repeatedly fighting the model battle in this way for a s~f-
ficient number of tiaet, a satisfactory estmcte of the probability of a par-
ticular outcome is obtaiied. This procedure for calculating the probability
of a' particular outcome is commonly raferred to as the Monte Carlo method.

D. Camteristics of an Air Battle Model for Simalation

An air battle zodel should inelude all features of the air battle
that will significantly affect one or more of the kill probbilit7, firepower,
and firing doctrine. The model must provide whatever Information is called
for by the eligibility and selection criteria that make up the firing doctrine.
It must provide mean.; for ascertaining the time snd location of each intercept,
and whether or not a kill occurs. In addition, the model should include aeeh-
anIsms for starting the battle at an appropriate time, for advancing the clock
in order that the battle may progress, uid for torinating the battle. Mal-
ly, provision should be made for recording pertinent Information about what
has transpired in the course of the battle.

Information needed for operation of the firing doctrine will, of
course, be dictated by the doctrine being used. .nu- eligibility and selec-
tion criteria are based in some manner or. one or more of present position,
course, and speed, predicted position, and current engagem4nt status of each
target. The time and location of Intercept can be calculated if the position
of the target at time of assignment, target speed and path, location of SM
site and time from asslgnment to intercept s a function of intercept position
are known. Occurrence of kill can be ascertained by the throu of a die or
some similar random drawing, provided the kill probability Is known as a func-
tion of intercept position ard the nature of the target. The battle may start
when the first target become; eligible for asslgment. The battle, or at
least the calculation, may stop uhcn a cpcc'cd ndmbe of attzcking aircraft
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have penetrated to w:eapon release, %hen the defense Is rendered ineffect-
ive by exhausting its ammunition or by being destroyed, or when all aircraft
have been killed or have otheriatse become permanently ineligible. The choice
may be dictat4 by the measure of effectiveness being computed; e.g., if the
probability of at least one penetrator is the measure,. the colculation need
riot cortiue after on! penetration has occurred.I

Two means for advancing the clock during the battle are in common
use. One is to advance ie clock a fixed short interval, examine all targets
and all SAIN unIts to see if anything significant has tak;..a place during that
Interval, carry out whatever calculations or other operations that Maj be
called for, then advance the clock another fixed interval and again examine
all targets and all SAM. units.

The second means makes use of what :e shall call an event store.
7he battle is thought of as a sequence of events such as:

A new target is assigned to a 3AM unit.
Engagement of a target by a S A unit has been completed.
A target has crosscd the weapon release point.

Initially the time at which certain events will occur can be calculated; for
example, the first target assignmen' ?vent foe each SAN unit. These are en-
tered In a store in the order of their occurrence. Each event will generate
other later events; for example, a target assignment event would generate a
later completion of engagement event as well as a later target assignment
event for that SA.1 unit. As each new event Is generated, the time of its
occurrence is calculated and the event is entered in the store !2t the appro-
priate order, behind those occurring earlier anM before thoie oacurrng later.
On completion of the calculations and other operations -:propriate to an event,
including the generatlon of new events, the clock Is adisnced to the time of
the next event In the store. Calculations and operations appropriate to this
event are then carried Out and the clock is again advanced.

E. A Particular Air Battle Simulation

The disecussion thus far has indicated in a general way how air battle
simulation can be of use to the tactical analyst. and what characteristics arm
requiread of an air battle model to be used in tue ilonte Carlo method. The ad-
vantages and limitations of air battle simulation as an analytic tool can be
better understood by describing in detail the 1jesign and operation of a speci-
fic simulation. Euch a description follows.

In the tactical situaticn assumed, a number of air targets aze pro-
ceeding at the same constant speed and altitvide along the aame straight path
toward a surface target which Is defended by '-i number of SAMi units deployed
about it. The geometry of the battle can cooveniently be described in terms
of a cartesian coordinate system having Its origin at or behind the surface
target and its positive x-axis along the at.ack path In the direction from
which the attack approaches, as shovn In Figure 111.
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The attack is characterized by the number of aircraft b, their
speed u, their weapon release point x., and the spacing between successive
target arrivals. It is ofter, convenient to use a constant mean spacing s
between arrival times, although arbitrary spacings do not introduce serious
complication; the model admits either choice. Any of the attacking aircraft
may be a decoy, if desired. With the specification of weapon release point,
the surface target as such need no longer be considered, since the isiodel is
concer with intercepts occurring before weapon release only.

Target altitude as such does not enter directly into any of the
calculations carried out during the air battle simulation. Rather, its ef-
fect is felt in the initial selection of certain parameter values that do
enter the calculations. In particular it may influence or govern the choice
of weapon release point and maximum intercept ange.

The defense is characterized by the location (xo, yO) of each SAM
unit, by the number m of missiles stored at each site, by the maximum inter-
cept range oma, of the missile as defined by the intersection of the attack
path and the zone of fire about the SAk. unit, by the kill probability p(o)
as a function of intercept range p, and by certain times associated with the
SAM unit as described in Sections C and D of Chapter II. A brief review of
those sections will provide a useful background for the ensuing discussion.
The times of particular interest are (1) tie-up tine O(p), the time between
designation and intercept of a target, (2) assessing time ta, the time be-
tween intercept and receipt of vrdict of the assessing process at the de-
cision center, and (3) a time ije shall cal. desionation cycle time TD , le-
fined as the greatest dezignation Int(:rval (the interval of tine between

recesstve designationis %o thi svnQ SA!.1 unit) that oill not cause loss of
firepower.
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The significance of the detsignation cycle time is that if the
designation interval iz equal to his tJ:. -, then on the cne hand the firing
rate will be governed by the availability of' . launcher or of a guidance
channel (i.e., the firing ur' will not be idle for lack of a target) and
on the other hand the nuxt. t'.,t designation will be made at the last pos-
olble m°,mcnt that will not cau-,e delay. From this comment we see that if
the firing rate Is launcher governed, the designation cycle time TD is equal
to the launcher cycle ,ime T id If the firing rate is limited by the avail-
ability of a guidance channe, the designation cycle time is equal to the in-
tercept Interval '.(p 2 ) pljus the di fere,c, in missIle tz.s of flight to suc-
cessive izLer,.ept ranges o and p.. Thus lie have

(183) RntX P'I ; 2 ) +  t ( P l ) - Yf 0 2 1

ihe simulatlo0, ' rt minor modifications, permIts the usc of a var-
lesy of firing doctrJne(s. Yo avoid unnecessary confusion, a single doctrine
will be emi.loyed hcre; discus-ion of modifications required for other'doc-
trines will be deferred. The doctrine we here consider is the "nearest cur-
rently least engaged" doctrine described earlier. A target is eligible for
selection if:

Iz has not been assessed as klle~d in consequence of
an earlier engagement.
Its present position will pf.imt intercept before
weapon release and within maximum intercept range
(with one exception noted Delo).
It Is among the currently least engaged of all such targets.

Because of the assumption of constant attack speed and course, the nearest
target of any group can be defined as that target closest to but not yet past
ueapon release point.

The simulation embodiee an event store as a means for advancing the
clock. In addition, a target stoLe and a SAM unit store are incorporated to
facilitate the.recoding of information needed later in the battle or desired
as a perman.ret record of what transpired during the battle. Events in the
simulatio, ae target assignment event, engagement completion event, delayed
launching event and weapon release passage event. These events together with
the calculations and operacions associated with each are discussed In turn.

Target Assignment Event

At the time of the event, whcn a 3AM unit is ready for a new target
ass..grnnent, the target store is scanncd to determine the set of eligible
targets, and the nearest of these Is selected. The scan can be carried out
In a varlety of ways. )me wa is to examine each tirget In turn In order of
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n,'arness, reJecting it If i is labelled killed, if its cu.re;t position
fails to satisfy the elegibJlity criteria, or if its current engagement
status equals or -Aceeds that of an earlier eligible target. If its en-
gagement status is less tha that of an earlier t;arget, then the earlier
target is r'Jected. Clearly, at any stage of the sc n, at most ojie target
will be retained. On completion of the scan the one (if Eny) remaining
target is assigned, LAnce 1. will autoratitr1ly be the nearest of those
eligible. if no target is retained, none are eligible and no assignment
is ma:zie.

Strict adherence Lo the stated eligibility criterion that a targot's
current position be such zs to penit Intercept wittin maximum range requires
that at the time of designation the target be insidv a position

Xc = X .=% +

Wre Xmax is he Intercept posl~., co:resonoLng to aximum range Imax"
(see Fig. 6.)

1 a" ' a x

xb uo(pb! ZIA gx)

,urrenL Fositin ;liglblilty Interval

Observanne of this requirement n u ,, one intrwic lead to several Sol
units simultaneously engaging the laid target at the beginning of the battle,
lea-ing the next few targets unengaged, unLess spacing between targets is
very small. To alleviate this undesirable sltuation wp grant eligibility to
targetz whore current position is in an intervul of some specified length Ax
lying ji:t beyond x.. ([See Fig. 1lt.) .1olce of the length &x is a queation
of doctr1it. if to" small, It will fall to fulfill its pu'pose and if too
long I will lead to undue dela.,.
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If the designated target is currently within the interval A x,
a delayed launching event for the SAM unit is generated, including a record
:. the identity of the designated target; the time of the event is '6he time
when the deslgr.ated target will, pass xc. If the designated target has al-
ready passed x,,, the intercept position and range can be calculated. We have

(19) x I xD -uO(p)

p= (x. x)+ -yo

where (see Fig. 4"')

xI = intercept position

x = deslnotlon pusitiontD

SA4 Site

It-orcept
roint

0 x0
0 D

Figure 4'

Ths pair of simultaneous equations can be solved for o (and x . since the
target's current position xD is known.

Having determined p, we can then obtain the value of the kill prob-
ability applicable to this engagement from p(p). To ascertain whether the
engagement results In a kill, ie draw one or more random decimal digits, de-
pendin. upon the accuracy to which the kill probabIlity is known; and compa.re
with the kill probabi]lity. The use of decimal digits is more converient than
dice, since we customarily work In the decimal system of numbers.
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We next record a decrease of one in the SAM unit's missile supply,
in the SAM unit store, and an Increase ol one in the selected target's cur-
rent engagement sL.z.us, in the target store. Finally, before proceeding to
the next event in the event store. we must generate an engagement completion
event for tho target in queztion, Includlrn a record of the outomv of the
current engagement, ard a ±v*: targeL uv:;gment event for the SAM unit in-
volved, unless its mssi1e -u-ply is nuv exhausted. i.%e time of the engage-
ment completed event will be the engagement time %(p) + ta later, and the
time of the nw target =s16nment event ill bv the designatiour cycle time
T. later.

From equation (V,1 ":c sec. th,..t '* may dapend on the range of ln-
tercep; of the next targe.: to be designated, if the firing rute is limited
by availablity of o gialt.ice chrz.nel. But in the aimulation, at the time
of one target designation the next target to be designated will not as yet
have been selectzd, so intercept range for tie next target cannot be known
and TD may not let be de,-rmInUrb.. Ho.ever, the simulation calls for ad

,estimate of TD at this time; and 3o :e ,mut adopt an approximation which is
either Independent of rurge or is dependent only on the range of Intercept
of the target about to be ernagc. Such an approximation requires that some
estimate of the expected order in which targets will be engaged be made be-
forehand. A convenient and simple asuumption is to Zuppose, for the purpose
of defining T, that the ne:%t intercept will occur at the same range as the
current cne. Equation (18) then reduces to

TO)OP) = mar

Other choices can be iade to reflect he fact that urA]er the "nearest cur-
rently least engaged" doctrine, tsrge. engagesents tend to move back through
the attack stream as the battle progresses. We can as3me that the next tar-
get to he designated Is the next :Lrget In the strem. If ther. are B SAN
units, the ne4t target for a particular SAN. unit 1i the B-th tirget farther
bac', implying that the SAX u:lts take the targats in turn. Or we can assne
that the next targ.t is at an expected &rrival spacing pa behind, i.e., at a
spacing a If the earlier int,rcept p.educe a !dll (with probab.lity p), *ad
at spacing 0 If no kill (with probs'allity 1-p). Xf there are B 3M1 units, we
take instead an expected spaci.ng Yips. These choices all l ypi that the ef-
fect of occasionally moving for ard In the stre.a to pick up a survivor of an
earlier zgagement is about balanced In;- the erfect of movinC backmard follow-
Ing this picking up,

If no target was de.tsl ted Zo the 3AiI unit because no tMet was
eligible at the tize of the target asianment event, the target store is
scanred to detemine If ame target will become eligible at a later time;
i.e., if there Is a ta.get locrted beyond ;'-o Inter;,aI & x associated with
the SA, unit in queotion. 1C on., or more cuch turgets can be found, a new
target assigruent evnnt is Senura'.ed for tht, SA.! unit at the time the Tirst
of these targetz n)s bco= eligible. iC no such tar&et con ba found, no
f'rther target os~i. ime,,' event. is ,or.erated for the SA' unit; rather the
unit is retlred from ae -1o,-
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At the start of the battle, a target-assit,.ent event fcr each
SAM.I unit is placed in the event store; the time ascri'ed to each of these
events is the time when the lead target reaches the position x associated
with that SA! .,it, i.e., each SAM unit actively enter: *.he battle in time
to Intercept the lead target at maximum intercept range, should the firing
doctrine dictate such a target assignment. Since each target aasignment
event gives rise to another target assignment event for the same SAK unit,
unless the unit's missile supply has been exhausted, each SAN unit then re-
mains actively participating in the battle so long as it is able.

;nagesent Completlon Event

If the engagement Just completed resulted in a kill, this 1act is
now recorded in the target iture, making the target ineligible for further
assignment. If the verdict was no kill, the engagement status of the tar-
get is reduced by one In the target store. Determination of whether the en-
gagement would or would not result in a kill could have been delayed until
this time. lowever, the e'ange of intercept would then have had to be re-
,.orded to allow us to obtain the appropriate value of p(p).

$Delayed Launching Event

A delayed launching event is generated only when a target, currently
In the interval Ax, is designated to a SAN unit. At the time of designa-
tion the target may have been under engagement by another SAN unit, located
farther down range or employing longer rangc missiles and so able to eag

I the target earlier. Thus the target may have been killed and the verdict to
this effect rendered durin; the time between designation to the SAM unit In
question and the delayed launching event. Because of this f.ct the first
operation called for by the delayed launching evnt Is to check the taWet
store to see if tne target is now know to be deed. If the tart Is not
found to be dead, we follow the sequence of operitions described under tar-
get assignment event, starting with calculation (of the intercept rW. If
the target is found to be dead, we attempt to select another target In Its
stead, agaWi following the sequence of operatlri under target assignmet

Aevent, but now starting .4th the scan of the target store.

Weagon Release Pf saze Event

The one reason for including weapon release passage events In the
simalation Is to provide a means for terminating the battle when the nuawr
of live penetrators meets the demands of the measure of effectiveness being
computed, e.g., one penetration if the mearare Is the probability of at least
one p*netrator. The first operat-on associated with each weapon release pas-
sage event Is to check the target store to see If the target in question Is
live and not a decoy (if decoys are included in the attack). If the target
Is live, a check Is then made to see if the total number of live penetrators
Is sufficient to meet the demands of the measure being computed; if so, the
battle Is halted. If the target Is dead, is a decoy, or if It is live but
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the number of penetrators is not sufficient, a new weapon release passage
event is generated for the next target in the stream at the time it will
reach weapon releaso. At the ou set of the battle, a weapon release pas-
sage event for the lead target is placed 1n the event etore.

F. Modification to the Simulation

The simulation as described permits a wide variety of applications
without modiflcation. The locations and number of SAM units comprising the
defense, the Irltial redj missile supply, the mRximu interti*t range, the
kill probabilities and descriptive tLes of each are open parameters. The
speed, number, arrival spacing, and weapon release *:,sition of the attack-
ing aircraft are vpen parameters. Thus a wide variety of defensive missile
systems, even mixtures made up of different systems can be simulated, as can
many different attacks.

The simulation limits all attacking aircraft to the same constant
speed and straight line attack path. These limitations can be relaxed in
any of severl ways, usually at the expense of some added complexity in the
simulation. A curved or dogleg attack path, the admission of two or more
distinct paths, or a variation in target speed along a path will necessitate
some change in the calculation of intercept position. If different tarfets
ae permitted to fly at different speeds, an alternative definition of "near-
et is required; two comon choices nre (1) "target with least time to Po
to intercept", and (2) "target with least t'ae to go to weapon release". Air-
craft at different altitudes may have different maxIau intercept ranges and
different weapon release points.

The structure of the simultion in such as to readily permit changes,
particularly in the firing doctrine used. As an eximple, suppose the attack-
ing aircraft approach in a group, flying sufficiently close together to appear
as a single unresolved track to the defensive search radar. The "neerept cur-
rently least engaged" doctrine will not provide pairings of 3AM units with in-
dividual targets; a different doctrine must be used. Let us asiim that se-
lection of an individual target Is a rram process, all live tarets having
equal chance of being chosen, and no cholce being nde unless all targets ae
within range. We replace the taret assigument event described above with a
random target assignment event. The first operation called for by this new
event is to draw a radom number (an integer) between one and the number of
live targets in the group at the time of the event. We count throuh the live
targets in the targst store until we reach the random integer; the corrpond-
ing target is selected. Following selection of a target the ramaining oer-
tions are carried out as before; the ntercept range is calculated, occurrence
of a kill is determined, the ready missile supply of the SAM unit Is decreased
by one, and an engagement completion event and a new random target assignment
event are generated for the target atd SAM unit respectively. Of courte no
consideration is given to the interval x. nor to the current engagement
statu3 of any target. Furthermore, the delayed launching event is not needed.
No other changes in the simulation are needed.
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Another doctrinal change of interest can easily be incorporated
in the simulation. In some situations it may be desirable to regard targets
that have penetrated to rather short range as being especially threatening
and so warranA.'g heavier fire than the "nearest currently least engaged"
ductrine would provld4. To provide heavier fire at short range, we define
a priority zone extendinS from weapon release position xh to a.. cuter bound-
ary x p. Ile give prior-ity to a target vithin this zone if the number of en-
ga.ements it is currently tndeio!.g is less than a speci.fied maximum KP.
Our firir; doctrine becomes a sequential application of the "nearest current-
ly least angaged" (cctrine, first to targets in the priority zone whose cur-
rent engaISL.nent status 13 less than K,,, and then, if no tai'get has been se-
lected, to all targets whether in the"priority zone or in the non-priorit
zone lying beyond x ., as before withcut regard for the upperbound- • This
chang:e In the targe-V ass ignment event scan is all1 we require to hav4 a six-
ulation capable of heavier fire at short ran:ge. Hou much heavier the fire
shall be Is controlled by the choice of l, and -;hat corstitutes short range
is controlled by the choice of xp.

A defense made up of both long and short range SAM units may prove
more effective if, early In the battle, a limited number of targett are per-
mitted to penetrate to the firing zone of the short rcmge 3SAM units, 4Ad the
long range SAI4 units meanuhile engage targets farther back In the strew.
In this way the short range units actively enter the battle at the earliest
possible time, rather than remain idle uhile tho long ravge units bear the
burden of the defense. Clearly the number of tau'e-s permitted to penetrate
must be carefully limited to Insure that the short range units will be able
to handle them satisfactorily. One uay to achieee this objective Is to md-
ify the "nearest currently least engaged" firing doctrine by declaring *er-
tain targets (e.g., every third target) ineligible for assignwnt to long
range SAM units. Or the long range units could be linited to a single on-
gagement per targeD for any target not yet within range of a short range =it.

0. Critical Examination of Nonte Carlo Method

A discussion of the :.onte Carlo method would not be complete with-
out at leut a brief critical review of its strength and weaknesses; such an
examination follows. The particular air battle simulation described above
will serve to Illustrate several of the points to be made.

The vallditj of a measure of effectiveness, calculated by the Monte
Carlo method, Is Zoverned by the appropriateness of the air battle model usS6
in the simulation, the validity of the parameter values selected to describe
the attack, the defense, and thelr Interactions with each other and with their
environment, and the sample size. i.e., the number of times the air battle
simulation Is repeated ulth the same set of parameter values. Of course the
need for an appropriate model and for valid parameter values obtains whatev
method may be employed in calculating the measure. The suitability of the
model and the accuracy of parameter valuer must ult ia,::tely depend on the an
lyst's kiowledge of the defensive missile system, of the attack, of the en-
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vironment, and of the Interautions of these. 'he use of an overly complex
model or of parameter values unjustifiably quoted to many digits cannot com-
pensate for a lack of knowledge.

An air battle model appropriate to the Monte Carlo metho . should in-
elude the simulation of all features of the air battle pertinent to the meas-
ure of effectiveness being computed, and should exclude all features of the
air battle irrelevant to the problem being investigated. It should be point-
ed out that the popular desire for realim in models of various sorts of
battles is net well four4ed. A model by definition is not reality; lt Is a
model of reality. No amount of trimaing in the for'm of simulation of Ii iel-
event features can make a model real; nor will it enhance the model in any
constructive way. The oft expressed concern for realism is in truth a d-
sire to incorporate in a model all that i pertinent. Hwouever, in attempt-
ing to fulfill this desire, a clear notion of what various features should
be pertinent or relevant to, is essential.

Use of the Monte Carlo method deandAs that the size of the siple
be sufficient to yield statistically meaningful results. Errors from statis-
tical fluctuation can be reduced to any desired level by Increasing the simple
size. However, no advantage can accrue from making the statistical erros
very small compared to uncertainties concerning features of the model or values
of the parameters used. Indeed, such action my, ad sometimes does, low to
false accuracy. A mall statistical error my suggest a hig level of asurcs
in the results that does not in fact exist. Shuld uncertainties concwen
the model or parameter values be too Vreat, application of the Monte Carlo
method will seldom be warrmted. Some simpler torn of analysls will usmall
suffice.

The need for an asequate simple size in the Nonte Carlo method argS
for an air battle model so desieged that Its running time will be short. The
time required to obtain a sample of given size is of course proportioal to
th2 raytin time per simalated battle, and In consequence the ost of aleola-
tion Is very near l proportional to nuning time. Whether calculatioms ae
made by h or on a high speed coputer, their cost is uvlly a atter of
major cocern. Thus &n eeor y that can Na effected by shortening the 1.-
n1 time Is ispeatant.

The structure of an air battle model shol be sinple eu h that,
the sJmulaticn can be thoroughly understood as a whole. Without this colete

iserstaniiSa , the problems of detecting errors in dtsin or pentlm of the
simulator ard Ln res-iving the aparent nmlalies in results that aimos° in-
variably arise are extremely difficult.

The above requirements for an air battle model are often in conflict.
Even after due head has been paid to the qustion of relevance, so mM fea-
tures of the battle say appear to be essential that the model becomes too com-
plex to make a satisfactory sample 8se practicable or to permit a simultaneous
grasp of all details of the slaulatlun. This dilema can be resolved by re-
sorting to the sound expedient of subdividing th, model. A model Is ade up
of many blocks joined together by prescribed functions or operation, each
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block in turn can be constructod of many smaller blocks similarly Joined.
ior exaple, the particular simulation described earlier conists of an
initial set of condizions and a sequence of events that operate on these
initlal conditions. One operation occurring repeatedly is that of deter-
mining whether an engaged target is killed or not The scheme used for
carrying out this operation calls for a random number to be erawn As each
engagement takes place; this number is then compared with a previously se-
lected and stored kill probability to determine kill. In an actual firing
of a missile against a target a kill would or would not occur depending
upon the outcome of each of an extcnsive sequence of events described in
Chapter IYi. These outcomes include miss ditance, fuze triggering posi-
tion, fuze delay, and burst position. Since kill probability is pertinent
to the measure of effectiveness (penetration probability) being calculated
with the aid of the simulation model, the many variables upon which it de-
pends are also pertinent. But even though they are pertinent, explicit
treatment of them need not be incorporated in the simulation model. They
can be more satisfactorily dealt with separately by one of the methods dis-
cussed in Chapter III to provide kill probability as a function of intercept
position and target tpe. More generally, every operation included in the
model described earlier could be expanded into a sequence of sub-operations.
In turn, each sub-operation could be expanded until, if all ultimate sub-
operations were Incorporated in a single model, the model would include
even the detailed simulation of each radar pulse. Clearly a model Incor-
porating this great detail would become so complex as to be completely un-
manageable. But if the model Is subdivided, the expansion of each operation
being treated separately and only the results of the separate treatments
being Incorporated in the model, excessive complexity can be avoided.

At best, calculation of a measure of effectiveness by Aeons of the
4onte Carlo method Is expensive and time-corunIng when compared to calcu-
lation by any of the formulas of Chapter V. Justification of the Monte
Carlo method rests on the Inability of the formulas to properly account for
many firing doctrines of interest. However, the formlas can often be of
considerable value even when firing doctrine Is a matter of concern. Once
a program of simulation has been carried out, the results obtaired can be
compared witn those provided by the formulas. A formula giving approximately
the as results can sometims be found, and the sets of cwditions which
constitute bounds within which the approximation Is valid can be defined.
Within these bounds the formula can be used on later occasions with reason-
able confidence.

5he need for an adequate sample sze will usually ditate the use
of a high speed digital computer in carrying out air battle r':1-lation. A
computer simulation comonly involves a time-consuming progrming task at
the outset, but con later pay off handsomely In the form of rapid computa-
tion. In contrast, manual simulation requires little initial preparation,
but usually is very slow and tedious In operation, and Is apt to introduce
computational errors; the huian operator Is not a particularly reliable
computer, eapecially when he Is tired.
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For all the shortcomings of a manual simulator, it ha an impor-
tant role to play in the simulation of an air battle. In the process of
designig a simulation model many features of the design must be tested
to determine if the logic of the model ia self-consistent, to detect those
features and assumptions that are in conflict with thu characteristics and
interactions of the air battle being simulated, and to discover I Vortant
omissions in the model. A manual simulator Is well suited to this prelim-
Inary cesting; since it can be quickly and easily prepared for operation,
desirable azid even necessary changes In the de.ign of the model can then
often be discovered in the course of a very few simulator runs. and these
changes can r' adily be incorporated and testea in turn.

The air battle simulation described above was originally designed
for a manually operated desk top simulator, and later was programmed for a
high speed digital computer. In both forms It has been used extensively
in the tactical analysis of SAM systems; during the period of its use maniy
changes and innovations have been introduced. The manual simulator has
been a valuablc tool not only In working out the details of these changes,
but in a number of other ways as wcll. Experience with the manual simala-
tor has shown that, in the course of a single run, nc~rz4.ctencj0.s and n-
valid features in the model not otherwise easily recopze could fricquent-
ly be observed. A single run often served to demor.. -- te a previe..'ly un-
suspected gross weakness in a proposed firing doctrine, and suggested modi-
fications to the doctrine which would strengthen it. Indeed, as a conae-
querace of a single run, an important interaction between elements of the
air battle - one that was not evident before - was uncovered in each of
several instances. The inforaction gained from a aingle run was not deriv-
ed from recorded results of the run - since a sample of one run is complete-
ly inadequate from a statistical point of view. The value of the single run
stemmed rather from the fact that the operator could observe the sequence
of events as they orcurred, and often could note why things turned out as
they did.

The ability of the operator 6f a manual siSulator to watch the
entire battle as it evolves and in so doing to discover why things hanen
as they do, makes the manual simulator a useful tool in interpreting the
results of a Moilte Carlo calculation. In many instances the plot of a
measure of effectiveness, obtained by the Monte Carlo method, against some
parameter of Interest (e.g., spacing between successive target arrivals)
will behave in a most unexpected manner. A few runs on a manal simlator
aay quickly provide an explanation for their behavidr.

In some Instances a measure of effectiveness m&y be expected to
change abruptly as some parameter of interest is varied. If an Investiga-
tion of such change is to be made, tne manual simulator can be useful for
calculating purposes. As an example, the plot of peretration probability
(the probability that at least one attacker will survive) versus the r~A-
ber of attackers frequently is quite steep, as Illustrated In Figure 43
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The information of primAry *terest may be merely the approximate number
of attackers at which the cu.firrises abruptly, rather than the precise
value of the penetration probability for any particular number of attack-
ers. The problem then is to locate the "region of interest" (b, to b2 in
the figure), and not to accurately compute points of the curve. In such
case relatively few runs on a manual simulator can suffice. For any rmber
of attackers les than b1 , a single run will show that only with great good
fortune will an attacker penetrate, and for any number of attackers greater
than b2 , a single run will show that the defense is simply unable to engage
all targets, thereby insuring a penetration.

& final Important consideration in the application of the Monte
Carlo method is the design of the simulator itself, and the choice of cp*-
cific procedures to be followed in carrying out calculatioma and other

operations, and In recording information of interest. Desirable features
for any simulation include efficiency and reliability in carrying out cal-
culations, computing accuracy commensurate with the accuracy of data used,
facility in the detection of errors, and speed of initial preparation.
Often these features will not be wholly compatible; some compromise must
be made. However eneral statements on this subject are not apt to be
instructive; greater insight into the design problem cen te obtained from
a decription of a particular simulator and of its operation. The manual
simulator f"or which the air battle simulation described above was original-
ly conceived will serve as a useful illustrast-n.

11. A Manual Simulator

The manual simulator is a simple analog computer of the slide rule
variety, made up of two scales on a slide. several fixed scales, a cursor
and a memory. Figure 149 shows a sketch of the simulator; the letters in
the rollowing description refer to the figure.
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On the left hand scale T of the slide, the relative target posi-
tions are marked off according to any desired distribution (a uniform dis-
tribution with constant target spacing is depicted In the figrure). The
right hand scale S of the slide gives the distance a target advances as a
function of time of advance, the index or origin of the S scale is located
at the lead target. The fixed scales F1 give engagement time ($ + ta) ver-
sus target Intercepf position for each SAM site and the fixed scales F2
give the designation cycle time TD versus target intercept position for
each SAM site. A fixed memory scale IM serves both as a store of future
target assignment events and as a record of all engagements previously
undertaken by each SAM unit. The fixed memory scale I., serves as a store
of future engageme:- completion events and as a record-W' all engagements
of each target. The scale T of the slide, where relative target positions
are marked off, is used to record the current engagement status of each
target and also the demise of each target killed.

Preparation of the simulator for a particular set of runs consists
of drawing up appropriate fixed scales F1 and F2 for eaca SAM site and
scales S and T of the slide. The first step is to select a suitable dis-
zance scaling factor. The choice should minimize the real distance per
unit simulator distance (e.g., miles per inch), while still including the
distance intervals required for operation of the simulator. These adja-
cent but not overlapping Intervals are

a) The distance between the first possible intercept position f
a target by any SV unit and the corresponding target position
at designatic-.

The distance betieen The first possible intercept position and
the last possible intercept position, the latter often being
the weapon release point.

c) The distance between first and ltst target, in the attack stream.

The fixed scales F1 and F2 for each SAN unit can readily be laid
out as follows. We have (repeating equation (19))

x I = XD - uO(p)

where x1 , xD a."e intercept and designation positions respectively, (xoy 0 l
are SAM site coordinates, p Is range to intercept from SAM site, Isp) is
tie-up time, and u is target speed. Eliminating x., we have

XD = x 0 + uO(p) + F
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For each of several convenient values of p covering the interval between
Pmax and Pnin, we calculate xD; both or just one value .;f ;, will apply
depending upon where the posiion of last intercept falls V)tive to the
SAM site. For each of the same chosen values of p we obtain thR corres-
ponding values f engagement time 0(p) -" t, and designation cycle time TD
and then plot 0 + ta and TD versus xD, usirg the distance scali-g factor
selectd above. We select several values of O + ta and of TD covering
the intervals between (0 + ta)max and (0 + t ',.n and chosen-to permit
ready interpolation by eye. We mark off the.' chosen values on the (0 + ta)
and TD axis, and for each value then mark off the corresponding one or two
values of A,. Finally we place a paper strip along the x is, transfer
the markings of the xD values to the strip, and record the corresponding
(0 + ta) and T values opposite each mark to give us tPe completed scales
F, and F2 for Phe SAM clte in questtoi In the event that T is constant
over some xD interval, az in the case t launcher governed Rre, the fact
that the same value of TD applies to the whole interval should be indicat-
ed on the scale .12.

When the strips bearing the scales F and F for different SAM
sites are mounted on the simulator, they should be placed so as to coincide
In position XD rather than In time or TD. Indeed two SAM units whose
locations differ will have different values of $ and usually cf TD corres-
ponding to the same designation position x Furthermore, positions of
first and last designation for two such SA sates will not in general co-
incide, even though positions of first and last intercept may coincide.

The scale T of the slide is readily prepared by marking off posi-
tions of successive targets as desired, using the selected distance scaling
factor. Note that the relative positions of targets remain unchanged dur-
ing the battle, since all targets are assumed to be flying at the same con-
stant speed. The scale S of the slide is obtained by choosing a convenient
time interval a t, and marking off a series of points a distance u At apart,
labeling then 0, At, 2 At, ... up to the maximum value of 0 or TD occurring
on any of the scales Fl and F2.

The operation of the simulator starts with entry on the memory Ml
of an initial target assignment event for each SAM unit, and a weapon re-
lease passage event for the lead target. The target assignment event for
each SAM unit is entered by placing the cursor at the left-hand end point
of the scale F, of that SAM unit, and then, holding the cursor fixed, mak-
inZ a mark on the memory M1 and labeling the mark with the number of the
SAM unit. The weapon "elease passage event for the lead target is entered
by the following sequence of steps. The cursor is placed at the right-hand
end point of the scale F1 of any SAM unit (it is imaterial which SAM unit
Is ch,sen) and the value of (, ta, Is read off. Holding the cursor fixed,
the t1.dex of the scale S is moved to coincide with the cursor. Then, hold-

the slide fixed, the cursor is moved to the right to the point X + ta
c' the scale S, a mark is made on the memory at this point and is labeled
WR (Ccr "weapon release").
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Following entry of the above events: .te cursor is placed at the
left most mark or the memory M1 (the first target assignment event to come
up). The slide is then moved so that the first target to be engaged, e.g.,
the lead target, falls at the cursor line. The target-S1 -unit pairing
for the first engagement has now been fixed. To complete the engagement,
the designaticn cycle time TD and the engagement time (0 + ta) for the en-

Igagement are read from the points where the cursor line cuts the scales
and F2 associated with the SAIS uit in question. Holding the s3ide fixed,
the cursor is moved to the right to the point T on the scale G, a mark Is
made on the memory N1, and the SAM unit number Ys recorded above the mark.
This mark constitutes entry of a new target assigrment event for the SAM
unit. .iext the cursor is moved to the pl.int (0 #. ta ) on the scale S, a
mark 1! m .de u,, the memory 2 , and the target number is recorded below this
mark. This mark constitutes an engagement completion event for the engage-
ment being undertaken.

Next, a random digit is drawn to determine if the target has been
killed. If a kill results, the target number entered on the 1. memory is
underlined or encircled. Iinally, on the scale T a check mark is placed
over the target being engaged to indicate that the target is now undergoing
an engagement, and the recorded number of ready missiles available at the
SAM unit Is reduced by one. The operations called for by the first target
assignment event have now been completed.

The next event to occur is that correoponding to the left most mark
on either the Ml or M memories, excluding the event just passed. If the
next event is a target assignment event, the cursor is placed at the corres-
ponding mark In the memory, the slide is advanced until the index of the
scale S is at ttI cursor line, and a target is assigned according to the doc-
trine being used. Holding the slide fixed, the cursor is moved to the tar-
get selected. If the cursor in this position falls to the left of the end-
point of the P1 scale, the SAM unit must delay its launch. A delayed launch
event for thi-S;.1 unit is then entered on the memory M1 by reading off the
time spacing between the lead target and the selected target, moving the cur-
sor vo that time on the scale S while holding the slide fixed, making a maek
on the memory Ml, and labeling the mark with the SAM unit number. If, on

":- nther hand, the cursor falls at or to the right of the end-point of the
F, scai.., the engagement of the selected target need not be delayed. The
operations described for the first engagement above, subsequent to target-
SAM unit pairing, are then followed.

If the next event is an engagement completion event, the number of
the target involved is read off the memory 142, If the target was killed,
an appropriate mark is placed on the scale T over the target. If the target
was not killed, the check mark previously placed on the acale T is removed
or crossed out to Indicate a reduction by one in the target's current en-
gagement status.
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The battle thus proceeds, event by event, until all targets have
been killed or all missiles exhausted, or until the weapon release passage
event for the lead target comes up. No explicit operation Is called for
at this tiue; tho significance of this event l ies in the additional opera-
tion that precedes each subsequent target assignment event. Before select-
Ing L 'arget for assiiment, the live targets lying to the right of the WR
mark on the memory M must now be counted; when this number equals the de-
sired number of penetrators, the battle is terminated.
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CHAPTER VII

Measures of Effectiveness

A. Choice of a Measure

A measure of effactivenc;La of a weapon system is CoL-only thoutght
of as a quantitative i:.dex of the tactica worth of the system. Before a
proper measurv of eff u-.ivtzs-5 can be selected for use in an analysis, it
Is esset.tial to undcrstara clearly the aims o' ubjectivLs of the weapon
system, ideally one w.ould ilke at, air defense system t ..e capnble of de-
stroying -.11 hostlle alr targets presented to it. This ioty L:- is of
course not achievable, whc. fact as rroneousl s.uggestd to nv-": tnt
measure of effectlt .e-*s should mean tfe degree to which the ide1 ;'.ol

is achieved. But such a vlc.- lb me:tninrless without cui,-ide-able elabora-
tion of the purpose or objective of the "-ir defense being studied. In one
instance, to destroy all but one ,tacrlng .,eqpon may mea. litter defeat.
Yet In different circunstances to destroy but a few targets may suffice
for victory. A few illustrations will help to throw light on the impor-
tance of air defense ovjcctiv. In sele,' ,,g a measure of effectiveness.

Consider a sm4ll military force whose Immediate mission is vital
to the success of a majo campaign In a war. The elements of the force
may possess some inherent value independent of the mission, but the urgency
of the mission temporarily places greatly in2reased value on the force,
lasting until the mission has been completed. Suppose the force expects
to be subjected to air attack and so possesses ,-.ements to provide it with
air defense. The prime objective of the air defense is clearly to prevent
damage from air attack that would preclude success of the mission. This
objective holds sway only during prosecution of the miasior. Activities
of the air defense may include destruction of enemy air targets, but de-
struction of targets Is not essential to the air defense objective. To
cite an example, successful jamming of bombing radars carried by bomber
aircraft could constitute completely successful air defense without a shot
being fired, The one paramount requirement is to prevent, by any means,
zuccessful delivery of enemy warheads. Whatever form t) air defense takes,
'.t fails if enemy Air attack prevents the forue from carrying out Its mis-

sion. Otherwise the air defense 1v successful.

Tne strategic bombing operations of World Wa- II serve to illus-
trate a different air defense objective. In these bombing raids the de~age
inflicted by az one bomber on a single mission was usually rather meager.
Indeed, dectruction caused by an entire rald was seldom really crippling
'o the nation receiving it. Thus it was necessa:% 'o attack and re-attack
each of many targets time and time again, with ln., e nurra of bombers, in
order that the bombing operations be effective. The nesi telling means open
to the defens- for discouraging these lomn)ig operations war, to destrQo boab-
ers. Moreover, experience showted that a modest level o.: bomber attriticn
(5 to lO;;) was usull zufflcien to dissuade tl*.e enemy from -wntinuing his
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bombing efforts without first taking steps to nepate the air defense fo
opposing him. Thus, in these operations the primary air defense obje':"';
was to exact enemy bomber' attrition, the higher the level of attriti..., tt
more pleasing to the defense.

A third air defense objective car. be £llusLr:d,~ the lefense
of cities or other civil targets against nuclear air attat" A single of-
f.v -1I car warhcad jjuu cau- . emendous devas-
tation. Thus if '. - zhuid attuck a "".:7 with en., !h weapons to as-
sure with th .. - te dtL~lvery .)f t,.!o or thre- .;arheads, he could
ful . ..... *: .. tt -'c :,u acceed. wu4 w'ould rarely Lie to ';-attack.

.. .i ,, i.,: i:.~ p~o !. .tt.'*ei1. force may be lost to air
• ... ~- . :,deea 11 an cney expect-r such losses to be high - or at

;,.. not ngligible - he should allocate to th. o:ne attack not only enough
weapons to surely absorb the expected losses. but also enough more to in-
sure destruction of the city, rather than allocate Oewer weapons and so run
a serious risk of having to re-attack another day, with consequent addition-
al losses to air defense actio:. Having paid his AdmIssion price once, he
had best see the show rather than huve to pay again. The objective of the
air defense in this case Is to exact a high toll of air targets destroyed.

A further difficulty in selecting a measure of effectiveness arises
from the fact that an air defense weapon system may at different times be
employed in different ways with different objectives. A naval missile ship
In a major nuclear war may hz've the prime task of protecting a carrier dur-
ing the short time required for the Ltter to launch an air strike. In a
high explosive war the first objective of the same missile ship my be to
exact attrition of attacking aircraft dring an extcnd4 period vien the
fleet may bb bperating witiin range of enemy air attacks. Tn carrying out
a tactical analysis of .he perform.ace of such a missile ship same compro-
mise may be called for In ohoosirg r, measure of effectiveness, or resort to
two or more measures. appropriate to the different potential objectives may
be necessary.

In choosing a measure of effectiveness, the tactical anrayst must
pay heed to certain practical considerations. Fe is often limited In the
time available for his analysis, or Ir. the computational facilities at his
disposal, or both. If so, he must limit his choice ot measure to those
amenable to fairly rapid and simple calculatior., striking the best compro-
mise he can between approprieteness to the pronlem and practicality in com-
putatlcn. Some of the data avail-ahle to analysts as Inputs are usually or
such poor quallt as to be 1i ttle bettez, than random guesses. Given great
uncertainty in the proper value cf parameter, it becomes necessary to do-
tertine the scnsitivlt' of the SAM system effeativeness to the parameters.
Is effectiveness critically dependent on the parameter value used? If so,
whet.- L, the range of r.:ossible values does effectlver.ess vary markedly?
The desirability for ,owput., .!oral case gcins added enhbasis from this need
for ascertaining son.tIvity.
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Consideration of the purpose to which a tactical analysis is to
be put can at times simplify the choice of an effectiveness measure. Fre-
quently the purpose Is to make a comparison between weapon systems. If
two systems being compared are sufficiently sim.la.r, it may be admissible
to employ a me.sure that reflects only those features of the two systems
thut differ, By way of illustration, suppose two SAM systems have about
the same mlsile kill probability and are capable of about the same level
of coordit, ation of fire. The consideration of firepower achievable by
each may suffice in making s comparison. However, resort to the use of
such a partial measure should be made with cautior The antalyst should
riimself be aware and in the presentation of his res.lts shoulr include
some indication of how overall effectiveness of either system will vary

* with firepower. In short, if one system can achic:e twice the firepower
of the other, is it then twice as effective, four times as effective, half
again as effective? If this question is left open, the inclination of the
reader will usually be to interpret firepower as proportional to overall
effectiveness and so, In our example, to assume the one system to be twice
as effective as the other. The analyst should also satisfy himself that
the systems are indeed .similar. "wo SAJ s~vstems dffr ring only in maximm
range will obviously have different firepower capabilities. They may also
differ in the coordination they can achieve because of their different
depths, even though they employ identical firing doctrines.

Regrettably, parameters describing the performance of a weapon
system such as range, speed and altitude ceiling, are all too often used
as measures of effectiveness. Such use fails to reeognise the need for
matching performance with opposing performance in ascertaining effectiveness.
The ability of a SAM to fly at 100,000 ft. Is cf little consequence if no
target for it will be found there. Nor does the use of performance parn.
meters to measure effectiveness recegnize the Importance of how the weapon
system will be employed. A sparse, distant deployment of SM units about
a surface target will not provide a good defense of that target against
low altitude attacks.

B. 'Useful .easures of SAN Effectiveness

We are concerned here with measures of effectiveness for SAM sys-
tems. The preceding discussion demonstrates that no one general or ui-
versal measure can be found. The best that tie can do is to present a few
measures that can thems'lves be employed in a fairly wide variety of prob-
lems, or from which other suitable measures can be derived.

A SA1. system is designed to destroy air targets. Whatever the
nature and mission of the military force of u.hich the SAM system is a part,
the contribution to air defense of the SAN, system is through its ability
lo destroy targets. :' the first illustration of the preceding section
(a military force on a critical mission), the SAM role is to kili all tar-
gets not oth'rwise countered. A reasonable measure of SAK tuccessTr the
probabglity of annihilation of all of these targets in any one raid. Inf 135 -
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the second illustration (World War II bombing) the SA14 role is to exact
bomber attrition day after day. A good measure of success here is the
expected number of kills achieved against a raid. In the third iJlus-
tration (nuclear strike) the '11j4 role Is to take a high toll of oombcrs
during the autav-:. Success in this instance can be measured by the at-
tsck force needed In a raid in order to achieve a high probability of
penetration.

In each of the above iliustrations a battle is presumed to take
place. Of importance, too, Is the deterrent role of the air defense,
and the SAN contribution to it. In each of the above illus'.rations a
credible threat that the SAM system will perform well if called upon may
deter an enemy from at'aeklng. Thus the same measures of effectiveness
will serve, but ti'e emphasis now will rest on what the enemy may believe
the SAM system could do, rather than on the system's true capability.
(The two may, of course, be the same.)

Although the thr. , measures: annihilation probability, expected
number of kills and pene, "ition probabillt are by no means the only possi-
bilities, one or another o" them will serve adequately in many analyses.

For any postulated battle situation, there is a probability Pk,
however ptorly known, that the SAM system will kill precisely k out of b
targets. Each of the above measures can be exprcs-ed in terms one or more
of the PkR:

ArailLilation probability Is Pb; i.e., ?k with

k set equal to b.

Expected number of kills is

b

E E kPk
k=O

Penetration probability (probability that the number
of survivors will be at least as great as a specified
number a) Is

b-a

QsM a Z Pk
k=O

A number oi other useful measures are also functions of the P is; the prob-
ability PD that an air attack will zucceed in destroying a defended surface
target is given by

b

P-D D(b1k) 6k
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where D(a) is the conditional probability that the surface target will
be destroyed If J attackers penetrate the defense. (Obviously D(O)=O,)
As was shown in some cf the derivations of Chapter V, and in the dis-
cussion of Monte Carlo simulation of Chapte- VI, a measure can some-
time:' 5. cale',tlated ,.ithout explicit calculation of the PkIS.

A brief discussinn o' thc behavior of the various t.. asures, and
of certain ippr,ximate 'eiati ;rn between them may be helpful. Figure 50a
shous -%I .- of penetratiun pLubabllity Qs a against number of attackers
b" b, r1., ,.tvrra_ values of least number of -irvivors a. The curves were
computed for fixed kill probability p z .5, fixed fIropo .er 1 = 20, and
perfect coordination. ilotice tftat the curves ha&e verj ,'early the same
slopes. The effect of Increasirg a Is to tranblte the entire curve to
the righ; mo..eover, the extent of the translation i3 Just th3i tP.rPnce
in the . .. i of a. Nquch the sane effect obtains quite generally, aithough
for pooreo co.rdination the extent of the translation is somewhat greater
than shown in the figure. Becavase of this effect, it will sometimes suf-
fice to calculate Qs l only, and then perform the appropriate translation
to obtain na a for other values of c. It should be noted that Qi bears
a simple.ani useful relation to an. ihilatior. prob:,llIty:

sal Pb

If the conditional probabilitle u destructicn D(b-k) are nearly
equal to 1, at least where Pk's are not negligible, the probability of de-
fended surface targct destruction P is approximately the same as matl.
(P is Idcntical to i% l t he D(B-k)'s are ell equal to 1.) Figure 50b
iliustraces the effect of lower conditional probabilities D(b-k) on PD"
These curves were computed for the same Itill probability, tirepower, and
coordination as above, and assuming

D'b-k) = I - Cb -k

where c is an arbitrary constant. Notice that as c increases and so D(b-k)
decreases (i.e., the enemy ueppons are less effective), the slope of the PD
versus b curve decreases. Comparison of Figures 50a ad b suggests that
only when the D(b-k)'s are high will . ,l serve as a reasorAble approxima-
tion to PD"

The probabilities Pk, and so any measure that depends upon them,
are functions of.the kill probability p, the firepower NI, and the coordina-
tion of fire associated with the AM system in the air battle in question.
It is of some interest to note tow variations in p, N, a.- the level of
coordination affect certain measuires.

Figure 51a shows three plots of expected number of kills 2 versus
number of attackers b, assuming kill probability p = .5, firepower N % 20,

-_'.and three different levels of coordination. For sufficiently saull b, the
defense saturates the attack, and 3 * t independent of the coordination
level. Changes In p and It simply alter the definition of "sufficiently
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